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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY

Thursday, 27 September 1990

THE SPEAKER (Mr Michael Barnett) took the Chair at 10.00 am, and read prayers,

PETITION - MT LESUEUR NATIONAL PARK PROPOSAL

Coal Mining or Power Stations - Opposirion
MR KIERATH (Riverton) [10.03 am]: The petition I present reads as follows -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.
We, the undersigned, request that the Parliament, in recognition of the immense
biological diversity and importance of die Mt Lesueur area:

1) create a National Park with boundaries as recommended by die Environmental
Protection Authority,

2) no coal mining or power stations be pen-nirted within the boundaries or
adjacent to the Mt Lesueur National Park.

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 78 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 139.]

PETITION - PATIENTS ASSISTED TRAVEL SCHEME

P itbare and Karratha Discrimination
MR GRAHAM (Pilbara) [10.05 am]: Mr Speaker, I have a petition and a problem.

The SPEAKER: Let us have the good news first.

Mr GRAHAM: My petition states -

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly in
Parliament Assembled:

The Petition of the undersigned respectfully showeth:

I The PATS system is not properly mieeting needs of residents in Port
Hedland

2 PATS assistance is being denied on technical and bureaucrat grounds
to residents of Pt Hedland who believe they should receive it

3 Specialist visits to the area are not enough to meet the needs of the
population

4 The above discriminates against the population of Pt Hedland
compared to city counterparts' medical facilities

Your Petitioners most humbly pray that the Legislative Assembly in Parliament
assembled, should legislate to ensure that access to specialist medical care is readily
available to the residents of Pt Hedland and other country areas.

And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 592 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

[See petition No 140.]
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A similar petition applying to Karratha was presented by Mrs Buchanan (2 131 signatures).

(See petition No 14 1.]
Mr GRAHAM: The problem to which I referred is that I have another petition containing
some 65 signatures which is from the residents of Shay Gap. This petition is worded in a
simnilar maniner to the petitions I have tabled. It was faxed down to the office of the President
of the Liberal Party in Port Hedland and I am unable to read all of the names. Therefore,
Mr Speaker, I seek your ruling on whether the petition is permitted to be tabled.

Speaker's Ruling
The SPEAKER: Whether you can read the names on the petition is not significant; however,
the fact that the petition was faxed is significant. A faxed document is not suitable for
tabling as only the original document is permitted. So, I rule that the petition cannot be
tabled.

APPROPRIATION (CONSOLIDATED REVENUE FUND) BILL
Second Reading - Budget Debate

DR LAWRENCE (Olendalough - Treasurer) [10.10 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

In doing so, I present the State Budget for 1990-9 1.
Eight months ago I told the people of this State that my responsibility was to set new
standards, new priorities and a new direction for Government.

I said then, and I repeat today, that my overriding priority is to serve the people of Western
Australia, to listen to and to work with all sections of the community to achieve our shared
vision of Western Australia in the future. The Labor Government believes in people and
their aspirations, it believes in policies which reflect the human and social values of our
community and it believes in providing the economic framework which produces security for
all our families.

Our goals are -

To shape a society in which people who work hard can provide a life of security for
their families;

to protect the environment for our use and enjoyment, now and in the future;

to develop a society in which children are loved and cared for, protected and safe, and
receive the best education and opportunities we can provide; and
to encourage respect for older people and recognition of their present and past
contributions to our community.

This Budget, Mr Speaker, has been framed in the context of those goals. It looks forward,
while coming to terms with the difficulties of the past.
Its features are -

A real reduction in Government spending;

no increases in most taxes and real reductions in charges;

action to promote economic growth;

a commitment to the delivery of high quality services; and

further progress on improving Government efficiency.

And for the eighth year in succession the Budget will be balanced.

The key objective is to create jobs in the private sector so families can look to the future with
confidence. That will be achieved by encouraging private investment.

We were faced with a clear choice - to increase taxes across the board or to rein in public
sector spending. The Government decided it was unrealistic to expect that the public sector
can continue to grow regardless of the economic conditions facing the State. Rather than
savagely increasing the burden of Government on the business sector, this Budget reduces
Government spending in real terms while maintaining services essential to families.



I ask honourable members to contrast this achievement with the performance of other States.
Here, we have made no increase in payroll tax, no increase in stamp duties, no increase in
fuel levies, or in any other consumer or business taxes, with the sole exception of the
fiancial institutions duty which will increase only to the level adopted by most other States.
With regard to payroll tax, not only is there no increase, but the threshold levels will be
raised to benefit more than 85 per cent of those employers currently liable to pay the tax.

Western Australia has enormous potential and the Government is determnined to build on our
fundamental strengths in agriculture and mining; the outcome will be a healthy and more
diverse economy with the prospect of sustainable growth,.

I have been stating for many months that the Government's aimn was to bring down a budget
which would not rely on significant increases in taxes and charges to meet the State's
commitments. This objective has been achieved through the most rigorous review of
Government expenditure that senior officials can recall. It is because the Government
believes families should not bear the burden of increased taxes nor business face sharply
higher costs that this Budget -although it tops $5 billion for the first time in the State's
history - represents a real cut in spending of 2.5 per cent.

But, Mr Speaker, before detailing the Budget's features, I will outline the economic context
in which it has been shaped. In the second half of last financial year, the Western Australian
economy turned down in response to Federal Government policies, and following the clearly
unsustainable high growth levels of recent years. A fall of more than one-third in new
residential budding approvals was accompanied by a weakening in the labour market. with
employment growth falling from 5.9 per cent in 1988-89 to 3.2 per cent in t989-90. During
the financial year unemployment increased from 5.5 per cent to 7.7 per cent. The outlook
suggests further increases in unemployment in the near future. This prospect is unacceptable
and the Governm-ent is aimring its policies at generating employment opportunities in the
private sector. In 1990-91 it is clear that our economic growth will be subdued, but it is still
expected to be about double the projected real national increase of about 2 per cent.

Mr Speaker, with these indicators before us the Government was determined that this Budget
should be an important step towards economic recovery and provide a framework for
economic development into the twenty-first century. As announced earlier this year, I am
establishing a State Economic Strategies Council to advise me directly on economic activity
and development in the State. The membership of this council will be announced early next
month. Western Australia is one of the strongest performers in the Australian economy.
Today's Budget is further evidence of why the State's domestic debt attracts a AAA rating,
and why our recent medium term note facility in Europe was assigned a AA rating - the
highest on overseas borrowings for any Australian State.

One area of concern to me is the cost of Government on the community. This Budget
provides for a major reorganisation of departments to reduce duplication and cut the cost of
Government on business and the community. Departments have reviewed their fuinctions
and those functions - which, in the main, have no direct bearing on the quality of services
provided - have been reduced and resources redirected to better cater for commuunity need.

Mr Speaker, may I repeat that the reductions in the number of public servants will be
achieved through attrition and voluntary redundancies and no public servant will be sacked.
The Government will honour this promise. However, there will be changes in the public
sector and public servants will be affected. Some people will have to move between
departments. Many will find the changes and challenges add to their experience and extend
their career prospects.

Mr Speaker. I now turn to the Budget in detail.

REVENUE
it is a measure of the daunting budgetary Task that despite an unprecedented containment of
Government expenditure, it was still not possible to achieve a balanced result in the absence
of any revenue raising initiatives. I have already mentioned the squeeze on our revenues and
it is indicative of the adverse impact of the economic downturn that collections from stamp
duties, our second largest tax, are expected to decline by $38 million or round 15 per cent in
real terms in 1990-91. On the basis of existing tax levels our total revenues were expected to
increase by only 4.3 per cent
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Financial Institutions Duty (FID)
To meet our budgetary objective, Ei) is to be increased from the current rate of 3.5 cents per
$100 to 6 cents per $100. There will be an associated increase in the maximum tax payable
on a single deposit from $500 to $1 200. Due to the broad based nature of the tax, the
increase will not impact heavily on individuals and will be shared evenly across the
community. For an average PAYE wage earner depositing, say, $20 000 per annum, the
annual cost will increase by $5, firom $7 to $12. These increases will bring Western
Australia's FID rate and maximum duty limit into line with New South Wales, Victoria and
Tasmania although the new rate will be substantially below the 10 cents per $100 recently
announced by South Australia. The increases are to apply from 1 November 1990 and are
estimated to raise additional revenue of $27 million in 1990-91 and $46 million in a full year.
Mr Speaker, unlike the plethora of revenue raising measures introduced by most other States,
this is the only taxation increase contained in this Budget.
I now rum to the other revenue initiatives.

Payroll Tax

To provide a measure of assistance to business, especially small business, the threshold
levels at which the various payroll tax rates apply will be increased broadly in line with
inflation. The minimum exemption threshold will be lifted by $20 000 to $320 000. This
initiative, which will apply from I January 199 1, will benefit more than 85 per cent of
employers liable for payroll tax at an estimated cost of $3 million in 1990-91 and $7 million
in a full year. Planned amendments to the Payroll Tax Assessment Act will also provide an
exemption for wages paid to apprentices and trainees employed under approved group
training schemes. Currently payroll tax paid on these wages is returned to the taxpayer in the
form of a rebate. Although there will be no net cost to revenue, this move will assist small
businesses by reducing compliance and financing costs at a time when many are
experiencing financial difficulties.

Stamp Duty
Following the Government's announcement last year of a major review of stamp duties, the
working group established to conduct the study has now completed a preliminary
examination of the submissions that have been received from the private sector. Meetings
with interested parties are planned and it is expected that recommendations will be made to
Government early in 1991. The review is intended to be revenue neutral with its primary
focus on improving equity, minimising any adverse effects of stamp duty on economic
development, reducing compliance costs for taxpayers and streamlining the administration of
the Stamp Act.
Work is also proceeding on legislation to provide additional stamp duty concessions to
encourage the creation of a secondary mortgage market in Western Australia. A plan to
provide the stamp duty concessions and make associated amendments to the Trustees Act has
now been drawn up and will be circulated shortly to industry for comment.

Debits Tax

As part of a proposed major overhaul of Federal-State financial relations, the
Commonwealth's debits tax is to be transferred to the States from I December 1990. There
will be no net revenue benefit to the States as the Commonwealth will reduce its general
revenue grants commensurately.
As a result of the revenue measures I have just announced, total revenue from all sources in
1990-91 is expected to increase by $233.9 million or 4.8 per cent to $5 072.5 million. The
revenue estimate takes into account increases in departmental fees and charges following the
normal annual review which aims to bring them more into line with the cost of providing
services. Including receipts from debits tax, revenue from Commonwealth sources will
increase by $138.3 million or seven per cent. Revenue from State sources including interest
earnings is projected to rise by $95.6 million or 3.3 per cent. Excluding interest earnings the
increase is 6.5 per cent.



OUTLAYS
Faced with a real decline of 2.5 per cent in our recurrent revenues it follows that this Budget
must be one of disciplined expenditure restraint. The Government has therefore undertaken a
searching review of priorities in determining its expenditure programs. As part of the
process all existing activities have been analysed to identify where savings can be made in
the delivery of services. As a parallel exercise we have also looked closely at the
components of departmental spending to achieve economties wherever possible. As a result,
the present motor vehicle replacement policy is to be changed. Instead of generally replacing
their six or eight cylinder vehicles- after two years or 40 000 krns, agencies will now change
them over after three years or 60 000 uns. The Government is also reviewing the size of its
vehicle fleer with the object of reducing it substantially.

Expendinuts on computing will also be restricted to those considered to be of the highest
priority and essential to ongoing departmental operations. In addition, outlays on
advertising, consultancies, travel and equipment purchases have generally been reduced and
all other disc retionary expenditures held to an absolute minimum.

The savings yielded from these reviews, together with the austerity measures announced last
February, have enabled us to contain recurrent expenditure to $5 072.5 million, an increase
of $234.2 million or just 4.8 per cent.

Clearly, many departments and agencies will be required to operate with significant and real
reductions in their Budget allocations. But we have not randomldy imposed cutbacks or
reduced expenditures on an expedient across-the-board basis. Instead, we have set priorities
and allocated resources accordingly.

I now turn in more detail to our expenditure initiatives. In order to develop a coordinated
approach. the Government has looked at recurrent outlays and capital works spending
together and I will cover the key elements of both.

Public Sector Mlanagement

The Budget review identified a number of areas, especially activities broadly defined as
corporate services or central administration, where staff could be more productively
employed either more directly in the delivery of their agencies' services or elsewhere in the
public sector. Accordingly, and following an analysis of projected vacancies, all
departments and agencies have now been assigned appropriate end of year staffing targets.
These targets will be met without forced retrenchments. The processes of natural attrition
and voluntary retirement should enable most agencies to meet their objective and will enable
the remainder to make substantial progress towards their target. Redeployment of staff will,
however, be necessary in some areas and the present controls on the advertising and filling of
vacant positions will continue to apply pending the placement of redeployees.

in total, the Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget provides for 82 469 full-time equivalent
staffing positions, a net reduction of 736 when compared to the approved staffing level at 30
June 1990. A total of 842 additional full1-time equivalent positions to meet unavoidable new
commitments and growth has been more than offset by planned reductions of 1 578
following an assessment of existing and proposed vacancies and functional priorities.
Rationalisation of staffing is to be accompanied by restructuring and organisational change to
ensure that the impact of reductions on essential public services is mninintised.

In addition, we *will continue our policy of reducing the number of departments and
Governent agencies where this leads to improved and less costly provision of services.
The decision to absorb the operation of Department of Computing and Information
Technology into the Department of State Services was a recent example.

Recognising the importance of development within the State's overall economy, we now
intend to amalgamate into a single Department of State Development the operations of the
Ministry of Economic Development, the Departments of Resources Development, Trade, and
Regional Development, together with the Small Business Development Corporation. This
amalgamation will provide an integrated thrust to development and enable the provision of
more effective and efficient services. One of the tasks of this new department, which is
scheduled for implementation by 1 January 1991, will be the establishment of a long term
plan for the development of the State. This plan will form the backbone of regional plans
and provide a vital and consistent focus for the development of the State for the benefit of all
Western Australians.
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It is noteworthy that the Trades and Labor Council, the Comtderation of Western Australian
Industry and the Institute of Public Affairs all point to the need to rationalise resources in the
area of service delivery to industry.
The Public Service Commission is also to be restructured. Apart from the shedding of some
functions to other agencies, the reorganisation will mean that the Office of Public Sector
Management and the Directorate of Equal Opportunity in Public Employment will now form
part of the commission along with the career development and redeployment program which
is currently part of the Department of Employment and Training.
In addition, the Youth Affairs Bureau will be incorporated into the Office of the Family and
the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission will be located within the Minis"r of
Premier and Cabinet.

These restructurings are the first few stemming from the budgetary review of functions and
programs. More are likely over the course of 1990-9 1 to improve the overall efficiency and
effectiveness of the public sector.

Health
Every year the Budget is influenced by the recommendations of tt eCommonwealth Grants
Commission which have a significant impact on the level of our Commonwealth funding.
While we will not lower our standards in any area because of these findings, it is sobering
that our expenditure on medical and health services has consistently been assessed by the
commuission as well above the standard of other States. Despite the reservations that we have
about the Grants Commission's medical and health services comparisons, the magnitude of
our assessed overexpenditure cannot be lightly dismissed. In 1988-89 it stood at around
$70 million. Some significant economies have been achieved in these areas in recent years
as part of an ongoing review process. However, the Grants Commission's findings suggest a
searching assessment needs to be made to eliminate inefficiencies in the system and to
contain expenditures which do not add directly to the qualiry of our health care. These
matters will be addressed in the coming year to ensure reallocation of staffing and financial
resources result in enhanced patient services.

Against this background, the Budget allocation for the Health Department provides for gross
expenditure of $1 346.7 million, an increase of $70.1 million or 5.5 per cent. On a net basis,
the call on the Budget is $1 171.5 million, representing an increase of 7.1 per cent.

Included in the health budget are -

An extra $5.1 million for the joint Commonwealth-State home and community care
program lifting the provision to $45.3 million;
special funding of $3.1 million to help reduce waiting lists, aS55 per cent increase in
funding;
an amount of $1.6 million to expand metropolitan accident and emergency services;
and

a 33 per cent lift in funding to assist with the problems of youth suicide.

In addition, and subject to legislation being enacted, $11.4 million has been provided under
special Acts for the Health Promotion Foundation. The broad objectives of the foundation
will mean that this funding will provide a welcome boost to sporting, cultural and
community organisations as well as health and research orgwiisations.

Education

The Budget continues our policies of ensuring the education system in Western Australia
provides each school aged child with a quality education, relevant to changing social patterns
and technological and labour market demands. To meet our strong commitment to
education, a recurrent allocation of $963.5 million is provided to the Ministry of Education,
an increase of $54.8 million or six per cent on expenditure last year. Teaching and support
staff in schools will continue to be allocated in accordance with existing staffing formulae.
An additional 386 teachers and 132 support staff will be appointed to schools at the
commencement of the 1991 school year due to an increase in enrolments, new schools and
extensions to existing schools.
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Per capita grants to non-Government schools are projected to increase by 9.7 percent to
$53.3 million and general purpose and development grants for Government primary and
secondary schools will increase by 12 per cent to $28.9 milion.

In line with the results of the functional review of all public sector agencies that I mentioned
earlier, 230 teaching staff will be redeployed to schools and Public Service staffing levels in
the Ministry will be reduced by 130. There will be no forced retrenchments and the
reduction will be achieved by redeployment to other public sector areas and through natural
attrition. While the Government acknowledges that this staffing rationalisation will affect
the level of support services provided to schools by central and district offices, every effort
will be madie to minimise disruption to school operations.

Despite the need to contain expenditure, this Government will honour its pledge to help
families defray the cost of sending their children to school by continuing with the payment of
the education allowance. However, in accordance with our policy of helping those in most
need, the payment of the education allowance in 1991 will be restricted to families which
meet the Commonwealth Giovernment's eligibility criteria for receiving the family allowance
payment for their children.

This will mean that families with one child and assets - excluding the family home - of less
than $300 000, with a combined taxable income of less than $62 057 will be eligible for the
education allowance. This taxable income level of $62 057 will increase by $3 104 for each
additional child. Eligible families will again receive $50 for each child attending primary
school and $ 100 for each secondary school student. In all, nearly 80 per cent of Western
Australian families will continue to receive the allowance.

Community Welfare
The Western Australian Government places The highest priority on securing the welfare of
the most needy in the community. Reflecting that priority, total funding for the Department
for Community Services will increase by $7.7 million, or 7.5 per cent, to $111 minion at a
time when our revenues are to increase by less than five per cent. An amnount of $5.3 million
has been allocated to help financially disadvantaged persons meet short term financial
emergencies and to improve their ability to manage on a low income by increasing the
affordability of essential goods and services.

In the area of juvenile justice, comnmunity based work programs are cost effective, acceptable
to the courts, and have high completion rates. The Govemnment will continue to provide
programs to meet the needs of the community as a whole. Kids 'n' Crime local offender

projects which provide positive leisure, social skils development and education support to
at-risk youth in high offending areas will continue to receive funding.

Capital Works
It is through the Capital Works Program of our departments and authorities that the State
Government makes its greatest impact on economic activity and employment. Our planned
total works program in 1990-91 amounts to $1 387.8 million compared with actual
expenditure of $1 442.9 million last year.

full details of our Capital Works Program are set out in the General Loan and Capital Works
Fund Estimates and in the Supplement to the Capital Works Estimates. Features include -

expenditure of $631.2 million on essential water supply and power infrastructure to
meet the requirements of a rapidly growing community and burgeoning demand for
power;

expenditure of $115.2 million by Westrail, including $72.7 million on rail
electrification and the Northern Suburbs Rapid Transit System; and

a $191.8 million Homeswest Program.

It will not be possible for Homeswest to maintain its expenditure levels of recent years but
those levels have been Lifted to unprecedented heights since the election of a Labor
Government in 1983. Indeed, the $191.8 million program to be undertaken by Homeswest
compares to expenditure of just $63.5 million in 1982-83.

It is also relevant that since we implemented Keystart in December 1988 over 2 800 loans
have been approved to a value of around $200 million. Apart from helping Western
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Australian families with moderate incomes into affordable housing, Keystart is providing a
much needed boost to the home building industry.

In addition, the Capital Works Program includes $6.8 million for stage I of the East Perth
project, the biggest urban renewal project ever undertaken in Western Australia, which will
revitalise a rundown part of the city by transforming surplus Government land into a vibrant
residential and commercial district between central Perth and the Swan River. The project
will be one of the first addressed by the Office of Land Services incorporating LandCorp, the
Industrial Lands Development Authority, the Joondalup Development Corporation and parts
of the lands operations division of the Department of Land Administration. The office will
facilitate a more coordinated and integrated program of urban development and land supply.

Other Initiatives

Time does not permit me to outline all the expenditure initiatives included in the Budget, and
Ministers will provide further information on them when the appropriations are being dealt
with in Committee. However, some notable inclusions are -

an allocation to the Police Department of $242.3 million which includes provision for
two intakes of 180 recruits, an overall increase of 168 officers. Underlining the
Government's commitment to lift police strength, the police to population ratio in
Western Australia is now the highest of any State. In 1983 it was the fourth lowest.
Expenditure by the Police Department will be reduced this year as vehicles are to be
replaced less frequently than in the past. The decision will not lead to a cut in police
services. Excluding funding for motor vehicle replacement, outlays by the
department will increase by $17.5 milion or 8.1 per cent;

provision of $50 million in line with the Government's commnitment to discharge its
obligations to WA Government Holdings Ltd over five years;

funding of $8.7 million for the Environmental Protection Authority, an increase of
9.6 per cent on actual expenditure last year. Provision of $500 000 has been made for
the clean-up of potentially hazardous residues resulting from the Bindoon tyre fire;

an allocation of $500 000 to establish an Albany Harbours committee charged with
the development of an integrated environmental management plan to reduce
pollution;

recurrent outlays of $898 000 for effluent management and rehabilitation of the
Leschenault Peninsula. This is additional to estimated capital expenditure of
$5.1 million to meet the State's obligations to SCM Chemicals Pry Ltd in connection
with effluent disposal and locating of the chloride plant at Kemerton industrial estate;

payments of $11.9 million to non-Government agencies to fund services to the
intellectually disabled community of Western Australia;

recurrent and capital funding of $6 million for infrastructure support at Jervoise Bay.
The expenditure relates to the building of the modules for the Goodwyn A gas field
development and has secured for Western Australia some $80 million worth of
fabrication and erection work on a project which will involve the latest technology in
offshore module construction;

funding of $11.9 million for the Aboriginal communities development program to
fulfil the State's $50 million funding obligation over the five years to 30 June 199 1;
$9.7 million for the operating costs of the new Casuarina Prison;

provision of $357 000 for the implementation of the home detention program, subject
to legislation coming into operation;

provision of $561 000 for the establishment of the Goldfields-Esperance
Development Authority;
a $400 000 contribution to the Western Australia/China economic and technical
research fund, primarily to carry out studies aimed at promoting closer economic
cooperation;

an additional allocation of $202 000, to increase from 11I to 14 the number of district
mining engineers whose responsibilities include safety supervision. A major reason
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for the increase is the rapid growth in the number of goldmines over the last few
years. In terms of value of production, gold is now our most valuable mineral ahead
of alumina and iron ore, but some large deposits being mined by open-cut methods do
not have long economic lives. During 1990-91, and in close liaison with the industry,
we intend to examine initiatives to encourage new underground goidmining
operations;

partly reflecting its responsibilities in respect of regulation of the liquor industry, the
budget for the Office of Racing and Gaming will increase by $445 000, or
19.7 per cent, after adjusting for changed accounting and organisational
arrangements. The racing industry is a large employer in Western Australia arid
related gambling taxes are an important source of State revenue. During the year the
Government will be considering a submission from the racing industry aimned at
enhancing its long term viability;

a further allocation of $617 000 for the 1991 World Swimming Championships; and

funding for seven additional family centres which will become operational during the
1991 school year. Sixteen family centres are either completed or nearing completion,
and the extra seven will significantly boost access to preschool activities for four year
olds in both country and metropolitan areas.

In interpreting the expenditure allocations, I should mention that in framing this year's
Budget it was decided to set aside a global provision of $50 million under the Miscellaneous
Services Division of the Estimates to meet the expected cost of likely industrial award
increases to be granted during the year. Funds will only be allocated to agencies where it can
be demonstrated that they cannot absorb the cost of the award increases from within their
total appropriation approved by Parliament.

THE FEDERAL RELATIONSHIP AND MICROECONOMIC REFORM

In July the Prime Minister outlined the Commonwealth's intention to review inter-
Government relationships in Australia. We welcome this initiative and will work with the
Commonwealth to implement necessary reforms. As we have been strongly advocating in
recent years, the current annual Premiers' Conference process is anachronistic and needs
urgent review.

The Commonwealth also needs to rethink how financial assistance is to be provided to the
States. Commonwealth tied grants will account for more than 50 per cent of total grants to
the States in 1990-91 compared with 41 per cent eight years ago and just 25 per cent in the
early 1970s. By definition, tied grants impose bureaucratic restrictions and the current high
proportion of these grants is symptomatic of a high level of costly duplication of functions at
the Commonwealth level which should be eliminated.
In addition to reviewing the Federal relationships. midcroeconomic reform will be a major
focus for the first special Premiers' Conference to be held at the end of October. The
Western Australian Government believes that rnicroeconomic reform is essential if we are to
hold our living standards in an increasingly competitive world economy. Moreover, we can
approach discussion of this issue with a strong record of achievement and firm plans for
further progress.

Apart from the public sector reforms I have mentioned, we have made substantial progress in
reform-ing our transport regulations and agencies. In addition, the development of rate of
return on assets reporting for our major statutory authorities generally will also provide the
focus for improved efficiency and the achievement of a reasonable return on the resources
employed. Targets are to be introduced on a trial basis in 199 1-92.
We have already announced our intention to comnmercialise the Rural and Industries Bank
with legislation planned for the current session. A study is also currently under way into the
future ownership of the State Governiment Insurance Commission and the State Governm ent
Insurance Office.

The Western Australian Government is cooperating fuly with the Commonwealth Industry
Commnission in its inquiries into energy generation and distribution, rail transport, and
statutory marketing authorities but, having said that, the point must be made that
microeconomic reform is not a manter that can be shunted off entirely onto the States.
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Reform is also needed in areas under Commonwealth control, and given the adverse impact
of industry protection on the Western Australian economy, we will be pressing for further
significant reductions in protection levels with the view to their elimination or virtual
elimination by the turn of the century.

BUDGET DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES
In recent years the Government has been making steady progress in improving the
presentation and information provided in the Budget documents. This year, and in
accordance with the Government's commitment, the baskc elements of program management
have been implemented, allowing the 1990-9 1 Consolidated Revenue Fund Budget to be
presented in program format. The objectives of individual programs are set out in the
Program Statements Budget Paper which is currently being printed and will be available
shortly. Achievements are reported against those objectives together with details of
expenditures and staffing.

As this is the first year that die Budget has been presented in this format, direct comparisons
with the expenditure categories shown in last year's Estimates are not always possible.
However, broad comparative information has been presented at the program level. While
estimated levels of expenditure and staffing have been rigorously determined, flexibility is
allowed to vary expenditures between programs should circumstances require such changes
in accord with Government objectives. This is an integral part of program management.

Apart from this significant advance in the presentation of meaningful Budget information to
Parliament and the community, we have included for the first time in the Budget papers a
summary statement which consolidates our recurrent and capital revenues and expenditures.
Government finance statistics on a national accounting basis are also provided. These data
were included for the first time last year and all States are now publishing similar
information.

BUDGET OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSION
Last year, and for the seventh successive year, we achieved a small surplus, lifting the
accumulated surplus in the Consolidated Revenue Fund to $889 291. Although that result
required the bringing to account of $47.3 million more in interest earnings than was planned
when the Budget was framed, it was a pleasing outcome given the subdued economic and
financial conditions that prevailed during 1989-90. Once again in the current financial year
we are aiming for a balanced Budget with total outlays of $5 072.5 million being matched by
revenue of the same amount.

Both outlays and revenue are expected to increase by a modest 4.8 per cent and the Budget
honours the Government's undertaking to reduce its impact on the economy by holding
expenditure and taxation revenue to increases below the projected growth in gross State
product. Total recurrent and capital payments from the Consolidated Revenue Fund and the
General Loan and Capital Works Fund are projected to increase by just 3.7 per cent with the
net financing requirement falling significantly by $123.2 million to $238.9 million. That
trend is also reflected in broader national accounting data which show that the net financing
requirement of the general Government sector will fall by 27 per cent or $93 million to
$254 million in 1990-91.
For the Western Australian public sector as a whole, which includes our public trading
enterprises such as SECWA, total debt as a proportion of gross State product continues to
decline, falling from 29 per cent in 1986-87 to 24.1 per cent last year and a projected
23.1 per cent in 1990-91. In the present economnic climate, and in the current difficult
financial times, there is a tendency to overlook the strength and resilience of Western
Australia and its unsurpassed growth record of recent years.

The difficulties we face are transitory but, nonetheless, they are real and must be addressed.
This Budget does that. It is tough and will not be acclaimed in many quarters, but it puts us
on the right path for the 1990s and it complements national economic policies vital for our
long term prospenity. Importantly, the Budget acknowledges the need for public sector
frugality at a time when more than ever the demands of Government on the economy must be
reduced to encourage private sector growth. It is an important step in removing unnecessary
public sector expenditure and in reducing the financial burden of Government on business
and, so far as is possible in these times of financial restraint, it reflects the Government's two
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major prioritites; - to create the best env ironment for bus iness and to ens ure that the qu al ity o f
life for all Western Australian families is maintained.

I now turn to the formal purposes of the Bill. The Bill seeks appropriation of the sums
required for the services of the current financial year as detailed in the Estimates. It also
makes provision for the grant of Supply to complete requirements for 1989-90. Included in
the expenditure estimates of 5 072.5 million is an amount of $620. 187 million permanently
appropriated under special Acts, leaving an amount of $4 452.3 13 million which is to be
appropriated in a manner shown in a schedule to the Bill. Supply of $2 400 million has
already been granted under the Supply Act 1990. Hence, further supply of
$2 052.313 million has been provided for in the Bill. In addition to authorising the provision
of funds for the current year, the Bill seeks ratification of the amounts spent during 1989-90
in excess of the estimates for that year. Details of these excesses are given in the relevant
schedule to the Bill.

Before commending the Bill to the House I would like in an informal but sincere manner to
thank all of the people involved in the preparation of this Budget. I do not think that anyone
in this House can understand just how difficult a process that has been. Treasury officials
and officers from my Department of Premier and Cabiniet and the Public Service
Commission have all been involved in what for them by any standards has been the most
difficult Budget in living memory. This is a time of contraction in the public sector. We
have taken a series of actions that have not previously been required of our officers. I would
like to place on record my heartfelt thanks for the enormous amount of work done. I do not
think that people in this House really understLnd how many hours, sleepless nights, early
mornings and meetings were required;

I indicate in addition my thanks to Ministers in particular and members of the Expenditure
Review Committee, which started the process earlier this year. They worked long and hard
going through papers in detail to ensure that what was presented to this Parliament was a
responsible Budget in difficult times. I would like to place on record particular thanks to the
Deputy Premier as Minister for Finance, who assisted in this effort, and to other Ministers on
the committee.

Finally, and most important of all, two people who deserve an enormous amount of thanks
are the Under Treasurer, Ross Bowe, and the Chief Executive Officer of the Department of
Cabinet, Marcelle Anderson, who with their respective teams have done what in my view
many people believed was impossible.

I commend the Bill to the House arid, in so doing, seek leave to table -

the Cowiolidated Revenu! Fund Estimates 1990-91,
Supple.-.entary Budget Information,
the Western Australian Economy 1989-90, and,
the Pudget Outlook.

[..ee papers Nos 554-558.]

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Macinnon (Leader of the Opposition).

APPROPRIATION (GENERAL LOAN AND CAPITAL WORKS FUND) BILL

Second Reading
DR LAWRENCE (Glendalough - Treasurer) [10.51 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second t ime.

The purpose of this Bill is to appropriate sums from the General Loan and Capital Works
Fund to finance items of capital expenditure. The capital works expenditure program
proposed for this year amounts to $1 387.788 million. Of this amount, $285.366 million is to
be appropriated by this Bill from the General Loan and Capital Works Fund. The works
program of $1 387.8 million compares with actual expenditure of $1 442.9 million last year
or $1 387.9 million after excluding the redemption of WA Government Holdings Ltd's
$55 million loan facility with the ANZ Bank. The ratification of this $55 million
expenditure, which was incurred under the Treasurer's Advance Authorisation Act and
charged against the General Loan and Capital Works Fund, will. be the subject of a separate
Bill to be introduced during this session.
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Reflecting briefly on the 1989-90 result, the program was Underspent by $218 million and
this was due to a number of factors including work not proceeding as quickly as anticipated,
delays in the formalisation of the acquisition of sites, project planning revisions, property
sales not being concluded in rime for the funds to be received and expended as planned, and
contractors' payment claims not being received as expected prior to the close of the financial
year.
In addition, the 1989-90 oumiur also reflects the Government's responsible decision to
review the program when the Commonwealth signalled its intention during 1989-90 to
continue its policy of tight public sector expenditure restraint. As a consequence of the
review, some projects were deferred or had commencement delayed to contain expenditure.

Mr Speaker, I referred to some of the more significant aspects of the Capital Works Program
in the Budget speech. I do nor wish to take up more time now in outlining ocher programs
and projects to be undertaken thi year, except to say that the program reflects the
Governiment's determination to provide the necessary support for the State's continued
economic growth. The program provides for the expenditure of $771.8 million on electricity
generation and servicing, water and sewerage schemes, and transport services. It also
includes $319. 1 million for public housing, education and health facilities. Financial details
of projects and programs are contained in the Estimates, and further descriptive information
is provided in the document, "Supplement to the Capital Works Estimates" which I will seek
leave to table at the end of this speech. Members will also have the opportunity to obtain
additional information from Ministers during the debate on the Estimates.

I turn now to the main purpose of the Bill, which is to appropriate from the General Loan and
Capital Works Fund the sums required for the works and services as detailed in the General
Loan and Capital Works Fund Estimates of Expenditure. An amount of $285.366 million is
sought from the General Loan and Capital Works Fund as part of the total financing
arrangements required for the Government's planned works program. The amount to be
provided firom the General Loan and Capital Works Fund, which is subject to appropriation
in this Bill, is clearly identified in bald type on page five of the Estimates.

The Supply Act 1990 has already granted supply of $200 million and the B ill now under
consideration seeks further supply of $85.366 million to be appropriated for the purposes and
services expressed in Schedule I of the Bill. As well as authorising the provision of funds
for the present financial year, this measure also seeks ratification for amounts spent during
1989-90 in excess of the Estimates for that year. Details of these amounts are provided in
Schedule 2 of the Bill.
Mr Speaker, F comrmend the Bill to the House and, in so doing, request leave to table -

The General Loan and Capital Works Fund Estimates of Expenditure for the year
ending 30 June 199 1; and
The document, "Supplement to the Capital Works Estimates".

[See papers Nos 559 and 560.]
Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Macinnon (Leader of the Opposition).

GERALDTON FORESHORE AND MNARINA DEVELOPMENT BJLL

Second Reading
MN1R C AR R (Geraldton - Minister for Mid-West) [ 10.54 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

In December 1986, the Goverrnment approved the relocation of Westrail's Geraldtorc
marshalling yard to a new location at Narngulu. At the same time the Government approved
funding for studies to examine the redevelopment potential of the marshalling yard site,
integrated with the possible development of a new recreational small boat harbour and/or
foreshore improvements.

The studies resulted in a recommendation to the Government proposing the entire
redevelopment of the Westrail marshalling yard site and the construction of a small boat
harbour and related foreshore work. The Government approved the project in 1988 and
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major construction commenced early in 1989. When complete, the development will
comprise a resort hotel, mrixed residential and tourist accommodation, a marina with
recreational and tourist boating facilities1 and associated improvements along the Geraldton
foreshore.

As pant of the Government's decision, approval was given to the transfer of portions of the
former Westrail marshalling yard land to the City of Geraldton, the Minister for Transport
and the Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority for specified purposes relating to the
proposed new development.

Over the past 1S months negotiations have been proceeding between the Geraldton Mid-
West Development Authority, WestraiJ, the Department of Marine and Harbours, the City of
Geraldton, and other organisations, including the Department of Planning and Urban
Development and the Department of Land Administration, and agreement has been reached
about future uses of the land. An amendment - No 43 - to the City of Geraldton town
planning scheme No I has been prepared giving effect to these changes in land use purpose
and is currently with the Department of Planning and Urban Development for approval.

Briefly, the existing railway land bounded by Forrest Street in the south, Chapman Road to
the east and portion of railway reserve 5660 in the north, together with land created by
reclamation, will be subdivided into various specific purpose lots and rezoned 'special zone -
marina development". The proposal provides for an exchange of land between Westrail, the
Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority and the Department of Marine and H-arbours;
vesting of land in the Geraldton City Council; opening of new public roads; creation of new
land; and the disposal of land by the Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority. Proceeds
from the disposal of land will be used to offset costs associated with the development.
Tenure of the land subject to the redevelopment proposal is quite complex at the present
time, consisting of land held in fee simple by the Crown pursuant to resumption, land
reserved for railway purposes, Crown land set aside for the northern railway, and land
created by reclamation.

The Geraldton Mid-West Development Authority, supported by the Department of Marine
and Harbours, Westrail and the Department of Land Administration, has recommended to me
that special legislation is the most practical and prompt way to establish ownership of the
property to be disposed of. This will provide a composite historical record and will avoid
what might otherwise be a time-consuming and complex exercise.

In commending this Bill to the House it is stressed that the Geraldton City Council has been
consulted and the legislation has the full support of the Geraldton Mid-West Development
Authority, the Department of Marine and Harbours and Westrail. It will greatly facilitate the
completion of the project and the early establishment of substantial commercial
developments currently being negotiated by the Geraidton Mid-West Development Authority
and the Department of Marine and Harbours.

Mr Speaker, I table three diagrams which ideniy land referred to in the Bill. These are -

Diagramn 229 - "Revesament of land" as per clause 4;

Diagram 224 - "Proposed addition to Geraldton towns ite" as per
clause 5;, and

Diagram 230 - "Land disposal" as per clauses 7-Il.

[See papers No 553.]
I comnmend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Minson (Deputy Leader of the Opposition).

CRIMINAL CODE AMNENDMENT IRACIST HARASSMIENT AND INCITEMENT
TO RACIAL HATRED) BILL

Second Reading

MR GORDON HILL (Helena - Minister assisting the Minister for Multicultural and
Ethnic Affairs) (11.00 am]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.
This Bill proposes to amend the Criminal Code to provide for offences relating to incitement
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to racial hatred and racial harassment which is threatening or abusive. In October 1989, the
Goverrnent introduced a similar Bill to Parliament, As Minister for Multicultural arid
Ethnic Affairs I outlined the history, context and reasons for the development of the Bill and
the aims and intentions of the proposed legislation in my second reading speech of
26 October 1989.
The main aims and objectives of this Bill are to prosecute those people who intentionally and
knowingly are producing and publicly circulating literature and materials aimed at inciting
racial hatred and racial harassment that is threatening and abusive among residents of
Western Australia. In developing this eml to achieve these aims the Government drew on the
expertise of the Law Reform Commission and the Crown Law Department and carried out
wide-ranging discussions and consultations with nearly every sector from society, including
ethnic community groups, unions, church bodies and law bodies. It also carried out major
social surveys relevant to this issue. The overwhelming response was that such legislation
was required to protect those members of our commuunity who were harassed and subject to
virulent campaigns of racial hatred. The Bill is an attempt to meet the aims of protecting all
residents in our conununity while ensuring that individuals' rights of freedom of speech were
maintained.

As a consequence of concerns expressed by booksellers and others, the Government, through
the Premier and me, as Minister assisting the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs,
has carried out a further series of discussions with representatives of the media, legal groups,
ethnic organisations and community groups, as well as with members of the Opposition.

There were two principal reasons for introducing the Bill in October 1989: First, to stop
activities such as the prolonged highly organised and large scale racist propaganda poster and
graffiti campaign that had developed in Perth throughout the 1980s, This campaign has had
a deleterious effect on individuals and community groups who have been the target of such
material. The principal evils of these campaigns are twofold: They incite groups of citizens
to hate each other, which affects community relations generally, and they make the people
who are their targets greatly alanned and afraid and at risk of harassment from mindless
members of the commnunity, or people who do not thindk for themselves.

In addition, this campaign has clearly had adverse effects on our State's business migration
and investment programs throughout the world and in South East Asia particularly. Western
Australia is a destination sought after by business and investment migrants. The continued
prosperity of our State is closely linked to the development of positive relationships with our
South East Asian neighbours. These have been threatened in recent times as a result of these
acts by racist propagandists.

The Government has accepted amendments to its original incitement to racial hatred Bill in
order to meet concerns expressed by members of the Opposition, representatives of legal
groups, media and other community groups. These concerns have been to ensure that those
persons who genuinely do not intend to incite racial hatred or create situations likely to cause
serious harassment that is threatening or abusive among our diverse community will not be
affected by the proposed legislation. The extensive consultations carried out by the
Government in the course of developing this legislation and in the discussions held since
introducing the Bill last October have shown that the vast majority of our populace is
concerned with the various campaigns that have been occurring across our city aimed at
inciting racial hatred. The majority of our community wants this stopped and is aware of the
need to balance our established rights of freedom of speech with the rights of all residents to
feel safe and not to feel threatened or subject to lies, abuse and hatred; especially when such
abuse and hatred are provided covertly under cover of darkness.

The amendments agreed to by the Government upon the recommendation of the Legislation
Commnittee of the Legislative Council are as follows -

That the short tidle of the Bill and the chapter heading be amended to include
reference to racist harassment;
that the words "or would be likely to" be deleted from the Bill in that they are
undesirable in themselves and lead to most of the practical problems with the Bill;
that the offences in sections 79 and 80 be rephrased so as to remove the reference to
display which is "intended by that person to cause serious harassment, alarm or fear"
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and replace it with "that person intends any racial group to be harassed by the
display";
that the defined term becomes "racial group" and that the definit ion itself be altered to
make it clear that the group is to be defined by reference to the terms used and that
nationality and citizenship be removed;

that in the definition of "written or pictorial material" the word "includes" be deleted
and "means" substituted and that after the word "placard" the word "newspaper" be
inserted;

there be no recommendation for amendment to require the Attorney General's
consent to prosecution. However, we recommend that this aspect be kept under close
review and if necessary the matter be brought back to Parliament for amendment if
abuse occurs.

While the . Government accepts these amendments, it is not without having further
consultation with the people of Western Australia. T1he Ministerial Advisory Council on
Community Relations with the assistance of the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs
Commission surveyed over 100 ethnic community leaders who overwhelmingly supported
the Government's original Bill, While acknowledging this fact, the Government is also
cognisant of the need to overcome the current impasse and has decided to support the
recommendations stared previously.

The Government believes that this proposed legislation will be an effective means of
addressing the immediate problems of racist posters and other materials of hare being
propagated by various persons and groups, such legislation can only be one part of a long
term solution to racial prejudice. The Government, through its various departments and
agencies such as the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission and the Aboriginal Affairs
Planning Authority, is working to provide community education programs which aim to
overcome prejudice and raise awareness of the values and benefits of our culturally diverse
community.

It is in this spirit that the Government is proposing that the Strate Ministerial Advisory
Council on Community Relations monitor the implementation of this proposed legislation
with the additional amendments. It is proposed that ths monitoring group provide a report to
Parliament after two years on the implementation and effectiveness of this legislation. The
promotion of hatred of our neighbours is not a "private" matter. It affects society. It can not
only destroy the happiness of members of our community, but also threaten the basis of legal
rules in our society which protect the stability of our State.

The Western Australian Govemnment is comm-itted to eradicating the vile race hatred
campaign that I have outlined and experienced. The Government believes that concessions
given in this Bill will adequately address the concerns of those who believe the legislation is
too wide in its breadth. It is in the interest of all persons, groups and institutions in our
society to get the balance right between protecting our basic rights of freedom of speech and
freedom of security and protection of all members of our community. The Government is
confident that this Bill, with its amendments, will achieve this balance. The Bill as proposed
by the Western Australian Government is vital to the social cohesion of our commnunity and
to all residents of Western Australia.

I commend the Bill to the House.

MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [11.08 am]: The Opposition is prepared to debate this
Bill imnmediately. Some members may have thought that the Minister delivered yet another
second weading speech. However, it appears that, because the legislation which was
introduced last year dropped off the Notice Paper at the end of the year and was not
reinstated by the Opposition this year, the Bill, in its original form, had to be reintroduced
into the Legislative Council this year. On a technical basis, therefore, a new Bill must be
introduced.

Given that the Opposition will support this Bill in its amended form, it is pleased to break
tradition, albeit on a technical point, and proceed with debate. It pleases the Opposition to
hear the Minister indicate that he believes the amended Bill before us is an effective means
by which to address the immediate problems of racist posters and other material, and it now
has the Government's support. I shall direct my debate into two a-reas, because the
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Opposition has had two concerns with this Bill - the progress of the Bill, and its content.
However, it is important for me to put on the record the details of the amendments which
have been agreed to in the other place and sent to this House for debate.
The amendments, as the Minister detailed them from the report of the Legislation Committee
formed in the Legislative Council, are as follows: The short tidle of the Bill has been
changed and the proposed Act is now to be known as the Crimninal Code Amendment (Racist
harassment and incitement to racial hatred) Act. The words "or would be likely to" have
been deleted as they were considered undesirable and led to most of the practical problems
with the Bill. The offences in sections 79 and 80 have been rephrased so as to remove the
reference to display which is "intended by that person to cause .. . serious harassment, alarm,
fear or distress" and replace it with "that person intends any racial group to be harassed by
the display". Further, the defined term has become "racial group" and the definition itself
has been altered to make it clear that the group is to be defined by reference to the terms used
and "nationality" and "citizenship" have been removed. Also in the definition "written or
pictorial material," the ward "includes" has been deleted and the word "means" substituted,
and after the word "placard" the word "newspaper" has been added. Those are the main
amendments before this House at this time.

This Bill has naturally been of great interest to all members, as well as to the ethnic
community, and much talk has occurred about how an important Bill like this could be
introduced on 25 October 1989 - almost a year ago - and only today are we finalising the
matter. It has been of concern to me to peruse the Notice Papers to investigate the progress
of the Bill. The Bill was introduced into this House on 25 October last year, and the second
reading speech was made on 26 October. As is the practice of the House, the Opposition
adjourned the debate, The traditional practice is that one week later the Opposition will have
done its homework and be prepared to debate the matter. The Opposition would have been
required to be prepared to debate the matter from 2 November. The Notice Paper, which
indicates the perceived priorities of the Governiment - understanding that each and every day
variations can occur - gives some inidication of the Government's priority for the Bill.
Members examine the Notice Paper for an indication of what might be coming up in the
forthcoming week. Over the next five weeks or so the Bill lay on the Notice Paper but was
not brought forward for debate. I must make it clear that the prerogative for bringing Bills
forward for debate lies with the Government, therefore the Government must accept
responsibility for the opportuniities it has had but has not used, perhaps as a result of the
pressure of other priorities.

The Bill came up for discussion in this House on 6 December, some five weeks later, and the
debate proceeded for about three and a half hours, from memory. That was a debate to
complete the second reading, the Commuittee stage and the third reading. At that time the
Opposition supported the second reading but indicated that, subject to its proposed
amendments being accepted, it reserved its right to oppose the Hill at the third reading; and
that was done. The Government at that stage was not prepared to accept the Opposition's
proposed amendments.

The following day, via a message. the Bill was introduced into the other place and had its
first and second readings. A period of two weeks went by, one week for the traditional
adjournment and a further week while it stayed on the Notice Paper, until 2.17 am on
Thursday, 21 December, which happened to be the last day on which the Legislative Council
sat before Chiristmas. when the Government moved the Bill up the Notice Paper and
indicated that it wished to debate the matter. The Opposition adjourned the debate because
its view at that time was that, with a whole series of amendments required, a lot of concern in
the community, and in view of the information we had had fromn the legal profession,
2.17 am on the last day's sitting for the year was not an appropriate time to debate and
conclude this very important matter. That Bill could well have been introduced prior to that
day and that time.

We then had a 16 week recess, as is traditional. The Government determines these matters.
As a result of the leadership change and the Governmrent's problems, the opening of the
Parliament was set back by some four weeks, which I believe was the responsibility of the
Government. The Government took that action, for whatever reason. However, it did not
help to get this Bill up and running and ready for finalisation.
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Parliament resumed on I May and in that first week there was no Government action on ths
Bill. The matter did come forward for discussion on 9 May, because the Government wanted
to reinstate its Bills. The Opposition was not prepared to allow the Government to reinstate
its Bills en bloc, because there is a principle at stake whereby significant amounts of time go
by -

Mr Gordon Hill; That is absolute nonsense.
Mr STRICKLAND: I arn sorry, but I have to tell the Minister that there is a principle at
stake and the upper House was not prepared to reinstate the Bill. However, one week later,
the way to get the Bill on the Notice Paper was carried out by the Government, which was to
reintroduce it, give it its first and second readings, and allow the matter to proceed. So we
could perhaps say that, because the Opposition would not allow the reinstatement, the
Opposition was responsible for a week of delay. The Government reintroduced it the
following week, on 15 May; there was an adjournment, and the Bill was then taken up on
29 May. From 29 May to 19 June there was a period of one week when the Opposition could
be said to have been saying, "Let us slow it down while we investigate dhe matter"; it sat on
the Notice Paper. On 19 June the Bill was referred to the Legislation Committee with a
target of reporting back to the House on 5 July.

Mr Pearce: Who referred it to the Legislation Commnittee?

Mr STRICKLAND. The upper House referred it to the Legislation Committee.

Mr Pearce: But who in the upper House moved the motion that it be referred to the
Legislation Commnittee?

Mr STRICKLAND: I think it was Hon Peter Foss.

Mr Pearce: An Opposition member sent it there. It could have just been passed by the
House. It did not have to be dealt with in that way.
Mr STRICKLAND: I will come to that in the second part of my speech, but I will say right
now that it is great to see that the Government is acknowledging some of the good work done
by that committee, because that committee is chaired by a Government member. The
conim-ittee, when is met, realised the significance of the problem it was facing and applied to
the Legislative Council for an extension of time in which to report. Hon George Cash, the
Leader of the Opposition in the upper House, at that time was very well aware of the
pressures to proceed with the Bill and he asked whether the cornnittee could complete its
work and report by 12 July. The chairman of the committee said, "Look, we want to do the
work thoroughly and we would like to have an extension to 22 August"; which, of course,
was over the traditional recess as well. The Council acceded to that request, and during the
recess the commu-ittee met on many occasions to interview people.

The committee reported back promptly on 22 August, which was the start of the new session.
A period of some four weeks elapsed before the matter was debated by the Comnmittee of the
Whole of the Legislative Council. That was four weeks during which time just went by,
when the Bill could have come forward at any stage; but the Governent, which is in charge
of what business comes forward, did not bring it forward.

Mr Pearce: You should have just passed it in the upper House at the beginning of the year.

Mr STRICKLAND: The Leader of the House is now saying things which conflict with the
Minister's statement. The Minister has said that he is happy with the Bill and believes it wil
do what is set out to do. I would point out to this House the absolutely essential requirement
for the formation of that committee, and the intransigent attitude from the Government side
of the House, as the reasons we have had these problems.

To sum that up, and to be very objective about it, one could say that the Opposition, through
traditional adjournments, through not reinstating business from one year to the next - which
is not the normal thing to do - and tough referring this matter to the Legislation Committee,
has caused a delay of somewhere between four and seven weeks. Twenty-five weeks can be
put down to the fact that this House has not sat, and the balance - the 17 weeks during which
the Goverrnent has had the window of opportunity with the Bill sitting on the Notice Paper -

has simply been a lost opportunity. I believe the delay occasioned by the Opposition could
be as low as four or as high as seven weeks, compared with the delay of 17 weeks or more
occasioned by the Government. I believe that fairly demonstrates that the
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Opposition cannot be blamed for frustrating this Bill's progress. In fact, the blame can be
fairly and squarely laid on the shoulders of the Government, which has seen fit to give higher
priority to other business, as is its right.
I will also put on the record a couple of other very interesting matters. During the rime when
the Bill, was in the Assembly previously, in 1989, the Government reduced the priority of the
eml by letting it fall down the Notice Paper on four occasions. In the Legislative Council the
Bill fell down the Notice Paper on five occasions. As weUl as that, in thaw time frame
13 other Bills have cleared this Assembly; and I have not counted last week because last
week there was a very interesting technical problem and I am flat prepared to allocate blame
to one side or the other.

To conclude the first pant of my speech: [ have examined the Notice Paper because in this
House Goverrnent members have stood up and asked questions for Government Ministers
to reply to and have initiated a grievance debate for Government Ministers to reply to, and
this is the First opportunity the Opposition has had to put the facts straight on the record. The
Government has taken the opportunity to insinuate that the Opposition has been frustrating
and delaying this Bill, and that is simpiy not true.

I move now to what the Opposition has been saying. In order to do that, we have to go into
the paperwork. From the second reading speech made by the Minister in October 1989 we
see he was implying that there was about a two year time frame during which discussion and
debate had occurred in the ethnic community and with the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs
Commission. The date at which it started is imprecise; that is understandable. The first
material that surfaced of course was the issues paper in May 1989. We have no argument
with that. Finally, we received a report from the Law Reform Commission in October 1989.
The interesting point is that much consultation had taken place with the ethnic communities
at that stage. I cannot say whether much consultation took place with the community as a
whole at that time but we readily acknowledge that the Government had been involved in a
consultative process with ethnic communities. However, using the Minister's words, over a
two year time frame a degree of impatience was felt by members of the ethnic commaunity
and I can understand how pressures built up as those two years proceeded without much
activity. Then those disgraceful activities were reported in the newspapers, such as the
blowing up of restaurants. I can understand how the pressure built up on the Minister to take
action. That partly created another problem as a result of the urgency attached to the drafting
of the Bill. At that stage the Opposition had Little involvement.

Mr Gordon Hill: That is right; you had no idea.

Mr STRICKLAND: The Opposition received its first opportunity to participate in the whole
process when the Minister introduced the Bill to the House. I give credit where it is due to
the Opposition's then spokesman, the member for Riverton, who in the party room was able
to spell out the situation and give guidance on the formulation of clear and precise
amendments.

Mr Catania: He would be the only one in the party room doing that and you knocked him
back.

Mr STRICKLAND: I was in the party room, Government members were not; members in
the party room made a decision. They were prepared to come to this House and debate the
matter in a very clear and professional way. We will get on with that later.

I now turn to the basis upon which the Opposition formulated its position and brought
forward its amendments. While every member in this House is probably very proud of his
individual ability to perceive the meaning of the wording of legislation, no-one in this place
is an expert. The wording of the legislation is very important. The experts who provided
advice for the consideration of the Opposition included the Law Society of Western
Australia; Mr Syrota, a law reform commyissioner who submitted a minority report; and the
Criminal Lawyers Association. On behalf of the Opposition I thank the organisations, and
persons who provided that service because that advice will be of great assistance when the
legislation is debated in depth.

I refer now to the information provided by the Law Society of Western Australia. On the
matter of haste and under the heading "Background', the report reads -

Very little time was available for reasoned debate and comment when comment was
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initially sought. In the Society's view, given the nature of the legislation, it was
unfortunate that more time was not allowed at che first instance for comment on the
legislation by interested persons and organisations.

That is an indication that while consultation took place on directions by Government, very
little consultation had taken place on the wording of the Bill. That is a vital point because we
should match the goals and objectives with what will be the law in practice. I return to the
Law Society's report which indicates -

When public controversy rose over the legislation, the Minister convened a meeting
in his office on the 24th January, 1990. .. At that meeting, the Minister indicated
that the decision to introduce legislation of this nature was a political decision and
was a decision which the Government had made.

It is interesting to note that the Minister was indicating that the Government could rethink the
matter. The Law Society went on to detail its concerns. The report reads -

- . the Society is concerned, for reasons which are detailed below, that the breadth of
the bill goes beyond the limited purpose which is intended.

And further on -

Apart from the breadth of the Bill, a second principal objection is that the offences of
possession are not limited to taking place in public.

The report contains last year's information. Further on, the report continues -

... the definition of "written or pictorial material" in Section 76 does not limit the
general meaning of the words 'written material". Since the meaning of 'written
material" clearly includes books, the legislation must result in censorship, for it
proscribes possession of those books. A necessary consequence is that the result of
the legislation is effectively to censor thought, reading and writing all conducted in
private.

Those were the concerns expressed to us by the Law Society of Western Australia, an
impartial body trying to assist Parliament in its endeavours to introduce laws which are fair
and just.

In a letter dated 15 June 1990, the Law Society noted the Government amendments to delete
the words "insulting" and "distressed". The letter states -

The Law Society adheres to its previous views on this legislation...

And further on -

...we have grave concerns about the defences which have been included which
places the onus on the accused person to prove that he or she did not know that the
material in their possession or displayed by them was threatening or abusive.

That is evidence of the level of concern that existed in the legal profession about the
proposals in the Bil. People who have come to my office have said that the community
generally does not know the details of the proposals in this Bill. All they know is what has
been presented in Press articles.

Mr Kierach: All they had access to was the media hype from the Minister's office which
contained untruths.

Mr STRICKLAND: Opposition members do not disagree with many of the proposals in the
Bill. They acknowledge that people must have the right to live peacefully and to go about
their business without the idiots and racist clowns of this world targeting them with abuse.
All members would support that concept.

The Minister's goal in implementing the original legislation was correct, noble and
reasonable, but the Bill was niot properly constructed and was rushed into the Parliament.
The original legislation would have been too much of an imposition on the basic rights of
people and their freedom of speech. That is what this legislation has been about. The
Opposition has genuinely tried to amend the legislation so it would not impinge on people's
freedom of speech but focus on the problem of racist harassment by allowing the law to
address that problem. The Opposition's desire has been to achieve that aim.
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I now reflect on what the Opposition wanted to do when the Bill was first debated in 1.989.
At that time the Minister, in his second reading speech, stated -

This legislation is intended both to protect our public order and to prevent serious
interference with the right to a dignified and peaceful existence free from racist
harassment and vilification.

Further on he said that the proposed legislation "is the culmination of two years of exhaustive
consultation." He also made the point that the -

Mere possession of racially inflammatory material in public or private is not of itself
made illegal under the proposed offentces.

I have no doubt that the Minister probably thought that was true. He also said in his second
reading speech that "the legislation is aimed at the face, not the contents of, say, a pamphlet,
book or joura]."

Hie further stated -

In this Bill, the Government has ensured that freedom of speech is not only not
endangered but promoted.

Finally, he said -

The Govemnment was able to act expeditiously because of the lengthy and careful
consideration by the Law Reform Commission and the Governiment of all issues
involved.

They were just five of the highlights of that original second reading speech by the Minister.
While that may have been the noble intent of the Minister and what he said may have been
true, grave concerns were expressed about the legislation. The second reading debate on
6 December 1989 lasted for three hours and 1.7 minutes with several Government members
speaking to the Bill for almost half of that time. The Opposition spoke on the Bill for about
64 minutes. The Committee debate lasted for one hour and 18 minutes - by and large it was
a healthy debate. However, the difficulty occurred when nine reasonable amendments
proposed by the Opposition, which were attempts to prevent this legislation impinging on the
freedom of speech, were rejected by the Minister. He did not listen to any of them.
That concerned the Opposition and during the intervening time the Minister must have had a
rethink because when the matter was debated in the Legislative Council the Government
accepted six of the amendments that the Opposition proposed. Those amendments included
deleting the words "insulting" and "distressed" because it would be difficult to be precise
about what would really constitute "insulting" or "distressed".
Some progress was made with the Bil during the intervening period. The Opposition was
critical of the definition "written or pictorial material" which could include books and
magazines and elsewhere inclusion of the words "or would be likely to". Much concern has
been expressed about those changes in both this House and the other place.
The Opposition met leaders of the ethnic community and was asked to spefl out what
difficulties it had with the legislation. It did that by communicating, in writing, with the
leaders of the ethnic community. At that time, the Opposition pointed out that the
background information supplied to it by legal people was impartial and reasonable. It
pointed out that the Government should accept all the amendments proposed by the
Opposition which would allow the legislation to be enacted. The Minister and the
Government did not take up that opportunity and we have witnessed the delay of this Bil for
many months. The legislation now contains all the amendments that were origially
proposed by the Opposition. It contains additional amendments which were not mooted
when the original Bill was debated and includes an amendment to the tidle of the Bill spelling
out clearly what the Bill attempts to do. The word "newspapers" has been included in the
definition of written and pictorial material. The Opposition is happy to accept that inclusion
because it wil prevent people printing racist newspapers which target ethnic communities. It
will also provide protection for newspapers because they will be free to report and write
about events that occur daily, given that they are reporting the facts and stories as opposed to
generating racist attacks. The Opposition is comfortable that the legislation now has the
correct emphasis. It now focuses on the problem of racist harassment and will allow that
problem to be controlled.
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It is also interesting to note that an article appeared in The West Australian on Saturday,
22 September, under the heading "Drop the *us and them' mentality, bosses urged", which
stated -

Productivity and Labour Relations Minister Gavan Tray has urged management to
drop the "us and them" mentality to help boost Australia's economic performance.

Further on the article read -

But management, as well as introducing innovative practices, had to ensure every
worker felt able to contribute ideas and make changes, he said.
"This means listening to individuals and recognising the valuable role they can play.
The 'us and them' mentality is totally counter-productive,' Mr Tray said.

What does the Minister assisting the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs do? He
comes into the Parliament with an "us and them" mentality. He states, "We know what we
will do and we will have no involvement or participation from the Opposition. We will not
consider any Opposition amendments." That is what happened, and that is part of the
parliamentary record. However, another Minister in this place appears to want to take action:
I commend this Minister for saying that participation is very important. That is the way in
which committees work and that is why it is very important to have a Legislation Committee.
If a Bill is introduced into this House and the Government says that it does not want to listen
to anything the Opposition suggests, it will do so because it has the numbers. However, real
concerns should be listened to.

It is very important that we have another place in the parliamentary process. This place has
managed to set aside the emotion of the House and has introduced a mechanism by which it
can hear witnesses and massage the situation, and at the end of the day the mechanism can
produce something which is acceptable to the Government - I believe that the
recommendations were accepted unanimously in the other place. The Minister interjected a
while ago and this reminded me that he had been requested to attend the Standing Comnttee
on Legislation of the Legislative Council to express his views and the views of the
Government. He did not go and the word around the corridors of this place, and within
Caucus, is that he has no guts. He did not want to appear before the committee to defend his
Bill because he would have had to defend the indefensible!

Several members interjected.

Mr STRICKLAND: The commuittee did very good work. There should be more of that type
of work, especially in this House, so that every member can participate and feel that he or
she is listened to.

I shall now quote from a letter from Mr Doron Ur. who is a prominent member of the ethnic
community. He was a member of the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission and I
believe that he is on the Minister's advisory community relations council - that is good to
see. Mr Ur was one of those who came to the Opposition and said, "Why do you not just
introduce the Bill?" This was the same kind of tactic as that used by the Minister. However,
Mr Ur wanted to get something done so that we would be in a position to do the responsible
thing, which a good Government should do, in wanting to help the situation and wanting to
get it right. The community as a whole was at risk of losing its freedom of speech. It would
need only one court case and one charge to demonstrate that a loss of freedom of speech
occurred and that the whole parliamentary process could have been brought into disrepute.
That was the kind of course upon which the Minister was embarking. Now, because of the
good work of the Legislation Committee, and because of the good commonsense of the
Legislative Council members - it was a unanimous decision - the problem has been fixed.
The letter from Mr Ur was addressed to Hon Garry Kelly. the Chairman of the Standing
Commuittee on Legislation, it reads as follows -

Dear Sir,

I have read and studied the report of the Committee regarding the Criminal Code
Amendment (Incitement to Racial Hatred) Bill.

That was the B ills ridle at that stage. The letter continues -

It is my pleasant duty to congratulate your committee for the praiseworthy effort you
have completed.
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I am confident that the changes recommended by the Commnittee strengthen the Bill
and [ hope that it is enacted with speed and become speedily the law of this state.

In a further letter to Hon George Cash, the Leader of the Opposition in the Legislative
Council, he wrote -

Dear George,

I have to day faxed the attached letter to the Chairman of the Standing Committee on
Legislation.

I must add the expression of my thanks to your party members who participated in
this work.

Mr Ur is not the only one who feels this way. Many people have approached members on
our side of the House and said, "Thank goodness that you were prepared to be responsible
and look at the matter seriously because the last thing we wanted in this State was a law
which would have caused problems and which would only have exacerbated the racial
problems." When the Minister starts taking things away, and if people believe that he is
taking away their freedom of speech, that is a very serious situation.

Mr Catania: Freedom of speech involves a lot of responsibility.

Mr STRICKLAND: It sure does. Many people are prepared to accept that responsibility,
although a few members of the community are prepared to go to the extreme. I place on the
record the fact that all the members that I have spoken to on this side of the House
understand that justice was done in the recent trials regarding the Australian Nationalist
Movement.

In conclusion, and as other members on our side wish to speak, I shall put into a nutshell the
situation as it is seen by the Opposition: When this matter began and people started
discussing it, a large amount of time went by, in the order of a year, or maybe two, before the
matter reached the Parliament. The pressure built up on the Government and this
understandably reached a crescendo when we had the terrible acts of the blowing up of
restaurants, and so on. The haste in which the legislation was drafted is probably the main
cause for the delay in its passing through the Parliament. The other cause has been the
intransigent attitude of the Minister who, I11 months later, is prepared to acknowledge in this
Parliament that the Bill before us is reasonable and focuses on the issues. I congratulate the
Minister for coming to that conclusion and informing the House even if it is I11 months late.

MR DONOVAN (Morley) [12.01 pm]: I must confess to being caught a little short. One
gets used to traditions in this place and my expectation was that the Bill would be adjourned
after the Minister's second reading speech.

Mr Stickland: The Minister asked us.

Mr DONOVAN: I do not have a quarrel with the member about its timing, but with my
readiness. I will talk about readiness. The state of readiness of the Liberal Party in respect
of the Minister's introduction of the original Bill in this place is best expressed in these
terms. After the Minister's second reading on the Criminal Code Amendment (incitement to
Racial Hatred) Bill, the then Opposition spokesperson for multicultural and ethnic affairs, the
member for Riverton, in his second reading speech on the Opposition's racial fairness Bil on
29 November 1989, after a very short and encouraging introduction said -

I urge all members of this House to put aside partisan politics and to support this
initiative.

On 6 December 1989. one week later, after the Opposition discussed in its party room what
the political gains and losses might be -

Mr Minson: The rights and wrongs of it.

Mr DONOVAN: The political gains and losses, Mr Deputy Leader. The member for
Riverton had this to say about the Government's Bill -

We support the general thrust of the Bill but have some objection to the way it is to
be enacted and as such, I signal our intention to support the Bill at the second reading
stage and to move a series of amendments.

We know the history that ensued from then. I frankly anm more than a little outraged to hear
A I 71 1-1I
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the member for Scarborough's explanation - or excuse, I should say - for the delays in this
B ill.

Mr Strickland interjected.
Mr DONOVAN: I interjected only once during the member for Scarborough's speech. The
member for Scarborough blames the Government for delays in a Bil which the Opposition at
that stage had suddenly discovered was in fact a good Bill and one that it should support, but
it was embarrassed. The Opposition was embarrassed because its own Bill would not get a
guernsey.

Mr Shave: Is the member saying that we should not move reasonable amendments?

Mir DONOVAN: I will come-back to that shortly. I have an interest in this Bill and I remind
members of comments I made when I first came into this place. In my maiden speech I
referred to the multicultural nature of the then seat of Morley-Swan. Thai high multicultural
and ethnic mix has not declined, but has intensified since the boundary change to my
electorate. I said to the House on 28 May 1987, among other things, after I had gone through
the breakdown of the ethnic population in Morley -

Members can imagine my outrage, and that of many of my electors, at the recent
poster campaign by the extremist so-called Australian Nationalist Movement. I
remind members that since the imperialist colonisation of this country, and the
ruthless suppression and dispossession by force of its indigenous Aboriginal
population, our history of economic, social and political development as a nation has
been a history of Australian bom and overseas born, Caucasian and Asian alike.

Since then my interest and concern in this matter, as members will recall from different
grievance debates and through my contribution to the Bill that the Minister introduced
initially, has been sustained. The member for Scarborough did say that a lot has happened
since then and that much progress has been made. That progress has been highlighted by the
activities of the Australian Nationalist Movement not only in its scurrilous campaign of
posters and publicity, as the member for Scarborough and the Minister reminded us, but also
in its bombings. attacks and harassment. It was both a scurrilous and a violent campaign. I
support the Government's response to that organisation, then and now.
The next aspect is in my view critical. Members and the general public should be made
aware of this point. I must be careful as I understand that some people have not been
sentenced yet. The successfuJ outcome of the prosecutions and certainly the subsequent
conviction of the leader of the Australian Nationalist Movement, Jack van Tongeren, can be
placed very firmly and clearly at the feet of our Police Force. The way in which the Western
Australia Police Force conducted what became known as or -ration jackhammer is probably
the best contemporary example of the successful activities and determination of our Police
Force in these matters. I do not believe there has been a police operation in recent times that
has been kept so confidential, so as to not threaten its success, and which has produced such
a startling result over a series of events that threatened the very nature of our community.
The Western Australia Police Force should be thoroughly commended by this House for its
success.
I kniow the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs has a touch of humility in him,
which is characteristic of members on this side of the House, but this debate should not go by
without the House recognising the personal risk to, and commitment and determination
displayed by, the Minister responsible far this Bill. As members will know there has been a
certain amount of publicity about the Minister's extracurricular activities, and the member
for Victoria Park, who is now the Minister for Education, is acutely aware of that as the
Minister's activities occurred in his electorate. My point in according this recognition is that
it was a significant event. It could have escaped public notice, but the Minister's personal
stance, exemplified by that event in Victoria Park, gave a particular stamp of credibility and
seriousness to the Governmnent's support for this Bil generally.

The Minister should be commended for his continuous and determined attempt to bring
about the legislation that has finally made its way into its final stages in this Parliament.

I return briefly to the reasons for the delay of this Bill, not because I want the argument to
deteriorate or minimise the value and importance of this Bill, but because I do not believe it
is appropriate that the matters raised by the member for Scarborough should be let go. I
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know that others of my colleagues on this side of the House will have something to say about
this also.
The member for Scarborough tried to place at the feet of this Government the blame for the
delays associated with the passage of the previous Bill - this is a slightly different Bill in
name. I said at the outset of my remarks that that was an outrageous claimn to make. There
was a difference of one week between the Opposition spokesperson's commuitment of his
party to that Bill and the withdrawal of that commitment. To give backing to its attempt to
delay the Bill it needed something to do it with. It embarked on introducing a series of
amendments. It is worth noting that the new Bill, entitled the Criminal Code Amendment
(Racist harassment and incitement to racial hatred) Bill, contains very few of the
amendments that the then Opposition spokesperson advanced to this House because the bulk
of the debate at the Committee stage of that Bill was tied up debating the word 'insulting".
Most of the amendments and debate hinged on whether the word 'insulting" should be
included or excluded.

Mr Kierath: It is gone; you said it is gone.

Mr DONOVAN: The members said it; it is gone. The word "insulting" which took up so
much of the time and strength of that member's argument has gone from the B ill because the
Minister agreed to remove the word on which the Opposition had hinged so much of its
argument. It is therefore not true to say that the delay in the legislation was caused by the
Government.

It is appalling that the member for Scarborough used the words "no guts" in respect of the
Minister and the Government. It is also appalling for members opposite to suggest that
Caucus used those words to describe the Minister's and the Government's efforts on this Bill.
I remind the member for Scarborough and the member for Riverton that when the original
eml was debated in this House, there was nothing but support by this side of the House for
the Bill and for the Minister responsible. Because the Opposition could not get its own way
on its Bill, because it had a piece of legislation that it was morally and politically bound to
support, and because it was going to lose face, it concentrated its energy on one word
designed to achieve one objective; that is, to frustrate the passage of this vitally important
piece of legislation which was introduced to give backing to the police when engaging in
such activities as it engaged in relating to the Australian Nationalist Movement. The
Opposition's conduct is appalling and cannot be explained away as easily as the member for
Scarborough tried to explain it away.

Of course, I and other members on this side of the House support the proposed amendments.
We want this matter concluded. It is an essential piece of social legislation which has been
introduced because the Government recognises the important role that people from different
ethnic and multicultural backgrounds play in our community. This Government never has
and never will tolerate the atrocious way in which those people were treated by the
Australian Nationalist Movement.

MR AINSWORTH (Roe) (12.16 pm]:. It is worth reiterating that the two Opposition
parties supported very strongly the core intentions of the Government's Bill in 1989.
Mr Catania: Don't be patronising,

Mr AINSWORTH: Patronising nothing! We continued to support those intentions
throughout the debate. However, correctly, the Opposition parties identified certain parts of
the Bill which, because of the wording, gave it a wider scope than was intended. In other
words, it went far wider than preventing the activities about which we have heard so much in
this House today. The amendments were peripheral but important and it is worth repeating
what they did. They addressed some of the problems which we saw in relation to civil
liberties and freedom of speech and which may have been curtailed by the wording of the
eml. It is the responsibility of this Parliament to protect the rights of ethnic communities. It
is also the right of this Parliament to uphold civil liberties and the freedom of speech which
we enjoy in this country. For that reason, these amendments were introduced and supported
by both Opposition parties.

The terminology used in the original legislation was vague and subjective. It used phrases
such as "or would be likely to cause". That is not specific and would be difficult to prove in
a court of law. The word "insulting" was also subjective. By removing those peripheral
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phrases from the Bill, the essential elements of it remained absolutely untouched. However,
the Government at that time was not prepared to support any of the amendments and rejected
them. In effect, that made the Bill lapse. It was reintroduced in a revised form into the upper
House this year.

Some of the amendments proposed in 1989 were incorporated in the Bill by way of deletion
of words such as "insulting". Unfortunately, the Bill in its initial form contained the phrase
11or would be likely to cause". An additional problem in the new Bill was a defence clause
which is opposite to the traditions of law in this country. It removes the presumption of
innocence leaving people to prove that they have an intent in their actions.

In the second reading speech in another place the Minister referred to further consultation
between the Government and concerned parties, which included not only ethnic communities
but also some of the people who raised concerns with the Opposition last year;, that is,
booksellers, newspaper editors and so on. Those concerns confirmed the view of the
Opposition in 1989 that, apart from the essential elements of the Bill with which it had no
arguments, there were grey areas in the legislation which could have caused more problems
than it was designed to correct. Those grey areas should have been excluded from the Bill,
and we should have concentrated on the essential elements which protected the rights and
freedoms of the ethnic communities in this State. It is interesting to note that the Minister in
another place claimed that consultation took place with all parties. including the Opposition.
Certainly there was no consultation with the National Party spokesperson on multicultural
and ethnic affairs. I arm not complaining but I wish to put the record straight.

A few days ago I was disappointed to hear a grievance raised in this House by the member
for Balcatta in which he slated the Opposition for delaying the original legislation. I
understand his frustration that the legislation was nor carried when the original Bill was
introduced in 1989. Of course, the Government should have accepted the legitimate
amendments proposed by the Opposition. Had it done so, the basic legislation which
covered the rights and protection of ethnic communities would have been passed and been
law for almost 12 months now. I was also disappointed to hear the support given by the
Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs to the member for Balcarta when he replied to
the grievance.

Mr Strickland: It was another cheap political trick.

Mr Catania: You are the side that gets involved in the cheap political tricks.

Mr AINSWORTHI: I would not go so far as to say that it was a cheap political trick;
however, it was disappointing in view of the fact that the Opposition has not moved one iota
from its original position in late 1989 when the legislation was firt introduced. It has not
deviated, and does not intend to deviate, from providing total support for the protection and
rights of the ethnic communities. However, the Opposit ion will not allow the Government to
bulldoze legislation through the Parliament at the end of a session when it believes that parts
of that legislation could have detrimental effects and that the full1 implications of the Bill
should have been considered before it was introduced. The Opposition's proposed
amendments addressed the fears that had been expressed not just by Opposition members but
also by others in the broader community. The main thrust of the Bill was to protect the
interests of the ethnic communities. and the proposed amendmnents would not have impinged
on that protection. Had the Bill gone ahead in its amended form perhaps all the debates that
have followed and the grievance aired in this House would not have been necessary.
The Bill was referred to the Standing Committee on Legislation of the Legislative Council,
quite correctly, because some inherent difficulties. were attached to the new wording in the
Bill. It is worth reporting a comment made by that committee that from the outset the whole
of the commnittee accepted the goal of the Criminal Code Amendment (Incitement to racial
hatred) Bill as both laudable and desirable. As all members know, all political parties are
represented on the Standing Conimintee on Legislation. The Opposition members of that
commnittee have not changed their viewpoint; thai is, they support the main goal of the Bill as
introduced in 1989. They have not wavered in that support and neither will they.

However, the Standing Committee on Legislation changed one or two items in the Bill which
were of concern. The further amended legislation was presented in another place and is now
before this House. It clearly addresses the problems of incitement to racial hatred and racist
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harassment. It removes the problems connected with vague wording and the potential for the
legislation to apply inadvertently in circumstances where it was never intended to apply.
This amended Bill also removes the defence clause which was contrary to the traditional
presumption in this State that a person is innocent until proved guilty. That is a very
important aspect. Newspapers are included in the definitions at the beginning of the Bill,
since the Bill is clearly intended to include within its scope only those newspapers
specifically published for racially inflammatory purposes. The Bill in no way will infringe
on the freedom of speech which it is so vital to protect.
Mr Catania: The original B ill did not infringe on freedom of speech.

Mr AINSWORTH-: The first amended Bill did. The 1989 Bill, with the Opposition's
proposed amendments, would have sufficed. The Government was insincere in not accepting
those amendments, because except for minor changes the Bill now before the House is
basically the same Bill it introduced in 1989. The genuine concerns expressed by the ethnic
community and the broad community who support those people have been addressed by the
Standing Committee on Legislation. Those concerns relate to the racial hatred which has
been prevalent in the last year or two, particularly the poster campaign and other activities of
the Australian Nationalist Movement.
The National Party supports the amended Bill as it will protect all racial groups from racist
harassment and incitement to racial hatred inspired by printed or visual means.
MR KIERATH (Riverton) [12.27 pm]: It gives me a great deal of pleasure to speak on this
Bill, and I intend to address some of the incorrect statements that have been made.
The Minister introduced a Bill in this House in October 1989. 1 believed then, and I still
believe, that the Bill was nushed into this House because the Opposition had given notice that
it intended to introduce a Bill to address the problems of racial hatred. That stemmed from
my appointment as shadow Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs. In April 1989 1
went to an annual general meeting of the Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission in
Stirling Street. Many of the ethnic people at the meeting were extremely angry at the delay
in the introduction of this legislation. They had a go at the Minister and his executive
officer.

Mr Gordon Hill: The Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs Commission does not have an annual
general meeting. Government agencies do not have annual general meetings.
Mr KIERATH: It was the multicultural and ethnic affairs council.

Mr Gordon Hill: There is no such body.

Mr KIERATH: There is, and the Minister attended its meeting.

Mr Catania: You mean the ethnic community's council.

Mr KIERATH: No I do not. A lot of the people expressed their anger because the Minister
promised exactly the same things he had promised a year earlier. They wanted to know what
was happening, and they asked the Opposition what it intended to do and how it intended to
address the poster campaign. That occurred in April 1989, and by October the Bill had been
drafted and taken through the party room, and the Opposition was prepared to introduce it in
this place during private members' business. However, after the Opposition flagged its
intentions publicly, the Minister released a report on a Friday, and with almost indecent and
obscene haste rushed a B ill into this House.

Mr Gordon Hill: Rubbish.
Mr KIERATH: Even members of the Min ister's council say that it set a world record for the
time between a report being publicly released and a Bill being introduced into this place. It
was less than a week. The problems with that Bill arose because the Government tried to
rush it into this place. It did not take the sensible action of carefully considering the
legislation. It tried to score cheap political points and it gave away its rule hand, which it has
continued to do ever since. The Opposition has been very fair minded on this matter. When
the Minister introduced the Bill the Opposition was prepared to consider it, even though that
Bill was different from the Bill the Opposition would have introduced. The Opposition
would have addressed the problems created by the poster campaign. I said when the
Governiment's Bill was introduced that it had gone about this matter in the wrong way. We
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believe that our role as Opposition is to view the Government's legislative program and to
make sure that it is neither objectionable nor outrageous. We took that attitude.

Mr Donovan: You said, "I urge all members of ths House to put aside partisan politics and
support this initiative." You changed that a week later.
Mr KJERATH: The member is talking motherhood statements. We said, as we have always
said, that we would support the Bil provided certain amendments were made. Trying to
score cheap political points will not get the member for Morley anywhere. We held that
attitude in October 1989, but it has taken the mob opposite 12 months to come around to that
.Way of thinking. I understand that the Minister has applauded the conduct of his colleagues
in the other House. They supported our view saying that what we have said since October
1989 was correct. Our position has stood the test of time, which is more than we can say for
the Minister's position. We proposed nine amendments at that time. I believe any objective
study will show that 8.5 of our nine amendments are included in this revised Bill;, that is,
95 per cent. At the time I approached the Minister saying, "Let us have a bipartisan
approach." His definition of a bipartisan approach was. "Do it my way, or not at all." As I
interjected earlier, maybe we should call him the Frank Sinatra of State Parliament and play
"I did it my way.' He may have done it his way, but he lost out. People in the Minister's
party had violent disagreements with him, saying he was wrong, intransigent and unprepared
to move under any circumstances. Had he been prepared to move, today's debate would be
unnecessary. Thai intransigence has resulted in a delay of 12 months.

When the Minister corruenced his publicity campaign to try to generate opposition to our
stance all sorts of people telephoned my office asking. "What are you up to? Why are you
opposing this Bill?" I told them that we had drafted amendments which would allow more
than 90 per cent of the Bill to pass; my calculation is 95 per cent. I challenge the Minister
now as I did then to say why he did not allow the agreed parts to pass both Houses and the
disagreed parts to be argued. If he wanted something on the public record, he would have
accepted that offer. But no, he had to be intransigent and insist on doing it his way, so
12 months have been wasted. The ethnic community can thank him for that.

Mr Donovan: That arose in your party room, not in the Parliament.

Mr KIERATH: The member for Morley does not know what he is talking about. Our
position has never changed. It is not often that we talk about things in our party room, but
when I showed my colleagues those nine amendments they said that it should be all or
nothing because the Bill contained objectionable parts so they wanted the amendments
implemented. That decision has not changed.

Mr Strickland: Although it was nine technical amendments in reality it was four different
ones; the removal of the words "insulting" and "distress"; the exclusion of books and
magazines; and the withdrawal of the words. "or would be likely to cause".

Mr KIERATH: I will come to that. The Minister will get his comeuppance as he lurches
from one crisis to another. He reminds me of a nickname I will not mention. He tried to
score cheap political points in October 1989 and is still trying to. He tried to stir up the
community by making outrageous allegations that we were responsible for the Bill's not
passing. The member for Scarborough has quite rightly put on record the true situation in
relation to those delays, which were not caused by members on this side of the House. We
put our position in October 1989 and if the Minister had accepted it ths whole sad saga
would not have been necessary and we would have saved 12 months. That is on his
shoulders and he should not try to blame anyone else for that happening.

I am proud that the Bill before us is the equivalent of the original Bill with our amendments
changing it to a form we consider acceptable. At least the Minister now has the courage to
accept the fact that we were right all along. I congratulate him for that. That is the First
chink in the armour of his intransigence that I have seen during my 18 months in this House.
I think that change has been brought about by his colleagues in the other place seeing the
light and not being as intransigent as he; they viewed things with an open mind and were
prepared to look and listen to our arguments and accommodate them. I congratulate those
people for that. It has not been my way to expound the wisdom and commonsense of
members in the other place, but in this case a lot of Government members there showed more
sense than Government members here. The Minister has tried to play cheap politics with this
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matter. He tried to set me up at a public meeting. I outlined that in this Chamber last year.
His track record is one of cheap politicking and trying to set me up. He has delayed this Bill
for 12 months and must accept full responsibility for that. The good thing is that the Bill is
now what it could and should have been in 1989.
1 turn now to my proposed amendments. There were basically four amendments to do with
the removal of the word "insulting". The Minister said he accepted the proposal, yet when I
looked up the record I found that I moved to delete the word 'insulting" on four occasions
from four clauses of the Bill and in each case the amendment was put and negatived; they
were not agreed to. We put our arguments then, but the Minister would not budge. All the
arguments put were based on commonsense and good reasoning, but the Minister would not
budge in any manner or means. I also moved for the removal of the word "distress" in a
furither two amendments. Has that been removed from this Bill? Yes, it has. The point we
were makcing at the time related to the difference between minor and substantial offences.
We do not believe that nuisance type words which could cause the Bill to be aborted should
appear in it.

The member for Scarborough outlined the fact that the further two amendments were based
on the words "or would be likely to cause". Those words have also gone from the Bill. If
members care to read the report of the Legislation Commrittee they will see that as a result of
the arguments we put here those clauses were removed from the Bill. That covers the first
eight amendments. The ninth amendment sought to exempt books and magazines. The Bill
now before us, when referring to written and pictorial material, specifically includes a
newspaper. Because of the way it has been reworded by the legal eagles a book or a
magazine is now exempt. That was the ninth amendment I moved.

The National Party and the Liberal Party had an agreement on this Bill relating to the
importance of those nine amendments. Any objective assessment would say that all nine
have been agreed, but I was being charitable and said 8.5 out of the nine had been agreed. I
give credit where it is due and congratulate the Minister for accepting them. However, he
has changed his mind only because 12 months passed and his colleagues in the other place
had agreed with our stance. As a consequence he agreed, reluctantly from his comments
today, to adopt his present position. I have commented previously on the indecent haste with
which the Minister brought the Hill into this House. That is why we are here debating it
today.
The member for Scarborough mentioned the Minister's appearing before the Legislation
Commnittee and refusing to answer questions about his commients during the Commr-ittee stage
of the Hill. The Opposition presented good arguments which the Minister could not negate,
but he refused to accept the Opposition's amendments. The record shows that he did not
give sensible answers to the Opposition's suggested amendments. Each time the Opposition
tried to move amendments, the Government shifted the argument to an irrelevant mailer.
The Opposition tried to tackle the Government during the Committee stage, but it voted
against every amendment. It is amazing that this Bill includes all the amendments proposed
by the Opposition when the original Bill was debated. The Minister can take credit where
credit is due because at long last he has seen the light and has agreed to the amendments.
Sometimes, one must be thankful for small mercies.

Mr Pearce: Sometimes one must take second best in this life.

Mrs Beggs: You are frightening all the little old ladies coming to lunch at Parliament House.
I can hear you from one end of the House to the other.

Mr KIERATH: If Government members were not interjecting so loudly, I could tone down
my voice. The Minister stated that the purpose of the Bill was to eliminate the display of
racist posters. At the time it was pointed out that the Bill went far further than that; it
imposed a backdoor form of censorship. The Opposition's proposed amendments were an
attempt to accommodate the two conflicting issues: Their purpose was to eliminate racist
posters while not impinging on people's freedom. I will read some quotes from a letter from
the Law Society of WA -

As far as the latest amendments are concerned, we would make the following
commnents : -

(a) The amendment to Sections 79 and 80 -
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Most of the Opposition's amendments concern these sections. To continue -

- of the Bill are an improvement in that they place the burden of
providing the intent back on the Crown. Thai is to be commended.

(b) Otherwise, the amendments do not overcame the original concerns of
the Society about the extent to which the legislation will go beyond its
intended purpose, namely countering the racial poster campaign.

The Law Society has said all the time that it supports the stated intent in the Minister's
second reading speech, but believes the provisions of the original Bill went far fuirther than
that. -That is important. Twelve months later it gives Opposition members some pleasure to
say they were right. The Opposition was right at that time and it is right now.

Mr Pearce: You were not right.

Mr KIERAT-: We were absolutely right. All nine amendments have been included in this
Bill. Our position was right then and it is r ight now.
Mr Pearce: It is right by a majority vote in the upper House.

Mr KIERATH: The vote against the amendments was unanimous by members of the Labor
Parry. The Leader of the House was not in here for the debate. While he was out doing other
things the issues were canvassed, and now he has raced in here to try to rescue his Minister
from a bit of trouble. Every time he opens his mouth he changes tack.

Mr Pearce: I camne back here to find out what was happening and I find a member who is
still wet behind the ears and who does not realise that sometimes the Government must
compromise on issues because the Liberal Party has a majority in the upper House. That
often prevents the Government from doing things that should be done.

Mr KLERATI-: Who were the members, other than the conservative party members, who
agreed with the amendments in the other place? Were there any members from the Leader of
the House's party? They were not under any pressure and looked at the submission
objectively.

Mr Pearce: That is what you say.

Mr KI.ERATH: The Leader of the House cannot deny that members of the Labor Party
supported the amendments.
Mr Pearce: The Government has had to compromise in order to pass the legislation.

Mr KIERATh: All the Leader of the House has done is put his foot in his mouth. If he will
be quiet for a moment. I will conclude my remarks. If he has something to say he may like
to put his views to this House.

In conclusion, this Bill contains nine amendments moved by the Opposition in October last
year, for which it takes some of the credit. It is on record that eveh when the Minister tried
to -arouse public feeling by blaming the Opposition for delays in passing the Bill, it stood
firm on the issues and is still standing finn.

MR CATANIA (Balcatta) t12.47 pm): I support the Minister's acceptance of these
changes. I was interested to hear Opposition members, in their addresses, justify the reasons
for the Bill's delay.

Mr Strickland: There was a need to set the record straight.

Mr CATANIA: The record should be set straight. The Opposition's question about whether
the Bill should be introduced caused the delay. It was not caused by this side of the House.
The Opposition did not know whether it wanted the Bill passed or whether it wanted to treat
the ethnic community properly. That is why the Bill was delayed.

In my grievance to the Minister I stated that time was running out due to the Opposition's
obstructiveness. The significant statement that the Goverrnent deplored racism was to be
made with the introduction of this Bill. The Opposition deferred the Government's ability to
make that statemnent. Another point is that the people of Australia wish to allow people of
other nations to live in peaceful and dignified co-existence with them. The opportunity to
make that statement was almnost lost. During this debate various members have questioned
the legislation; even at this point they are not sure whether they want to support the Bill.
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Mr Strickland: You should justify that statement.

Mr CATANIA: The legislation is intended to relieve the stress that racist propaganda causes
to people of ethnic origin in this State. The perpetuation of racist propaganda is very
damaging because this country's reputation depends on good relations with chose people. If
we allowed this racist propaganda to continue they would not only stay away from our
country, but also sever the trade links between our countries.

Mr Bradshaw- Apart from the Australian Nationalist Movement's propaganda, what other
evidence of racism is around?

Dr Alexander: Theirs is pretty powerful.

Mr CATANIA: Does the member for Wellington think that has no impact on the reputation
of this country and means nothing?

Mr Bradshaw: I did not say that; I said. apart from the Australian Nationalist Movement's
propaganda, what other evidence of racism is around the place?
Mr CATANIA: Has the member read the article entitled "Racism; H-ow Bad Are We?"
Mr Bradshaw: No.

Mr CATANIA: No. because anything that has the word "racism" on it would not interest
members opposite. If the member had read that article in the magazine supplement to The
West Australian of 8 September he would know that over the last two or three years every
bus stop in every suburb may have been subjected to the display of racist material. The
member should read that article properly, because it describes how racist we are. If the
member read that article he would not make those commnents. [ tabled a copy of that article
in my grievance.

I further express my concern about the Opposition's attitude to this legislation by
condenming Opposition members again, as I did in my grievance to the Minister, for the way
they treated this legislation when it was introduced and for the way theytried to sideswipe it.
One Opposition member in the other House called this legislation, "a sledgehammer to crack
a nut." That comment belittled the seriousness of what was happening, because at that time
the Australian Nationalist Movement was in full flight. It also belittles what is happening
today in this State.

Mr Kierath interjected.

Mr CATANIA: The member for Riverton did agree with that. The seriousness of this sort of
behaviour was reflected in the courts last week when a person, who had participated in that
terrible period of our history, and who slandered people with racist propaganda with the
army that he had gathered together, was sentenced to 18 years in gaol without parole. Yet
one Opposition member in the other place called this legislation, "a sledgehamrmer to crack a
nut"!
Opposition members went further and said that this type of action should be dealt with under
the Police Act, which states that a person has to be caught transgressing the law; when most
of these people act during the darkness of the night and it is very difficult to catch them and
to find out who is doing these things - unless one is the Minister representing the Minister for
Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs, who in fact caught them in the act and who was responsible
for bringing them to justice.

The third thing that the Opposition confronted us with when we inuroduced this legislation
was the most interesting; that is, that this sont of behaviour could 5e dealt with under the
Liner Act. We should reflect a moment on the significance of the statement that we should
deal with vilification and racial hatred under the Litter Act. That Act states that if a person
throws paper around the place, he will get a $25 fine. That is how members opposite want to
deal with this sort of behaviour! Members opposite pontificate that the Government delayed
the passage of this legislation, and that it was our fault that it has taken one year to get
through Parliament; yet they want to deal with this behaviour through different Acts, and
particularly the Litter Act.

Opposition members have said that before they will allow this Bill to become law they want
to examine whether it contravenes freedom of speech. I will tell members something about
freedom of speech. I represent the electorate of Balcatta, which has a large ethnic
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population. Over the last year statements have been made in various publications about the
people of ethnic backgrounds in that area, and one statement was that the area of Stirling
comprises people of ethnic backgrounds from Yugoslavia and Italy, who are mostly - or a
good percentage of them, if I recollect the words properly - involved in the drug trade. Do
members opposite call the making of such a statement freedom of speech? Should people be
able to slander across the board people of those two nationalities, who make up 46 per cent
of the Stirling area, and of whom 99.9 per cent have never even dropped a piece of paper on
the ground to be dealt with under the Litter Act, because that is freedom of speech? Is that
type of sweeping statement freedom of speech? Is that something we ought to defend?
Freedom of speech has responsibility attached to it. People who want to make certain
statements should not be frightened that they will contravene legislation if they make those
statements truthfully, honestly and caringly. That is what freedom of speech is all about.

I refer now to what a member of the other House said when he was dealing with this
legislation. He went into a lot of legal mumbo jumbo, but the only sensible thing he said in
the whole debate was -

Not only must proposed legislation strike a balance between freedom of speech
generally and the right to dignified and peaceful existence free from racist harassment
and vilification, but it must also strike a balance between the principle of free speech
and the duties and responsibilities which properly attach to the exercise of that
freedom.

The previous Bill that we introduced, and fortunately also this Bill, had no intention of
traversing the right of freedom of speech. The Bill itself is freedom. It says that people of
whatever race, colour or religion who live in this place will be free of that sort of racist
propaganda. That is what we intended to achieve. Opposition members, who have taken
half of their allotted time to justify their actions, were the ones who delayed the Bill because
they were not sure whether we should have this sort of legislation in Western Australia, I
have been at functions of ethnic groups where members opposite have stated what a great
contribution ethnic communities have made to Western Australia and Australia, However,
are they saying that in a patronvising fashion or do they mean it?

I will wind up my comments before I get even more emotional by saying that I am elated that
there is now legislation in place that will make the significant statement that we detest racism
in Western Australia and Australia. I am sure the ethnic communities of Asians, Jews,
Italians, Macedonians and Yugoslavs will be happy that legislation is now in place to impose
sanctions on this sort of racist behaviour. It is for the sake of those poor. silent, suffering
people who are often the victims of racism that I express my elation, and most importantly so
that they will know there is a place in this part of the world with a reputation as a caring
nation.

Government members: Hear, hear!

Sitting suspended from 1.00 t'o 2.00 pm
[Questions without notice taken.]

MR GORDON HILL (Helena - Minister assisting the Minister for Multicultural and
Ethnic Affairs) [2.31 pm]: It has indeed been a remarkable day in this Parliament. We have
had a protracted debate on this Bill and we have just heard in question time a dorothy dixer
from the Opposition about a personal problem concerning the payment of telephone bills.

I will address my remarks to the Bill, which has attracted a considerable amount of debate in
the past, especially in the Legislative Assembly. The intention of the Bill is well known by
all members of Parliament.

It is a great pity that the media is likely to report that this Bill has had to travel a rather rocky
road through the Parliament simply because of the debate which has ensued in this House
today. It was the Government's wish that the parties would adopt a bipartisan approach to
this legislation. However, the Bill has attracted a tremendous amount of debate, not as
comment on the substance of the legislation but as a personal attack on me and other
members of the Government.

It was my desire that this Bill receive support both from Opposition and Government
members because this issue is too important to be treated as a political football - which,
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unfortunately, has been the case. As the member for Balcarta said, ts Parliament has
missed an opportunity to give leadership to the community of Western Australia by making a
statement that it finds racism abhorrent. We have missed the opportunity to approach this
issue in a unified manner and to say to the extremists in the community, such as the
Australian Nationalist Movement, that Western Australia is not a racist society. More
importantly, we have missed the opportunity to properly inform those people overseas who
have made a judgment about the people of Western Australia based on the outrageous
newspaper articles published in the South East Asia media which indicate that Western
Australia is a racist society. We have missed the opportunity to tell them that this Parliament
deplores racism and that it is taking a very firm stand on the issue.

It was a great disappointment to me to hear Opposition members try to divert attention from
their failure to deal with the issue of racism in a sensible manner by blaming the Government
for delaying the passage of this legislation. The opportunity for a bipartisan approach on this
issue has gone out the window because of the Opposition's attempt to pull a political stunt,
which is what it did last year by announcing that it was its intention to introduce legislation
on incitement to racial hatred knowing full well that the matter had been under consideration
by the Government for a long time.

The Opposition has acknowledged that the matter was under consideration by the Law
Reform Commission on behalf of the Government for roughly two years prior to that time.
Despite that the Opposition decided, at almost the eleventh hour, three days prior to the Law
Reform Commission's producing its report to the Government that it would issue a statement
saying its intention was to introduce legislation relating to incitement to racial hatred. What
did that proposed legislation do? We will never know because it was never introduced.

The Press statement issued by the Leader of' the Opposition about this matter on 17 October
1989, three days before the Law Reform Commission produced its report, raised matters
already addressed under existing law. The Opposition did not treat the matter seriously, or it
was not trying to address the issue of incitement to racial hatred in a proper way. The stunt
was an attempt to distract attention from the report of the Law Reform Commrrission and to
recover some lost ground on the issue because the Opposition suddenly realised that this was
an issue in the ethnic community - a late realisation on its part.

For nearly two years prior to the issue of its report the Law Reform Commission had
advertised for witnesses, held workshops, sought public submissions and met individuals and
groups to address the issue. The Opposition ignored that process and made no submission;
such was its interest in the matter. No Press statements were issued and no approach was
made to the commission or the Government for a bipartisan approach to legislation. On the
other hand, some six months before when I put the matter to Cabinet and it declared we
would proceed on the basis of the report of the Law Reform Commission and it became clear
that the Government would act upon that report I approached the Opposition inviting
bipartisan support. That support was given verbally. However, at the last moment, and just
before the report of the Law Reform Commission was handed down, the Opposition changed
its approach deciding to go down its own path as a political stunt.

We never saw an Opposition Bill in this place attempting to address the problems related to
incitement to racial hatred. What we did see related to vandalism and violence against ethnic
minorities, matters which are currently well catered for by existing laws. Nevertheless, I
continued to attempt to get bipartisan support for legislation.

On Tuesday, 26 October 1989, the day the Bill was introduced, I wrote to the Opposition
spokesperson on multicultural and ethnic affairs, the member for Riverton, saying that I was
anxious to have discussions with him to adopt a bipartisan approach to the legislation. There
was no response. Some time later my office approached the member's staff to make an
appointment with him to discuss the matter. That was done on a couple of occasions. I
talked not only to him but also to the member for Roe and the Leader of the Opposition in
the Legislative Council, Hon George Cash, in an attempt to deal sensibly with the matter and
so that it could be approached in a bipartisan way.

That approach failed because the Opposition was clearly determined to get its way.Th
member for Riverton acknowledged today that his party room said that if the Opposition did
not get its way with its amendments it would not accept the Bill; it was all or nothing. No
consideration was to be given to the Government's position; the Opposition wanted its way
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on the issue. The Opposition did not try seriously to address this matter and its statement
that the Government delayed the Bill does not stand up to careful and intelligent scrutiny.

The Opposition now has a new found interest in multicultural and ethntic affairs, yet it madec
no submission to the Law Reform Comnmission and did not have a policy on multicultural
and ethnic affairs at the recent election, the election before that and presumably the one
before that. It had no interest in the matter and expressed no anger at the actions of the
Australian Nationalist Movement. No statement appeared in the media about the actions of
extremist groups in the community. No Bill was brought before the Parliament by the
Opposition, although it said it would introduce a Bill on incitement to racial haired.

How serious was the Opposition about this issue? It was given numerous opportunities to
introduce legislation relating to this matter on private members' days. It did nothing but
frustrate the passage of the Government's legislation. The Opposition's approach was that if
it did not get its way with its amendments to the Government's Bill there would be no Bill at
all. On the other hand, the Government's position was one of wanting to reach a
compromise and saying, "Let us talk about it. Let us see if we can work our way through the
problem."

I was interested to hear members opposite comment on happenings in their parry room. The
member for Riverton said he managed to get agreement and some support for the legislation
in the parry room, but said that support was qualified on the basis that the Government would
support Opposition amendments or get nothing at all. I have been told that the member had a
difficult time trying to get that through and that the parry was divided on the matter. Public
statements were made by the former member for Cottesloe about the matter. The member
for Warren, when I was replying today, said across the Chamber that it was a load of rubbish.
I asked, "Do you support the legislation?" He said, "No." Ever since then he has been absent
from the Chamber and has not bothered to put his case. It will be interesting to see whether
he speaks during the Committee stage or on the third reading of the Bill.

It is particularly disappointing that there has nor been a strong statement from the Parliament
as a whole about this issue. There cannot be a united approach on this issue when individual
members of the Opposition say they do not support even the amended version of this Bill.

Mr Donovan: That is what the previous spokesman commnitted the Opposition to on
13 November, but he changed it a week later.
Mr GORDON HILL: The member for Morley is right. T'he then Opposition spokesman did
commit himself to support it, but a week later he changed his position entirely.
I know that members of the Italian community in this State will be particularly disappointed
at the comments made by the member for Warren because of hiis own heritage. Other ethnic
groups within his electorate will also be disappointed. I know that the Yugoslavs and
Macedonians in Western Australia and in his community strongly support this legislation. I
am amazed that the member should exhibit such Little regard for people of non-English
speaking backgrounds and for people of ethnic origin on this matter. Perhaps he has not
been the subject of racial harassment, and if that is the case I am very pleased, but I know
there are others -

Mr Shave: He has more ethnic background than you have.

Mr GORDON HOLL: Of course he has.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! People seem to be a bit excitable this afternoon. I do not
really understand why. Let us cool down the Temperature of the debate a bit. I suggest that if
members on either side wish to interject they do so at a suitable point and that they certainly
do not do so in concert or across the Chamber when a person is on his feet.

Mr GORDON HILL: I made the point that the member for Warren may not have been
subject to any form of harassment, racial or otherwise, because I wanted to -

Mr Shave: How would you know?

Mr GORDON HILL: I did not say he had. I said he may not have been.

Mr Shave: Either say what is rigt or what is wrong.
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Mr GORDON HILL: The interjections of members opposite are pathetic, when they
interject in an inane way about something as trivial as a comment like that. I made that
comment to point out that in a rather strange way, people who have been the subject of racial
harassment as children may be affected in their later years. Members may be interested to
know that some time ago I received some correspondence from Mrs van Tongeren, Jack van
Tongeren's mother. She is a psychologist, and she indicated to me in that correspondence
that her son had been the target of racial harassment as a young boy. She was not indicating
to me that in any way she condoned his actions - in fact, she said quite clearly she did not -
but she wanted to explain why someone like Jack van Tongeren might trn out the way he
did. She endorsed the Government's approach to this issue and said it was important for us
as a community to take a very strong stand on racism and to continue a program of education
to try to eradicate racism in our commuunity. That is the point I was trying to make a moment
ago when I said that perhaps the member for Warren had not been subject to racial
harassment.
According to Mrs van Tongeren, Jack van Tongeren, the former leader of the Australian
Nationalist Movement, had been subject to racial harassment and as a result had become, in a
rather strange sort of way, racist himself. He resented the fact that his mother had married a
Dutch Indonesian and that his grandmother, who had lived with the famnily in Victoria for a
long time, had darker skin than he. As a child he used to be taunted frequently by the young
people within his neighbourhood. He resented that so much that he turned on his family. Hek
turned also on the Asian and Jewish communities in particular, and turned to neo-Nazism.
This legislation has wider support than just from the community in Western Australia. It has
the support not only of Jack van Tongeren's mother, but also of other political parties in
Australia. Members opposite may be interested to know that the Government's original
proposal had the support of Hon James Samios M4LC, who said earlier this year at a meeting
of Ministers for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs in the Eastern States that he saw this State
Government's legislation as model legislation and that New South Wales was waiting to see
how it passed through the Western Australian Parliament and would examine it more closely
after that. He also indicated to me in correspondence that he supported in principle the State
Government's position on this legislation, and he was awaiting it with interest, as were other
Ministers in other States, because it could well be described as model legislation to address
the issue of incitement to racial hatred and the particular problems we have had in this State.

I refer now to the time frame in which this legislation has been dealt with. The Government
initially dealt with this matter through a review process of the Law Reform Commission,
which involved consultation with community groups, lawyers, ethnic groups, the media and
individuals over a lengthy period. The report submitted to the Government by the Law
Reform Commission contained a draft Bill. That is why it was so easy for the Government
to bring this matter into the Parliament soon after the LRC proposal was put to the
Government. That draft Bill was clearly supported by a majority of eminent lawyers on the
LRC, and it has been supported also by many others within the community.
That Bill was designed to target the racist activities of extremist groups such as the ANM,
and others, who were trying to destabilise the community. The Bill was introduced by the
Government soon after it received the LRC report. The matter was then debated in the
Legislative Assembly;, and we all know what the Opposition's position was on that and we
do not need to go over that again. Following the passage of that Bill through this House,
consideration of the matter was deferred by the Opposition in the other place. We cannot
ignore the fact - and the Opposition simply glosses over this - that it has the numbers in the
other place. So it was deferred by the Opposition in the Legislative Council.

Mr Cowan: Acknowledge that it was your Government's program chat -

Mr Pearce interjected.

Mr GORDON lHLL: The point has been made by the Leader of the House that we went
longer than was expected last year in the Assembly, and when Parliament resumed earlier
this year the Opposition would not permit the Government to reinstate this matter on the
Notice Paper; therefore the Opposition forced the delay in the passage of this Bill yet again.

The Bill was reintroduced by the Government but, in the interim, I held discussions with the
media, the Criminal Law Society and others in order to try again to reach consensus on this
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matter. As a result of those discussions I agreed to change certain aspects of the Bill by
deleting reference to the word 'insulting' - which, as the member for Morley indicated
earlier, was the major area of contention when the Bill was debated in this House last year -
and by including a defence clause. That received some protest from the ethnic communities,
which thought it was a watering down of the Government's legislation; nevertheless, we
continued with those changes in the interests of bipartisanship and consensus. The
Legislative Council then referred the matter to the Legislation Committee, and we know
what has happened since that time.

I thought it was appropriate to respond to the issues raised by members opposite during the
debate, because most of the speeches to date have centred on who is at fault, who is to blame,
and why the legislation was delayed for as long as it was. There has been very little
substance to the debate to this point by the Opposition. Virtually no comment was made at
all on the substance, the principles and the general thrust of the Bill. Most of the debate has
been "me-tooism" and "I blame you"; the Opposition's approach has been simply to shed
some blame to the Glovernment for the delay in the passage of the legislation and to try to
divert attention from its own inadequacies in this matter.

The Bill itself targets the activities of extremists who, through their actions, have tried to
spread hatred in the community and to cause alarm and severe distress to the community.
Members of the Asian community in particular were targeted. Members of the Asian
community have said to me on many occasions that they want us to pursue this legislation
because they need to be able to feel free to walk in the streets of Perth without any
harassment. It was put to me that leaders of the Asian community who did business
overseas, and particularly in Hong Kong, were afraid to travel overseas in the last couple of
years because they feared their families might be targeted and harassed by the Australian
Nationalist Movement and others. That is the son of problem the ANN and other extremists
have caused within our community.

The legislation will ensure that Western Australians are given the opportunity to live
peacefully within our State in a harmonious way in the knowledge that this State will not
tolerate racist behaviour or violence against ethnic minorities, and that the State recogrises
the importance of a culturally diverse society and will give protection to its ethnic
communities because we value their enormous contribution to our society. More than
27 per cent of the people in this State were born overseas. We recognise that fact; we
recognise that those people have made a contribution to our State, and that must be
recognised by the Parliament. That is why it is sad that this mailer has not been dealt with in
a bipartisan way; that is why it is sad that the attention the media may give to this Bill and
this debate may well be because it has had a long passage and does not have the support of
the Parliament as a whole, and because the debate has not focused on the Bill itself and the
important issue it addresses.

While legislation is an effective measure to address problems like those of the past few years,
it is not a long term solution to racial prejudice. The Government will continue its
comnmunity education programs. We have established a Ministerial Advisory Council on
Community Relations to assist the Government in this matter, and the Multicultural and
Ethnic Affairs Commission also assists the CGovernment. We are keen to see that the
community of Western Australia recognises the value and benefits of our culturally diverse
community and this legislation is but one measure that will ensure that it continues to receive
recognition in this State.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.
Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.

MR GORDON HILL (Helena - Minister assisting the Minister for Multicultural and
Ethnic Affairs) 13.04 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a third time.
MR STRICKLAND (Scarborough) [3.05 pm]: I listened carefully to the Minister's speech
and I think it is important to recap on what has happened.
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The Opposition has indicated quite clearly that it intends to support the Bill. We are very
happy with the fact that the amendments which we moved just after the Government
introduced the Bill last October are now to a very large extent incorporated in the Bil. The
Minister indicated that in the early days the Opposition was not proactive in making
submissions to the Law Reform Commission. It is quite true that in those days the
Opposition was in a reactive mode, as we were waiting until that report was compiled and
the submissions were made because, in the main, it was important that the ethnic
communities had the chance to focus on their problems and to spell out the needs which then
arose to form the goals and objectives set by the Government. However, what is important is
that the Opposition defined its position very clearly within a week after the draft legislation
was presented to the Parliament. I can say to the Minister and other members of the
Government that the Opposition was in the position where there was support for the intent as
espoused by the Government in the second reading speech but there could not be support for
the legislation as it was Wrafted. This whole battle has been to frame amendments to adjust
the Bill so that it would not go too far beyond the intent and thereby cause problems further
down the track. The Opposition is proud of the fact that it was able to spell out its position.
It was consistent in its position, and today, I11 months later, we are watching the legislation
come into being.

In my speech during the second reading debate I attempted to indicate that from both
perspectives the Government is the driver with regard to the legislation;, it is in the box seat.
Government members are the ones who determine the order of business as reflected on the
Notice Paper. When I took the trouble to scrutinise the Notice Papers, I discovered a few
facts. Unfortunately, over this passage of time on occasions the Minister had implied and
made statements to the ethnic community and the public at large to the effect that the
Opposition was trying to frustrate his Bill. If the Minister makes those statements, it is
incumbent on the Opposition to examine that question, and to do its homework and make
sure that the proper record is on the books. The Government had a window of opportunity of
at least 17 weeks to process the Bill: the Opposition had between four and seven weeks to do
that. Anyone who discovered that the Bill was allowed to drop down the Notice Papers on
nine occasions by the Government, four in the Assembly and five in the Council, would form
his own opinion.

At that stage I was not the Opposition spokesman for these matters, but it is my clear
understanding that the Minister's interpretation of bipartisanship was to say, "If you adopt
our legislation, we will promise to review it in a year or so to sort out its problems." How
could that be responsible when one is advised by the Law Society of WA, the Criminal
Lawyers Association, other people and by one's own judgment that that was the wrong way
to go? That is not good enough. If that unamended Act had come into being and just one
person had been prosecuted, and the media focused on the issue, we would have had
enormous problems in the community at large. People would have asked, "What sort of a
Bil has the Parliament passed?" The Opposition is proud to have prevented that from
occurring. We have managed to achieve that very difficult balance between devising
legislation to address that rotten poster problem while, at the same timne, managing not to
impinge upon people's basic rights. That is one of the reasons that we are keen to do
something unusual in this Parliament; that is, to go straight into the third reading and avoid
the Cornmirtee stage to ensure that the legislation is dealt with quickly. This will make up
for 12 months of frustration.

Mr Gordon Hill: That is not true! You have the numbers in the upper House and you took
the Bill to the Legislation Committee.
The SPEAKER: Order! I was not going to interrupt because [ thought that the member had
finished putting his argument. In any event, what appears to be happening is that we are
opening old wounds. I want to be a little cautious to prevent that happening because we have
already done many of these things during the second reading debate. In order to steer clear
of that, I advise members that the third reading is not a forum for as wide-ranging debate as
is the second reading; the debate should be closely aligned to the content of the Bill.
Approximately seven minutes has been spent on wide ranging matters, so perhaps we have
achieved what was needed. Members should now address the Bill.

Mr STRICKLAND: It is not necessary to say much more as the relevant comments are on
the record. The removal of certain provisions was absolutely essential. We now have a Bill
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whereby a person may stand accused of racial harassment or incitement to racial hatred, but
it must be shown that there was intent. The amended Bill removes the potential for
somebody to be in contravention of the legislation by simply publishing certain material. In
the previous Bill such a person would have had to defend himself. Another important point
is that the Opposition wanted to see the exclusion of books and magazines from the
legislation. That has now occurred because the wording of the legislation now definies
precisely what written and pictorial material is. Books and magazines are not included in the
legislation; they are excluded as a result of the definition.
In conclusion, I have many friends in the ethnic community - as does the member for
Balcatta - and over many years many friendships have grown. Although I am not a member
of any particular ethnic community, I have an empathy for these people. The Minister would
well know that the Opposition is now in a pro-active mode with its questioning and other
such things.
Mr Gordon Hill: It is about time.
Mr STRICKLAND: We will definitely take up the Minister's challenge regarding policy
and other such matters. We are proud to support the Bill which is now focused on the
problem and this Bill will not create further difficulties for the communities as a whole.

Question put and passed.
Bill read a third time and passed.

INDUSTRIAL LANDS DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY AMENDMENT BELL
Report

Report of Committee adopted.
Third Reading

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to the third reading.
Bill read a third time, on motion by Mr Taylor (Minister for Finance and Economic
Development), and transmitted to the Council.

COMMERCIAL TENANCY (RETAIL SHOPS) AGREEMIENTS AMENDMENT
B ILL

Council's Amendments

Amendments made by the Council further considered from 26 September.

Commttee
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Mr Ripper) in the Chair; Mr Henderson (Minister for
Consumer Affairs) in charge of the Bill.
Progress was reported after amendment No 2 made by the Council had been partly
considered.
Mr FRED TLJBBY: The amendment deals solely with the leasing of liquor stores in retail
shopping centres. Liquor stores have a little more to them than other stores in retail shopping
centres in that they have liquor licences attached. The licence is in the name of the owner of
the store who has acquired it at considerable expense. I know of one owner who expended
$28 000 in legal and other fees to acquire a liquor licence in a shopping centre and failed.
Others have expended equal amounts or more to acquire licences. Some have actually
purchased licensed outlets in the country, closed them down because there was no need for
them and transferred the licence. That is done at considerable expense and effort. An owner
is entitled to some form of payment up-front for the licence and the use of that licence during
the lease. It is not good enough for the Minister to say the payment which has been outlaid
by the owner should be paid in a monthly lease. The owner has put the money up-firont and
it is reasonable for him to expect some form of payment from the person who is going to
acquire that licence and operate the premises for five or 10 years.
A goodwill payment for the transfer or use of the licence is a longstanding practice in this
industry. The enactment of the commercial tenancy legislation in 1985 did not affect that
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practice greatly. Due to the retrospective aspects contained in the amending Bill, these
payments will be made illegal and backdated to 1985. This is appalling and will cause
severe problems in the liquor industry.
The Government has created a legal loophole by including new subsection (2) of section 9.
This subsection will be severely tested if any claims are made by retailers against owners for
the premium payments made since 1985. It is my opinion - I know it is a lay opinion - that
the courts will probably deem the owner of the licence to have been in the liquor trade and
therefore it will be legal, under the goodwill clause, for him to claim an up-front goodwill
payment for the transfer of the licence. If that is the case, it will cost retailers and owners a
lot of money to prove in the courts. If the case goes against them and they are not included
under this section, all that will happen is that the past premiums will have to be repaid but the
tenant will reclaim only future licence fees and operate that liquor outlet for a period of a
couple of days or a week before the owner re-leases the premises. This is is appalling
because they will have to get around this legislation by subterfuge.

The Minister should be up-front and tell us that she accepts that a liquor outlet is a separate
case because it has a licence which has been acquired by the owner at considerable expense
and he deserves some recompense. This amendment addresses the problem and I urge the
Minister to reconsider it because if she does not she will put retailers and owners to
considerable expense in trying to redress the situation through the courts.

Mr DONOVAN: In one sense, I understand the difficulty that the member for Roleysrone is
trying to address. In another sense, if he looks at the proposed amendment rather than at his
speech in support of the amendment, he will see where he has gone wrong. The Council's
amendment offers an additional exemption from the key money provision; that is, new
paragraph (d) provides for the areas that should be included and not made available. I
understand the member's argument. However, the amendment modifies the liquor licence.
It attaches the liquor licence feature to a goodwill feature. In my view that is an
inappropriate use of the legislation. The Minister's second reading speech should guide us
about what is in vires and what is ultra vires in the legislation. She said -

A study of the Act and background material shows clearly that when the Act was
introduced the Government was committed to an approach that would redress the
obvious imbalance of negotiating power between many landlords and tenants, but to
do so without undue or overly prescriptive intervention into commercial transactions.

This legislation is geared towards resolving those problems; that is, the problem of the
imbalance of negotiating power between many landlords and tenants and the conduct,
conveyancing and transactions of businesses in the context of the owner-tenant relationship.
The amendment seeks, by the back door, to redress a situation that has been resolved by this
Parliament in respect of the Liquor Act. That is not an appropriate inclusion in the Bill. It
reintroduces an aspect of key money trough the back door. That would inappropriately seek
to get around the provisions of the Liquor Act.

Mr Lewis: You don't know what you are talking about.

Mr DONOVAN: I do. The Minister will be much clearer than I in respect of the special
interest of the member for Applecross, and I will leave him to ponder over that for the next
few minutes. This amendment is a most inappropriate way of trying to attach a commnercial
value to a licence. I remind the Commu-ittee of the objectives of liquor licences. These
licences are provided for in the Liquor Act, which deals with a range of matters, although it
has one central purpose;, that is, to regulate the way in which the retail sale and consumption
of liquor is conducted in this State. It is a regulating Act. It seeks to make sure that all the
problems, advantages and so on for the production, retail sale and consumption of liquor are
regulated so that the interests of the community are protected. That is what liquor licensing
is about; it is not about trying to achieve for a business premnise owner an additional
commercial advantage. It can be said categorically that the Liquor Act is not involved with
that aspect. I am surprised that nobody so far has raised a point of order with the Deputy
Chairman because I am now debating the Liquor Act and not the Commercial Tenancy
(Retail Shops) Agreements Amendment Bill.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Mr Ripper): Consider the point of order made.

Mir DONOVAN: That illustrates my point; the amendment proposed is about the Liquor Act
and it is inappropriate and out of order in this debate.
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Mr Fred Tubby: If that is the case, this Bill does not relate to licensed liquor outlets in
shopping centres.

Mr DONOVAN; Yes it does.

Mr Fred Tubby: Well then, let us debate that subject.

Mr DONOVAN: Members opposite cannot go through a backdoor that has been closed by
this Parliament with respect to one Act to reintroduce a commercial advantage to either the
owner or tenant of such a business.

Mr Fred Tubby: Has a liquor licence any value? Does it cost anything?

Mr DONOVAN: That is not at issue in this legislation.

Mr Fred Tubby: Of course it is; it is about recouping those costs.

Mlr DONOVAN: I refer the member to the second reading speech. The intention of this
legislation is to overcome some disadvantages principally, but not exclusively, to tenants.
The Opposition is trying to use legislation chat is no longer available to it, and to attach a
value to the licence which in rum would be attached to the goodwill value of a business. Itris
not appropriate because a liquor licence is properly attached in principle to the person
responsible for the conduct of the business and not to the person who happens to own the
premises.

If the Government agreed to this amendment, any person building a new shopping centre
could simply include within his arrangements the procedures for obtaining a liquor licence
which would become available for sale to the first tenant.

Mr Fred Tubby: That is precisely what they do, and it costs them a lot of money.

Mr DONOVAN: This Bill does not deal with that type of exchange; in fact, it seeks to
reduce chat kind of advantage to building owners.
Mr Fred Tubby: Do you chink the owners should wear the cost and forget about recouping
it?

Mr DONOVAN: My central point is that this is an inappropriate and out of order attempt to
retrieve something from the Liquor Act which is no longer available, and the Bill before the
Committee should not be used for that purpose.
Mr SHAVE: I have listened with amusement to some of the comments of the member for
Morley with regard to this legislation. He said that an Act was passed in 1985 which
precluded landlords from the entitlement to goodwill or key money and, for that reason, the
Opposition should not move an amendment to this Bill which might address some problems
relating to that situation.

Mr Catania: Goodwill precludes key money. it is a quite different maner and you should
know that.

Mr SHAVE: Whether it is called goodwill or key money, it is a lump sum payment which is
usually included in the contract to satisfy the taxation consultants handling the agreement.
They usually make the decision as to what the payment will be called. The Governmnent has
indicated that it will not accept amendments to the legislation and that the Opposition should
take in good faith what happened when the legislation was introduced in 1985.
I refer the Committee to clause 6 of the Bill and the wording of proposed section 9(2). It was
found that the original legislation was not all it should be and as a result this amending
legislation has been introduced to vary the provisions and make certain allowances. I do not
disagree with that. If a landlord has been running a business he is entitled to a goodwill
payment or key money.

Mrs Henderson: It is not key money.

Mr SH4AVE: The Minister is hung up on terms but in the final transaction it is a matter of
money, and it does not matter whether that money is described as a goodwill payment or key
money.
The member for Roleystone was correct when he said that the acquisition of a liquor licence
does not just happen. When applications are made in the Liquor Licensing Court often
objections are made to those applications and the person who does his sums correctly
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employs the best solicitor he can, at some cost, to process his application. Invariably the
legal costs are between $15 000 and $25 000 for each party. The alternative is to buy a
licence from one area and shift it to another. In fact, in that procedure the Government,
through the Liquor Licensing Court, makes people pay a premium for the right to transfer a
licence to a new location. Therefore, if a person buys a liquor licence from a person
operating in, for example, Mukinbudin who has decided it is no longer viable to trade in that
area, it costs him between $50 000 and $100 000 to transfer that licence to other premises.
The Minister is suggesting that the person who has paid for a licence in that way has no right
to lump sum compensation if he later sells those premises.

Mrs Henderson: You do not seem to understand the difference between buying a business
and buying a licence.

Mr SHAVE: I have bought and sold more businesses than the Minister has; I have been
buying and selling businesses for nearly 20 years and I have been successful in business.
The Minister cannot tell me about these mailers.

Several members interjected.

Mr Catania: Can a person operate a liquor store without a licence?

Mr SHAVE: No.

Mr Catania: What do you do when you sell a business?

Mr SHAVE: The normal practice in the liquor industry for someone who owns a hotel or
liquor store and is approached by a person who wants a five year or 10 year lease on that
store is to require that person pay X dollars for that lease. The liquor licence is deemed by
99.999 per cent of people in the industry to belong to a premise. That has been the case for
100 years. If a person comes along and the owner agrees to let them use that licence that
person will sign a transfer form back to the owner which will be held by his solicitor so that
at the end of the term he goes to the licensing court and the licence reverts to him- The
premise is worth nothing without the licence.

Mrs Henderson: That is why an expectation exists that the landlord will outlay that money to
get the licence; because without the licence the premise cannot be leased as a liquor store. It
is an intrinsic cost in setting up a lease.

Mr SHAVE: I do not deny that. The member for Morley says in relation to back door
objectives and in relation to the amendment that he acknowledges a problem with the
legislation. We have suggested the alteration because that problem exists. The Minister is
seeking to alter the systemn. However, there is a way around that system provided by the
legislation. I am not a solicitor, but 1 have aleady seen a way around the problem. In due
course the Minister will come back saying that the legislation did not solve anything. I
object to retrospective legislation whether the principle is right or wrong. In this case the
Governument established the legislation and now it has introduced this Bill to make things
retrospective to 1985.
Mrs Henderson: Were you not here for the licence debate?

Mr SHAVE: Yes.

Mrs Henderson: I went through the question of retrospecrivity for 20 minutes giving legal
opinions and everything else.
Mr SHAVE: Is the Minister saying the legislation is not retrospective?

Mrs Henderson: It is in Mansard;, the member should read it.

Mr SHAVE: I have not read Mansard today.

Mrs Henderson: It is a pity the member did not read it because I read out legal opinions.
which are recorded in Mansard, and gave copies of them to the Opposition Leader in the
upper House.

Mr SHAVE: The Minister thinks this legislation will remove the right of people to be paid
for costs they have incurred. flat will not happen. Members opposite think that landlords
will raise rents. That is not the way they will do things. There is a way around the problem
that blind Freddy could see on looking at this legislation. I leave it to members opposite to
sort that out. After the Bill passes this place the Goverrnent will come back in 12 months or
two years saying it was wrong and try to change the legislation again.
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A Supreme Court ruling has just been handed down regarding liquor licences. A ternant in
Palmnyra tried to rake the rights to a licence that he did not own as they belonged to the
premaise. lHe went to a great deal of legal expense in his attempt but the court ruled against
him. The tenant is now going to the Full Court in an attempt to get the legislation changed.
Members opposite have been conned. People have approached them who have entered into a
lease and now want to change something that has existed for 100 years. The system has been
that when a person takes on a licence he writes off the goodwill and the key money over the
term of the lease, as I have done when I have rented a licensed premise, I have known what
the lease says - that key money and goodwill are written off over the tern of the lease.

These people have got involved in deals, their lease trmns have looked a bit shaky. so they
have said, "We do not like the rules; we want to change them." The Government will not
achieve what it wishes to achieve. The people who own those premises will not raise the
rents but will handle the matter in another way. This legislation will not be successful in
restricting liquor outlets.

Mr LEWIS: One of the things forgotten by Government members in relation to this
legislation, and what the Legislative Council's amendment is trying to achieve, is that a cost
is associated with the acquisition of a liquor licence by a landlord. I do not know whether
Government members understand that. The minimum rime spent in the Licensing Court to
have a licence granted for a store, if one is lucky enough to have it granted, is about five
days. Many months of briefing and investigation by planners and other consultants in the
industry take place to prepare that case for a landlord. One must bear in mind that it is the
landlord who has to make that application for a licence. Licences. by virtue of the licensing
Act, attach to an establishment - an outlet. The only person who can make an application is
one who owns a premise or intends to build one.

Mrs Henderson: But it attaches to an individual licensee.

Mr LEWIS: It does both; it attaches to an individual and to the premise.

Mrs Henderson; The licence is granted on the basis of the premise.

Mr LEWIS: Rather than being hung up on her ideology, the Minister should look at the
commercial reality.

Mrts Henderson: I am talking commercial reality.

Mr LEWIS: That commercial reality is that the person goes through a lengthy procedure
which takes up to two years and usually 18 months, whether the person goes into the country
and buys a licensed premise and applies to the court for removal of the licence to another
premise or seeks a new licence, It all costs money. It costs landlords anything up to
$100 000. That is nothing so far as a licence is concerned. This Bill says that when a
landlord leases a premise which has a licence attached in the landlord's name he cannot
charge goodwill or key money, or the cast of that licence, to the person who will run the
premise.

Mrs Henderson: Who holds The licence when the store is being operated?

Mr LEWIS: I know what the Minister is talking about.

Mrs Henderson: The landlord is not running the liquor store, so who holds the licence?

Mr LEWIS: The landlord.

Mrs Henderson: If the landlord is not running the liquor store, who holds the licence?

Mr LEWIS: The point I am making is that the landlord does not have to be the tenant
because he owns the premise.

Mrs Henderson: I know that. Obviously he does.

Mr LEWIS: Or he builds the premises, and he has a provisional certificate to set up the
premises to meet the requirements of the licensing court. The Minister is saying if that
landlord does not want to operate those premises, he cannot charge key money because he is
the landlord, so he may have paid $150 000 for the privilege or ability to run a licensed

premi ses out of that shop that he happens to own, but he cannot recoup his costs. Is that
equit-y?

Mrs Henderson: That is right. [t is exactly the same as the money he paid to build that shop
or the shopping centre. It is what gives that premises value.
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Mr LEWIS: No, it is not, because the Minister seems to think that sonmc fancy rental
premium is paid on a licensed premises. That is not necessarily so because, by virtue of this
Bill, the rent paid shall be subject to market value - not to the market value of a licensed
premises but to what every other retailer is paying. So how will that landlord ever be able to
recoup his costs? The first inequity is that the Minister wants a landlord to pay moneys to
receive a licence but because he happens to be the landlord he cannot charge the incoming
tenant for the cost of that licence.

Mrs Henderson: Not when he is not the licensee. He will not be the licensee under your
scenario.

Mr LEWIS: But he holds the provisional certificate.

Mrs Henderson: Originally. If he operates it as a liquor store he can charge.

Ms LEWIS: But he may not want to operate it as a liquor store.

Mrs Henderson: That is right, and if he does not, the tenant will be the licensee.

Ms LEWIS: So he just bums the money that it cost him to -

Mrs Henderson: No. H-e would not be able to rent out the premises as a liquor store if he did
not have the licence.

Mr LEWIS: The legislation that was written in 1985 was inadequate to control key money.
There were so many loopholes in it one could drive a truck through it. That legislation was
not working properly; otherwise, the Government would not have had to redefine -

Mrs Henderson: Some things were not adequately covered, such as a landlord who owned
and operated his own liquor store, and that was changed.

Ms LEWIS: The Minister agrees that the legislation written in 1985 was dreadful legislation;
and this legislation is dreadful legislation, not in what it achieves but in how it is drafted.

Mrs Henderson: I did not say that.

Mr LEWIS: We have had conferences with some of the smartest legal brains Mround this
town and even they get confused. That is how good ths legislation is. It is dreadful
legislation. The Minister knows it and members opposite know it.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! I draw your attention to the fact that we are debating a specific
amendment here, and I ask you to keep to the topic.

Mr LEWIS: Since 1985 landlords have been charging key money for the cost of acquiring
licences, or whatever. There are probably hundreds of landlords out there. If this legislation
is to be retrospective it will straight away put in jeopardy the hundreds of landlords who have
taken key money, and there will be litigation in the courts for the repayment of moneys
which, by the way, were paid by mutual agreement between the lessee and the lessor at day
one, ibis legislation will allow a tenant to abrogate his previous commercial agreement and
say to the court, "I did not really agree with that at the time and I want the landlord to repay
me the $100 000 that I paid him for the privilege of selling liquor from his shop." Is that
equity?

Mrs Henderson: Why are you concerned only about landlords?

Mr LEWIS: Because landlords are people. They have rights, as do tenants.

Mrs Henderson: You have no concern for tenants.

Mr LEWIS: We should have equity. If a tenant enters into an agreement with a landlord,
why is it that the landlord is the terrible person? Surely tenants can do the wrong thing too.

Mrs Henderson: In the case you describe, the landlord is asking for the key money, not the
tenant.

Mr LEWIS: Is he not entitled to recoup his costs? Under this legislation no one would apply
for a liquor licence.

Mrs Henderson: They will. Don't worry. That is not a problem.

Mr LEWIS: Maybe we could accept that as from today the payment of key money will be
ultra vires, because commercially a landlord could put his business in order to sort out that
problem. Commercitally it could be arranged and people could adjust to the new legislation.
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Mrs Henderson: And they will.

Mr LEWIS: Yes, and I have no probkim with that. My problem is that the Minister wants to
turn the clock back five years, and she will put those people in jeopardy of litigation in the
courts of this State for the repayment of moneys they have previously been paid for the
ability to operate a licensed premises. Is that equity? Unfortunately the Minister is one of
those people who come from the far left, and she seems to think that people who own
property are nasty and greedy persons, and we do not have to worry about them; that we have
to worry about tenants and that landlords have no rights. Landlords have just as many rights
as tenants, and the time has come when the Minister must understand that. It should not be
weighted all one way. There should be a balance in society.

We can accept this legislation as of today but we cannot accept it retrospectively. We cannot
wind the clock back five years and make illegal something that is legal today. That will open
the door for people to challenge in the courts the repayment of moneys that were legitimately
agreed to and paid by tenants of licensed premises so they could operate those premises to
sell liquor. That is not equity. If the Minister removes the retrospectivity of this clause -
which unfortunately her ideology will not let her remove - she will have no argument from
me, but if she leaves in that retrospectivity we will have to completely disagree with her and
we will fight her right to the end of the day.

Mr TRENORDEN: The final words of the member for Applecross are important in this
debate. We can stand here and put on our hats of wisdom and make all the appropriate
noises that we may like, but none of us as members of Parliament really knows what is the
true outcome of many of the pieces of legislation that we pass. We are struggling here with
the question of whether this clause is ro be rterospective. I will not be totally uncharitable. I
believe every member of this Parliament would be exceedingly keen not to pass retrospective
taxation or legislation that would affect people in any way.

In fact only a few days ago both sides of the House agreed to take out of a conservation Bill a
degree of retrospectivity which had nothing to do with money but with ownership. I suppose
that is a contradiction in terms; ownership and money go together, Retrospectivity is
something which the vast majority of us want to shy away from. That is the point the
Minister needs to address. I could go on for some timne about the difference between key
money and other aspects of liquor shops such as goodwill, but I do not intend to do that,
because those issues have been canvassed at length already. I could throw a cat among the
pigeons, but that would mean another group of people kicking our doors down. I am not
saying we should deregulate the industry, but the point is that the regulation focuses on
certain parts. We are arguing now that this piece of legislation focuses on a select group of
people; only a small portion of those involved in retailing, but an important portion.

We need to be assured - and I want to be assured because I have had at least four different
points of view put to me - that this legislation will not be retrospective in any way. By that I
mean in terms of ownership and finance; there is even the possibility of a drop in the capital
value of liquor stores. If that is the case, like the member for Applecross, my concerns
would be very much set at rest.

Mr CATANIA: My concern with this amendment lies primarily in its conflict with the
Liquor Licensing Act. Section 84(1) of the Liquor Licensing Act states that the director shall
not grant an application for the transfer of a licence unless the application is made pursuant
to a contract of sale or assignment of the right of the licensee to carry on business under the
licence. The judge said that the licence was attached to the business. The Opposition is
trying to go against that judgment, or section 84 of the Act, by putting this amendment into
another Act. That is not logical.

Mr Shave: You know what the judgment was which was handed down, do you?

Mr CATANIA: I have it here; I have read it a number of times.

Mr Shave: You have just quoted a section of the Liquor Licensing Act. Correct me if I am
wrong, but I understand the judge ruled against the decision of the Liquor Licensing Court
judge.

Mr CATANIA: That is correct; he ruled against it and gave his interpretation. If the
decision were challenged and the matter went to court again I think the same judgment
would be given. The member opposite is trying to put this amendment into another Act in
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order to go against that judgment, The amendment is contrary to the judgment given by the
court, which was that the licence was attached to the prem-ises. It does flat stay in limbo after
the lease period is finished; it reverts to the landlord.
Mr Shave: I think you are confusing the two issues. The judgment was that the licence
belongs to the premises.

Mr CATANIA: It belongs to the premises, and the premises arc owned by the landlord. At
the end of the lease period the licence goes back to the landlord.

Mr Fred Tubby: Exactly.

Mr CATANIA: The member is trying to put into a commercial tenancy agreement -

Mr Shave: No; this is where you are confusing the issue. We are saying that this liquor
licence should be dealt with in the samne way as it always has been. Where goodwill and so
forth has been assessed, that has always been dealt with either through the Liquor Licensing
Court or through another court and not brought in and dismissed under thtis legislation. This
legislation does not allow a liquor licence landlord to get goodwill and key money, yet in all
other liquor outlets the landlord has the right to do that.
Mr CATANIA: I do not know if he has.

Mr Shave: I assure you he has.

Mr CATANIA: Does that judgment say he has?

Mr Shave: That judgment concerns a case where a tenant was trying to teUl the court that he
owned the licence. That judgment deals with a totallyedifferent issue.

Mr Lewis: Absolutely.

Mr CATANIA: I am saying the judgment concerns a liquor licence which this amendment is
trying to address. It is trying to say - and in a sense I agree with it - that a premium can be
charged for the licence. If one is trying to sell a business which has a licence attached to it -
and I emphasise the word "business" - a premium can be charged for the licence.

Mr Lewis: But you have paid for it.

Mr CATANIA: Hang on! If a business or a stare is set up, one has a licence and pays for it.
So as not to contravene the Act, one does not charge key money but one does charge for
goodwill.

Mr Lewis: But you are not allowed to.

Mr CATANIA: I think one is allowed to.

Mr Lewis: You are not.

Mr CATANIA: I believe the Act states that one is allowed to.

Mr Fred Tubby: If you are, that is the loophole which I pointed out. As a result of our
amendment we will not have to resort to subterfuge.
Mr CATANIA: I do not think the Act states anywhere That on the sale of a business one is
not allowed to charge for goodwill.
Mr Lewis: I accept that from now on there is no problem. What I cannot accept is your
turning the clock back five years and opening the door for litigants.
Mr CATANIA: I shall not stand up here for long; I think the Minister can address that point.
If such an amendment were allowed, and I do not believe it is appropriate to this legislation,
it would put liquor stores in a different position from other stores or other retailers.

Mr Lewis: They are different; they are like TAB shops.

Mr CATANIA: I agree, they have to get licences. That is the difference. To transfer the
licence one has to go back to the licensing court. There is a similarity between those stores
and retail stores. If one wants to deal with a liquor licence one should go back to the Liquor
Act and address one's concemns by that Act. The proposed amendment would enable one to
deal with the rest of the retail outlets; that is my primary concern.

Mr Lewis: No problem!

Mr CATANIA: I shall not go any fturther. I have made the two points I wanted to make.
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Those are that it would go against a decision which has been made in a court and a judgment
which the Opposition defended with that ruling. The Opposition is now going against that
ruling with an amendment to another Act.

Mr Shave: You are confusing the two cases.

Mr CATANIA: We have in place certain regulations and procedures for retail outlets in this
Bill. We should not treat businesses differently. Any business which needs a licence should
be in the same position as any other retail outlet.

Mrs HENDERSON: There has been some confusion about what the Government is trying to
do. One of the amendments the Government is seeking was referred to by the member for
Melville. It is to enable the owner of a liquor store to operate that store as a liquor store, and
at the end of a specified time he will have the opportunity, if he wants to put a tenant into the
store, to sell the goodwill which he has built up as a result of operating that business.

I would imagine most people in this place would say it is fair and reasonable that a person
who has taken the trouble to set up a store and establish a clientele, and has worked hard,
should be able to reap the benefits by on-selling a business and the goodwill. That provision
has been placed in the legislation specifically to allow for the unusual situation which
sometimes occurs where a landlord builds up a liquor store, runs it for a while, and puts in a
tenant. The member for Melville and others support that proposition. However, they are not
prepared to accept the same provision for a tenant who wants to on-sell his or her goodwill at
the end of a business.

When a person running a liquor store wishes to on-sell the goodwill, that is a different
situation from any other business in that the goodwill cannot be on-sold unless a licence is
included. That is an area where the business is not separate from the licence; one could not
on-sell the business without a licence. That is precisely what makes the situation so
different. The Liqtior Act was amended to address the problem where the landlord
automatically sought to have a licence revert to the landlord; where the landlord was in a
posit ion to termiinate a series of tenants, one after the other, and have the licence come back
to the landlord. At the end of that time the tenant could not on-sell the business and could
receive no goodwill because the landlord had taken the basis of the business - that is, the
licence - and intended to charge a premium to the next tenant. The Liquor Act was amended
to prevent that. This amendment is designed to undermine the amendment to the Liquor Act
by inserting a clause to enable the landlord to do that again. The member for Melville said
that it will be done again. He said if the loophole is closed a way will be found because that
is what people should be allowed to do. He said that already lawyers are working on a
system where the landlord will hop in. run a business for half a day, and pass it over. That
was the scenario painted by the member for MelvilWe.

Mr Shave: I did not say that. I said the legislation was deficient.
Mrs HENDERSON: The member referred to the clause as a loophole: he said that ways
exist in which the clause could be used to enable the landlord to charge a premium because
landlords will always do that.

Mr Shave: I said the clause was deficient.

Mrs HENDERSON: The member said that landlords always charge premiums; they have
done so for 100 years and they will be able to do so in future.

Mr Shave: The Minister will not stop market forces with her stupidity.

Mrs HENDERSON: When the landlord constructs a shop and pays the capital costs he
would not expect to charge a tenant $100 000 as he walked through the door. However, if he
had not spent that money to build that shop he would not be able to rent it. In the same way!
if he did not go to the Licensing Court and instruct his lawyer to present his case he would
not have a licence to be able to charge rent.

Mr Shave: I do not know how the Minister was given this portfolio.

Mrs HENDERSON: It hurts!

Mr Shave: it does not hurt me. It shows how stupid the Minister is.

Mrs HENDERSON: It hurts the member in exactly the same way as it hurts the member for
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Applecross. I will come to that in a moment. This is distressing the Opposition so much,
because -

Mr Shave: I am nor distressed.
Mrs HENDERSON: That hurt has become evident in the last few minutes when the member
for Applecross said that the Opposition would accept the proposition except the
retrospectivity provision. Last time I spoke I spent 20 minutes explaining the retrospectiviry.
I read the Crown Law opinion, the legal advice from the Consumer Affairs legal officer, and
another. However, the Opposition stil does not accept the proposition.

Mr Fred Tubby: Why not remove the clause?

Mrs HENDERSON: The- member should listen. Crown Law opinion is that no part of the
Bill is retrospective. However, if a lease is now in existence and some event tomorrow
contravenes the Act, that act will be illegal. That is the position. It does not apply to an
event which occurred five years ago. An event in future, written into a lease and which
might contravene the Act, will be caught. For example, a person may have a lease agreement
which seeks to have the licence revert to the landlord at the end of the lease in, say, 1995;
that would contravene the legislation, and it would not be possible. The member for
Applecross can rest easy. If he had done the fair thing - coming from local government - he
would have declared his interest in the legislation. Why did the member not declare his
interest? The member owns a liquor store and he is concerned about that aspect. Perhaps he
has recently handed that over.

Mr Lewis: I awn a shopping centre.
Mrs HENDERSON: That centre contains a liquor store and the liquor stare has a lease
containing a reversionary clause. The member is concerned because a premium was paid at
the time the tenant camne in.

Mr Lewis: It does not worry me. I am not affected one way or another.

Mrs HENDERSON: The member may be affected if, for example, key money was paid
several years ago, and was deemed illegal by this legislation. However, the member can rest
assured because the legislation will apply only to all those transactions and actions which
occur from here on. It is the view of the Government that a liquor licence is not a tradeable
commodity. A landlord is not entitled to seek to charge a tenant for a licence and at the end
of the lease take away the opportunity for the tenant to on-selU the business, to charge the
next tenant $100 000, and the next, until the landlord receives the profit he wants.

The requirement to go to court to get a liquor licence is something every landlord who tries
to set up a liquor store knows he must do. It is an intrinsic requirement. It is exactly the
same as putting up the walls of a shop. A person would not have a shop to lease if that
person did not pay the capital costs of construction. A person would not obtain a liquor store
if he was not prepared to pay for the cost of a licence. That person could reflect the cost in
the rent in exactly the same way as he could the cost of the provision of the shop except that,
of course, contrary to what we heard earlier, the licence passes to the tenant. The tenant is
the licensee because he is the owner of the licence. At that stage, it is difficult at the end of a
tenancy for a tenant to take that licence somewhere else. I guess he could go to the court but
in most cases he would not be able to do that. In any event, without a licence, he has no
business; he is extremely vulnerable without a licence. He has no business to sell.
Mr Shave: Without a lease, how carn he sell the goodwill? I-e has nothing to sell.

Mrs HENDERSON: That is true. I am talking about the situation where he seeks to assign
the lease, and he seeks to sell the goodwill of the liquor store he has been operating for three
years.

Mr Fred Tubby: Is the Minister talking about the end of the lease or during the course of the
lease when it is assigned? If it is during the course of the lease, the lessee has something to
sell. The lease has two or three years to run, and he has a licence - and that is all he has
before it reverts to the owner when the lease expires. At the end of a 10 year lease people do
not have anything to sell.

Mrs HENDERSON: I agree they do not have anything to sell. At that point, it is not
reasonable that the landlord should be able to charge a new premium when the next tenant
walks through the door, which is the argument put by the member for Applecross.
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Mr Lewis: I said that if a person went to the court and obtained a licence, that licence is put
into the premises. The Minister is saying if that were sold by the landlord to the tenant, the
landlord could not be reimbursed the cost.

Mrs HENDERSON: I said that a landlord cannot ask for an up-front premium for the
amount it cost the landlord to obtain the licence from the court.

Mr Lewis: That is what I just said-

Mr Shave: Most people would say that is unfair.

Mrs HENDERSON: It is no more unfair than expecting an extra $100 000 for building the
shop.

Mr Shave: One does not pay $30 000 to open a butcher's shop.

Mrs HENDERSON: A Licence is not required to run a butcher's shop. Seeking to run a
liquor store without a licence is a nonsense. The owner must receive a liquor licence before
demanding rent for the premises; it is part of the intrinsic value of the shop.

Mr Lewis: At the end of the lease, a person does not have anything. Don't you understand
that?

Mr Shave: You have already acknowledged that the tenant's lease has finished; therefore the
tenant has nothing. Are you saying that the landlord cannot go ahead and re-lease those
premises on whatever terms someone will buy them, because you are worried he will make
some money out of the deal? A business has to make money.

The CHAIRMAN: Order! That is more of a speech than an interjection.

Mrs HENDERSON: This legislation is designed to redress the balance between the landlord
and the tenants and to provide a measure of fairness in the negotiations. At the point at
which a lease runs out, a business belongs to the tenant;, it does not belong to the landlord.
The tenant has built up the goodwill, not the landlord. On that basis, it is not reasonable that
the landlord should ask the next tenant for $100 000 before agreeing to the lease because five
years previously he obtained a liquor licence.

Mr Shave: You are saying that a landlord should put in a manager for three weeks and then
lease it.
Mrs HENDERSON: No, I am not saying chat.
Mr Shave: That is what will happen and that is how stupid the clause is.

Mrs HENDERSON: Is the member for Melville condoning landlords' finding a way around
the law?

Mr Shave: That is not finding a way around the law; that is the law of reality.

Mrs HENDERSON: The member is trying to assist landlords to find a way around the law.
He is suggesting the Government is silly because it would be in his interest for a landlord to
charge, say, $100 000 to each new tenant of a liquor store. That is what he and the member
for Applecross have been arguing for and what his party argued for in the upper House.

Mr Shave: You cannot legislate around market forces.

Mrs HENDERSON: The Government will legislate against key money. If members
opposite are encouraging others to find ways around the legislation to allow key money to be
paid, they are being irresponsible.

Mr Shave: Any person with any intelligence can see that that is nonsense.

Mrs HENDERSON: I oppose the amendment because it is based on the premnise that the
licence is owned by the landlord, on loan to the tenant, and that somehow the landlord has
the right to expect it back when the lease has expired. He does not have that right according
to the Liquor Act. The licensing court charges $250. The cost of hiring a solicitor to argue
the landlord's case for a licence is a cost to the person who argues far the licence. It is not an
inherent cost of the licence which can be levied on every incoming tenant.

The CHAIRMAN: I believe members speaking now must introduce new material. This
clause has been debated for an hour this afternoon and for some time yesterday. It has also
been argued at length previously.
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Wr FRED TUBBY: The Minister mentioned that the cost of building a premise is the same
as the cost of acquiring a licence.

Mrs Henderson: I see it as a comparable requirement to running that type of store.

Mr FRED TUBBY: The building appreciates in value and, therefore, when the landlord sells
the building he will receive money for it. However, according to the Minister, the licence he
acquires has no value.

Mrs Henderson: He must have that licence to run the liquor store. It is a necessary expense
in owning a l iquor store.

Mr FRED TUB BY: The licence has value because the landlord acquired it. The value of the
building will appreciate, so that comparison is not appropriate. The member who has paid
for a l iquor l icence should be able to recoup his money somehow.

Mr SHAVE: The Minister does not understand that a condition of a commercial lease is that
the signed transfers to the licence are returned to the landlord after the 10 years. He also
receives his property back because it is worth a lot of money. Were the landlord to put the
lease into a company, and at the end of 10 years he wanted to sell the company, he would
transfer the shares out of the company. Stupid points included in legislation will lead only to
court cases and will achieve nothing for tenants. At the end of the lease, the tenant will have
nothing to sell because he will have signed the transfers over to the landlord. The day the
lease expires, the transfers will be with the solicitors. The Minister is saying that the
landlord should not sell another lease or receive consideration for his property. The Minister
is in fairyland and does not understand what happens in the marketplace. Before introducing
legislation, she should be briefed by someone who knows something about commercial law
so that she knows what she is talking about. It is embarrassing to listen to such nonsense
from the Minister.

The CHAIRMLAN: An amendment is before the Chair. I understand, Minister, that you are
moving to disagree with the amendment. However, the record shows, possibly incorrectly,
that you moved yesterday to agree with it.
Mrs HENDERSON: I rejected the amendment.

The CHAIRMAN; I gathered that from the debate. The record shows otherwise. The
Minister should formally move to disagree with that amendment, otherwise the debate must
be adjourned.

Mrs HENDERSON: I apologise for that. I thought I said that I disagreed with this
amendment. I do not believe any agreement will be reached in this debate, but the one thing
I have noticed about it, which is disappointing, is that when the Opposition hears an
unpalatable argument it seeks to undermine the credibility of the person presenting the
argument.

I have had discussions with a number of people in commerce about this issue who have said
that the Opposition has consulted no-one representing the tenants of liquor outlets. I have a
letter from them telling me that the Opposition has shown no interest whatsoever in their
views and that they strongly support the amendment the Government is moving today.
Perhaps by using the word 'Opposition" they meant the Liberal Party.

The Licensed Stores Association of WA (Inc), representing the tenants of liquor stores, is
strongly supportive of the Government's amendment. Members of that association know
exactly what it is like to be in the position of having been exploited by a landlord who
constantly takes an up-front payment by using the liquor licence as a saleable commodity for
buying and selling, which it is not. It is a licence to sell liquor - it attaches itself to a person
and a premises and it was never intended to be a saleable commodity and used by a landlord
to extract a prernium out of each subsequent tenant.

Question put and passed; the Council's amendment not agreed to.

Mrs HENDERSON: I move -

That amendment No 3 made by the Council be not agreed to.

There are only three areas in which the registrar has any capacity to make determninations on
matters before the Commercial Tribunal. The first area relates to section 13(3) of the Act
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which empowers the registrar to allow a tenant to exercise an option of lease renewal at a
time other than that specified in the Act or in the lease. The registrar has exercised this
power in only very few cases. The second area is where the registrar can approve or
disapprove of a landlord's application to insert a clause into a lease to allow the lease to be
terminated before it has run its full five years. The registrar must satisfy himself that there is
a valid reason to agree to the termination and to ensure that the tenant is nor precluded from
arguing a case for compensation. Under that section of the Act 795 applications were made
to the Commercial Tribunal last year and were dealt with expeditiously by the registrar. If
this amendment were passed the registrar, instead of dealing informally with those
applications, would have to allow for natural justice to be seen to be done and have formal
proceedings. He would have to send notices to the parties concerned requesting them to
attend the hearings and provide for a transcript of the evidence.

Mr Fred Tubby: He already must do that under the Act.

Mrs HENDERSON: If there is to be an appeal system the evidence must be recorded and a
transcript must be made available. Written reasons will have to be given, otherwise there is
nothing against which a person can appeal. For example, in a recent case of what constituted
a decision against which an appeal could be lodged, it was clearly stated that unless there
were certain reasons for a decision that there was a right of appeal. it would constitute an
error of law if there was no written decision. The appellant would not know the basis on
which the decision was made and would not be able to mount an appeal. Under the proposed
amendment the 795 applications which went to the Commercial Registrar last year would not
have been dealt with quickly because every case would have been subject to formal
proceedings, with written evidence and written reasons. I do not think that is the
Opposition's intention. The Opposition has accepted my amendment concerning the
proclamation date and for that reason it would not be possible to put in place the machinery
required by this amendment. If it were put in place there would be a backlog of
redevelopment applicat ions. I ask the Opposition to consider the unintended consequence of
the Council's amendment and to give consideration to the way in which the system is
currently operating.

Mr FRED TUBBY: I appreciate what the Minister said, but we should make a distinction
between a mediating role and a decision making role. A mediating role involves everyone
sitting Mround a table and reaching an amicable agreement. However, when an agreement
cannot be reached a decision must be made. My understanding of this legislation is that the
registrar will have the power to make a decision in such cases. The proceedings of those
cases should be recorded, If one of the parties is of the opinion that he has been badly done
by, under this legislation, he has nowhere to go. He cannot appeal to the Minister or to the
tribunal; the only person who can take a case to a tribunal is the registrar. The only recourse
is for him to take his case to the Supreme Court.

Mrs Henderson: For every case all the evidence and the other things I mentioned would have
to be put in place to allow for the odd occasion when that may happen. At the moment he
could rake a prerogative writ to the Supreme Court - it is nor built into the legislation but it is
a common law right. I am not aware that anyone has done that.

Mr FRED TUBBY: Under the previous Act the registrar's role was that of a mediator and
not of a decision maker. He will now have the power to make decisions and for that reason
there should be an avenue of appeal. If there is no avenue of appeal the case can be taken
only to the Supreme Court.

Mrs Henderson: The three areas in which he can make a decision have not been changed.
He has been making decisions about redevelopment clauses since 1985.

Mrx FRED TUBBY: I hear what the Minister is saying, but I am still of the opinion that
whenever anyone in the Public Service has a decision making role there must be an avenue
of appeal, even if only to the Minister, for a review of the situation. The Opposition is trying
to have an appeal mechanism incorporated in the legislation. I understand there is soon to be
a review of the Act - it may, already have commenced - and I ask that this matter be
considered in that review.

Mr TRENORDEN: The National Party has no argument with the commnents of the Minister.
In view of the fact that there will be a review of the Act the National Party will not agree to
the amendment.
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Question put and passed; the Councilts amendment not agreed to.

Report. etc.

Resolutions reported and the report adopted.

A commnittee consisting of Mr Catania, Mr Tabby and Mrs Henderson (Minister for
Consumer Affairs) drew up reasons for not agreeing to amendments Nos 2 and 3 made by the
Council.
Reasons adopted and a message accordingly returned to the Council.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE - SPECIAL
On motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), resolved -

That the House at its rising adjourn until Tuesday. 16 October at 2.00 pm.

House adjourned at 4.44 pm



QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

14OSPITALS - ESPERANCE DISTRICT HOSPITAL
Budget Cuts

1114. Mr MINSON to the Minister for Health;

(1) Are budgetary cuts proposed for the Esperance District Hospital?

(2) If yes, could the Mfinister specify what cuts are proposed?

(3) Is it proposed to cut bed numbers?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) The budget for Esperance District Hospital has not been finalised to date.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) The number of beds staffed at Esperance Hospital is a matter for local
management to determine on a day to day basis depending on assessed need.
There is no proposal to override this discretion.

EARLSFERRY HOSTEL - SETT'LEMENT
Sale Price

1178. Mr LEWIS to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

Further to question 902 of 1990 to do with the Earisferry property at
Bassendean -

(a) has settlement been effected on the above property;

(b) if so, what was the date of settlement;

(c) what was the sale price of the property;

(d) did the Valuer General value the property and if so what was the
valuation he placed on it,

(e) who is the purchaser of the property;,
(f) what was the total amount of monies expended by Government in

repairs or renovations to the property between 1 July 1989 and 30 June
1990?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(a) Yes.

(b) 8 August 1990.

(c) $280000.
(d) Yes. The Valuer General indicated a va-lue of $450 000 but acknowledged the

extreme difficulty in placing a value on the site in the absence of comparable
sales due to the extensive damage done to the property.

(e) Ms Lesley Thomas.

(f0 $112 330, funded from public building insurance trust fund for the necessary
replacement of the main building's roof which was destroyed in the April
1989 fire.

HOSPITALS - SUNSET HOSPITAL. DALKEITH
Inmates' Pension increase - 80 per cent Deduction

1214. M~r GRAYDEN to the Minister for Health;
Will inmates of Sunset Hospital, Dalkeith, have 80 per cent of the recent
$2.50 Commonwealth pension increase deducted from that increase in
accordance with the current practice of deducting 80% of the inmates pension
and rental allowance?
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Mr WILSON replied:

No.
ANCHORAGE PROJECT - WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATION
Developers' Fee Payment

1244. Mr COURT to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

(1) Was the Western. Australian Development Corporation paid a fee by the
developers of the Anchorage project in North Fremantle?

(2) If yes, how much was the fee paid and what services were rendered?

Mir TAYLOR replied:
(1) Not to my knowledge.

(2) Not applicable.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE COMMISSION - OUTSTANDING LOANS
Amounts and Recipients

1255. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

What are the amounts and recipients of the outstanding loans by the State
Government Insurance Commission which are -

(I) ..performing";
(2) "not performing;

and which were first entered into -

(a) during 1987/88 financial year;

(b) during 1988/89 financial year;

(c) during 1989/90 financial year?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(l)-(2)
The State Goverment Insurance Commission makes deposits and loans to a
range of people and organisations within its normal commercial activities and
within the scope of its investment policies and procedures which were
implemented by June 1989. To provide these details would breach normal
commercial practice.

STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE OFFICE - OUTSTANDING LOANS
Amounts and Recipients

1256. My MENSAROS to The Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

What are the amounts and recipients of the outstanding loans by the State
Governiment insurance Office which are -

(1) "performing";

(2) "not performning";
and which were first entered into -

(a) during 1987/88 financial year;

(b) during 1988/89 financial year;

(c) during 1989/90 financial year?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I refer the member to question 1255.

McCUSKER REPORT - MEETING 1988. PAGES 313-314

1294. Mr COWAN to the Deputy Premier:

(1) Was the Government aware in early 1988 of the meeting referred to on pages
313-3 14 of McCusker Report?
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(2) If not, when did the Government become aware of the meeting?

(3) If so, was the Government aware at the time that the former Premier,
Hon Brian Burke, was attending the meeting?

(4) If yes to (3), in what capacity did the Government understand that Mr Burke
was attending the meeting?

(5) What did the Government understand to be the purpose of the meeting?

(6) Why was no Government Mintister present at the meeting?

(7) Did Mr Lloyd, Mr Edwards or Mr Burke report to the Government after the
meeting?

(8) If so, when and to which Minister and, if not, why not?

(9) On what date did the meeting occur?

(10) Did the Government pay Mr Burke a fee or any allowances for attending the
meeting?

(11) Did Mr Burke receive any instructions from the Government or any
Government agency before attending The meeting?

(12) How many other Petrochemical Industries Company Limited related meetings
did Mr Burke attend when he was no longer the Premier?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(l)-(12)
1 am advised that Mr Burke attended the meeting at the request of Mr Tony
Lloyd who asked Mr Burke to attend the meeting to confirm that Mr
Connell's assets were pledged as part of the original rescue. The meeting was
not called by the Government and I do not know whether the Government was
iniformed of the meeting at the time. I have no knowledge of any other
meetings and Mr Burke was not paid any fee by the Government.

PRICE WATERHOUSE - ROTHWELLS LTD 'REVIEW OF RECEWVAB LES"
$90 000 Payment - Lloyvd, Mr Tony

1295. Mir COWAN to the Deputy Premier:

(1) On what date did the Government first become aware that Price Waterhouse
had completed a "review of receivables" of Rothwells in May 1987?

(2) When did the Government representative on the Rothwells' board. Mr Tony
Lloyd, become aware that Rorhwetls had paid Price Waterhouse a fee of
$90 000?

(3) To which Minister did Mr Lloyd report that Price Waterhouse had received
$90 000 and did Mr Lloyd advise the Minister that he knew or even suspected
what the payment was fat?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I am unable to ascertain the precise date on which this information became
available. However, I refer the member to references within the McCusker
report which clearly indicate this matter was not disclosed to the Government
or the rescuers by Mr Connell or any other person at the time of the rescue or
at any time thereafter (paragraph 2. 15 McCusker report).

BURKE, MR BRUAN - RETIREMENT
Rothwells Lid - Government Financial Dealings Involvement

13 10. Mr COURT to the Deputy Premier:

(LI Was former Premier Burke involved in financial dealings involving the
Government and Rothwells after his retirement in February 19887

(2). If yes, what was the former Premier's involvement in these Transactions?
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Mr TAYLOR replied:

[ refer the member to my repiy to question 1294.

CONNELL, MR LAURIE - ROTHWELLS LTD
Personal Assets Commitment

1311. Mr COURT to the Deputy Premier:

(1) Did Mr Cannel pledge to the Government that he would use all of his
personal assets as a guarantee for the financial assistance provided by the
Government as a pant of the Rothwells rescue operation?

(2) If yes, in what form were these guarantees made?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(l)i-(2)
I refer the member to H-ansard at page 5 131 (Tuesday, 27 October 1987).

GOVERNMENT INSURANCE OFFICE - NEW SOUTH WALES
Premier Dowding's Western Australia Invitation

1312. Mr COURT to the Deputy Premier:

(1) Was the Government Insurance Office of New South Wales invited to set up
shop in Western Australia by fortner Premier Dowding?

(2) If yes, when was this invitation extended?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

1 am unaware of the details of any such invitation.

BELL GROUP SHARES - ROWE, MR TREVOR
Valuations

1313. Mr COURT to the Deputy Premier:

When was Mr Trevor Rowe of Salomon Bros first called in by the State
Government Insurance Commnission to provide valuations on the Bell shares
and the convertible subordinated bonds issued by the Bell Group Limited?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The Acting Chairman of the State Government Insurance Commission first
made tentative arrangements with Mr Rowe on 26 April 1988. These
arrangements were confirmed by the board at a special meeting held on 27
April 1988.

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS - DEATHS
Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles - Drivers' Ages

1320. Ms WATT to the Minister representing the Minister for Police:

Further to the answer to question 1133 of 23 August 1990, in respect to the
answer to (4), what were the ages of the drivers killed of -

(a) motor vehicles;

(b) motor cyclists;

as shown in each of the four sections of column (b)?
Mr TAYLOR replied:

(a) 22 years.

(b) Two motorcyclists aged 22 years.

I advise the member that due to a typographical error the answer to question
1133 part (4)(b). Country 1989, should indicate that one motor car passenger
fatality occurred, not a driver fatality as indicated.

A77l 11-14
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BIOTECHNOLOGY - AGRICULTURAL BIOTECHNOLOGY CENTRES
Establishment

1333. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Agriculture:

(1) Have centres for agricultural biotechnology been established in Queensland,
Victoria and South Australia?

(2) Is the Government considering establishing an agricultural biotechnology
centre in Western Australia?

(3) If so, can the Minister advise -

(a) what progress is being made;

(b) which educational institutions are being considered as the base for the
centre;

(c) what will be the establishment and yearly running costs of a
biotechnology centre?

(4) If no to (2), what are the reasons for the decision not to establish a
biotechnology centre in Western Australia?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

(1) 1 am informed that centres for agricultural biotechnology are proposed or
under way in other States.

(2) Yes. The Higher Education Council's recent review entitled "Proposals for a
State Rural Science Centre' recommends. that a State agricultural
biotechnology centre be established. This is consistent with the Ministry of
Economic Development's biotechnology development strategy developed in
1989, which focuses specifically on the attraction and development of
commnercial applications of biotechnology in agriculture.

(3) (a) The State's agricultural biotechnology development program is being
progressed through -

the establishment of the Coogee biotechnology park specialising
in animal biaprocessing;-

the proposal under discussion.

(b) The Higher Education Council report nominates Murdoch University
as a site for an agricultural biotechnology centre. However, there is
scope for participation firom all existing tertiary institutions in the
development of skills and technologies relevant to the Coogee
biotechnology park.

(c) Establishment costs are proposed at $1.87 million.

(4) Not applicable.

EDUCATION - SINGAPORE, KUALA LUJMPUR, HONG KONG OFFICES
Duplication of Ser-tices

1344. Mr MENSAROS to the Deputy Premuer:

In view of the Government's announced intention to save public expenditure
and avoid unnecessary duplication of services, is it the Government's policy
that the operation of Western Australian education offices in prime business
district locations in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Kong Kong, is an essential
service when the Commonwealth has - through universities and colleges -
established Australian education centres in those same cities as well as other
South East Asian capitals, from where most of the Western Australian student
recruitment is occurring?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Per head of population, Western Australian education institutions have the
highest numbers of enrolments of full fee paying students in Australia and
ranks third after Victoria and New South Wales for the total number of
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students studying on their campuses. The WA educational institutions see this
being partly due to the fact that the WA Government has offices in three of
their major markets.

In addition to providing direct assistance to WA educational institutions in
their recruitment programs, the Western Australian Government offices in
Kuala Lumpur, Kong Kong and Singapore have directly recruited 600 full fee
paying students for the 1990 academic year. The WA educational institutions
confirm that the Australian education centres, in Kuala Lumpur, Singapore and
Hong Kong do not recruit more students than the WA Government offices
and/or their agents or representatives.

The value of having a physical presence in centrally and conveniently located
areas in Kuala Lumpur, Hong Kong and Singapore has been recognised by
other States such as Victoria and Queensland which are considering
establishing similar facilities and have sought advice from the Department of
Trade Development as to how best to establish these offices in terms of
location, function and staffing.

EDUCATION - SINGAPORE, KUJALA LUMPUR, HONG KONG OFFICES
Expenditure

1346. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development.

What is the aggregate -

(a) capital expended, and

(b) yearly ongoing cost

of the Western Australian education offices in Singapore, Kuala Lumnpur and
Hong Kong?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Gross operating expenditure (including salaries) for WA education offices in
Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Hong Kong for 1989-90, was $485 798. This
amount was partly offset by fees and commissions which totalled $172 L 14.

LLOYD, MR TONY - ROTHWELLS LTD
Connell, Mr Laurie -Debt Advice

135 1. Mr COWAN to the Deputy Premier:

(1) On what date did Mr Tony Lloyd first advise the Government that Laurie
Connell awed a substantial amount of money to Rothwells?

(2) What did the Government understand to be the extent of the debt of Mr
Connell and his companies to Rothwells when it entered into the
Petrochemical Industries Company Limited deal?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I refer the member to the relevant sections of the McCusker report which
outline the Government's state of knowledge in relation to the matters raised
in the member's question. I have no personal knowledge of these matters
other than what is contained in the McCusker report.

ANDERSON, MR WARREN - TIPPERARY DEVELOPMENTS
Property Deals - Government Negoniations

1352. Mr COWAN to the Deputy Premier

(1) Was the Government, the State Governmnent Insurance Commission or the
Government Employees Superannuation Board involved in negotiating any
property deals with Mr Warren Anderson or Tipperary Developments in the
period 1 October to 17 October 1988?

(2) If yes, which properties?
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Mr TAYLOR replied:

Yes, negotiations were undertaken in respect of -

(a) the security arrangements and rental guarantee, which were associated
with the sale of Southside Terrace properties in June 1988; and

(b) the basis for participation in a proposed property trust in line wit a
commitment given in March 1988.

PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT - CABINET DECISION
Labor Parry Caucus Referral

1355. Mr COWAN to the Deputy Premier:

(1) Was the 1988 Cabinet decision to involve the Government in the
petrochemical deal referred to the Labor Party caucus?

(2) If Yes, was it before or after 17 October 1988?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

The member would no more expect me to discuss whether matters were
discussed within the State parliamentary Labor Party than I would expect him
to report to me on the deliberations of his parry meetings.

SCHOOLS - SCHOOL LEAVING AGE
Raising PlFans

1368. Mr SHAVE to the Minister for Education:

Does the Government plan to raise the school-leaving age to 17 so that years
I1I and 12 would be compulsory?

Dr GALLOP replied:

No.

SCHOOLS - COMO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
Hall. Gymnasium Upgrading

1373. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) Is the current combined hall/gymnasium, facility at Como Senior High School
inadequate and in need of upgrading?

(2) Was a meeting, attended by representatives from the Ministry of Education,
the Western Australian Basketball Federation, the Como Senior High School
Parents and Citizens Association and the City of South Perth, held on
Tuesday. I1I September to discuss construction of a joint educational, cultural
and sporting facility within the grounds of Comno Senior High School?

(3) As it was suggested at that meeting that the City of South Perth would
consider contributing towards the cost of the facility, provided the
Government contributed more than simply the land, will Government
assistance be forthcoming?

(4) Based on the Basketball Federation funding the sporting facilities, and
assuming the cost of the cultural facilities to be in the order of $700 000 to
$800 000, what and when would the Government be prepared to contribute
towards the project?

(5) Does the Minister accept that by the Government jointly funding this project.
much needed facilities would then be available to both the Como Senor High
School and the surrounding suburbs at a greatly reduced cost to the
Government than would otherwise be the case?

(6) Can the Minister give an assurance that if the present proposal does not
proceed, the intended site for this joint facility will not be sold, but will
remain part of the school's grounds?
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(7) (a) If no to (6), will the Minister give an undertaking that proceeds from
the sale of the land will be utilised to provide the school with a much
needed proper gymnasium facility as a priority;

(b) if not, why not?

(8) If current discussions aimred at securing joint funding for the multipurpose
facility fail, can the Minister advise in specific tenns when an adequate
hall/gymnasium will be built at Coma Senior High School?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(L) Como Senior High School is one of a number of schools whose
hall/gymnasium is not suited to the playing of basketball.

(2) Yes.

(3)-(4)
The magnitude and the timing of a future financial contribution by the
Ministry of Education would depend upon the nature of the proposed
facilities, the contribution to be made to the local authority and other priorities
within the school building program at the time.

(5) Yes.

(6) No.

(7) As no decision has been made in respect of the land in question no
consideration has been given to the way in which this land might be disposed
of, should that be the case in the future.

(8) No.
EDUCATION - PRESCHOOLS

Federal Grant
1376. Mr TUJBBY to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has the Federal Government granted $3.2 million to Western Australia for
preschool education from its current budget?

(2) If so, could the Minister explain how this money will be used for pre-school
education?

(3) How much of this grant will be made available to preschools/community
kindergartens so that fees can be phased out in line with Labor Party policy
announced in 1988?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) The Commonwealth Budget includes an allocation of $3.2 million for
Queensland and Western Australia, as additional funding under the general
recurrent grant program for Government schools.

(2) The allocation is not targeted for preschool children but represents an
extension of the funding under this program due to the inclusion of children in
pre-year I classes in the enrolment base used for the grant. Until 1990, the
grant, which is per capita based, reflected only the enrolments in years 1-12.
With this extension of the enrolment base, the total grant for the Western
Australian Government school system will increase by an estimated
$2.1 million in a full year.

(3) The general recurrent grant is available for operating expenditure needed to
maintain and improve the quality of the overall school system. It is not
intended that these funds be directed towards the reduction of fees in
community kindergartens.

SCHOOLS - LANCELIN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Teachers' Accommodation Units

1377. Mr TUBBY to the Minister for Education:

(L) Could the Minister -advise the number and type of accommodation units
provided for teaching staff at the Lancelin Primary School?
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(2) For each of these units of accommodation what is the fortnightly rental
currently being charged?

(3) Are these rates the same as those applying to other similar units of teacher
accommodation below the 26th parallel?

(4) If not, what is the reason for the different rate?
(5) Are any teachers at the Lancelin Primary School forced to find private

accommodation through a lack of Government Employees Housing Authority
units?*

(6) If so, what are the number of -
(a) single teachers;

(b) married teachers;
in this situation?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(I) One three bedroom house.
(2) $ 149/fortnight.

(3) Yes.

(4) Not applicable.
(5) Yes.
(6) (a) Five.

(b) Nil.
HOSPITALS - CRAYLANDS HOSPITAL

Mentally Disturbed Prisoner Facilities - Public Interest Inquiry
1404. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Health:

(I) Is there virtually unanimous opposition by neighbouring residents and John
XXIII College parents to the planned building of additional facilities in the
Craylands Hospital to accommodate mentally disturbed prisoners?

(2) If so, will the Minister reconsider the execution of such plans or at least
institute a proper enquiry with public input to establish whether building such
facilities is in the public interest?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) No. Some opposition has been voiced by neighbouring residents and parents
of students attending John XXIII College; However. I am aware of no
evidence to support the suggestion that this is a unanimous view.

(2) Not applicable.

AARON LEE PEST CONTROL - BUILDING SITES
"Aaron Lee Termite Irrigation System" Permit Request

1411. Mr MENSAROS to the Minister for Health:

(I) Did the Minister receive a request about 2 years ago from Aaron Lee Pest
Control for a permit to use the "Aaron Lee Termite Irrigation System" on
building sites in Western Australia?

(2) If so. when will the Minister respond to this request?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Yes.
(2) 1 have responded to this request on a number of occasions. Aaron Lee Pest

Control has been requested to provide scientific data which establishes that its
system meets all the requirements of Australian Standard 2057. Officers of
the Health Department have recently met with company principals and a
further meeting is scheduled shortly in order to assist the company in
providing the appropriate information.
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SCHOOLS - MANNING PRIMARY SCHOOL
Student Statistics

1413. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) How many students are currently attending the Manning primary school?

(2) What increase in student numbers is liely in the foreseeable future?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) 231 (first semester, 1990).

(2) Projected 1991 238
1992 248
1993 265

SCHOOLS - MANNING PRIMARY SCHOOL
Building Expansion Program

1414. Mr GRAYDEN to the Minister for Education:

(1) What stage has been reached in the proposed building expansion programme
for the Manning primary school?

(2) What does the programme comprise?

Dr GALLOP replied:
(0)-(2)

The Parents and Citizens Association has advised that consideration is being
given to the construction of a multifunctional hail and the conversion of the
existing hall to classrooms. Detailed information on the proposal is to be
forwarded to the Ministry of Education for consideration in due course.

ROYAL FLYING DOCTOR SERVICE - OPERATIONAL COSTS FUNDING

1420. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Health:

(1) With regard to the Royal Flying Doctor Service, what percentage of funding
for operational costs is met by the -

(a) State Government;

(b) Federal Government;

(c) public?
(2) What was the amount of this funding for the financial years -

(a) 1987-88;
(b) 1988-89;
(c) 1989-90?

(3) Who meets the funding for capital expenses for the RFDS?

(4) What was the amount of this funding for the financial years -

(a) 1987-88;,

(b) 1988-89;
(c) 1989-90?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) (a) 45% (State)
(b) 45% (Commonwealth)
(c) 10% (RFDS - Public)

(2) The State contribution was -

(a) $3.941M 1987-88
(b) $4.317M 1988-89
(c) $4.991M 1989-90
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(3) The Commonwealth may hand up to 50 per cent of the approved capital
expenditure program and the remainder is from the RFDS 's furndraising. The
State does not contribute to the capital program.

(4) The Commonwealth has advised that it has provided funding for the three
years as follows -

1987-88 $1t522 000
1988-89 $876500
1989-90 $576250

CONSULTANTS - GOVERNMENT BODIES
Mfinister for the Environment Portfolio

1423. Mr NICHOLLS to the Ministef for the Environment:

(1) H-ow many consultants oir advisors are attached to any Government bodies
which are under the Minister's portfolios?

(2) Which department, office/location is responsible for those consultants or
advisors and what is the name of each consultant or advisor?

(3) In relation to each consultant or advisor -

(a) what fees or salaries are paid annually or pant thereof;,

(b) what is the period of engagement:

(c) what was the date of initial engagement;

(d) what additional expense provisions or benefits apply?

Mr PEARCE replied:

I refer the member to the answer to question 142 1.

CONSULTANTS - GOVERNMENT BODIES
Minister for Education etc Portfolio

1433- Mr NICHOLLS to the Minister for Education; Parliamentary and Electoral Reform:

(1) How many consultants or advisors are attached to any Government bodies
which are under the Minister's portfolios?

(2) Which department, office/location is responsible for those consultants or
advisors and what is the name of each consultant or advisor?

(3) In relation to each consultant or-advisor -

(a) what fees or salaries are paid annually or part thereof;,

(b) what is the period of engagement;,

(c) what was the date of initial engagement;

(ci) what additional expense provisions or benefits apply?

Dr GALLOP replied:

I refer the member to the answer to question 1421.

MAMIMOGRAPHY UNIT - ALBANY

1437. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for Health:

In relation of the proposed mammography unit in Albany -

(a) on what set of data has the figure of 7,000 screenings per year been
based;

(b) who is responsible for paying the remaining $150 000 of the unit's
running costs that is unfunded by the Government;

(c) how will the funding of the $150 000 of running costs be organised;

(d) can the Minister give a breakdown of how the estimated $300 000 per
annum running costs would be allocated;
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(e) what follow up services for women who are screened positive will be
available in the Great Southern region?

Mr WILSON replied:
(a) The estimation that a mobile screening unit can carry out 7 000 screenings a

year is based on the experience of the Western Australian pilot projects and
on information from similar projects in other States.

(b)-(c)
The running costs of $300 000 per year will be shared between the State
Government and the Commonwealth.

(d) Radiographers salaries $35 000
Radiologist sessional fees 84 000
X-ray film and processing 25 300
Equipment maintenance contracts 3500
Telephone and communications 10 000
Film couriers 4 200
Receptionist 25 000
Staff accommodation 7 000
Fuel - car 6000
Car replacement - bi-annual 8000
Trailer maintenance and repair 8 000
Promotions and client recruitment 14 000
Data entry, monitoring and research 22 000
.5 Medical Officer 38 000
.3 Unit Coordinator jf0000f

$300 000

(e) During the initial stages of this program women in whom an abnormality is
detected will be referred to Perth for further evaluation. The program will be
closely monitored to assess the feasibility of providing follow up services in
the region.

PHARMACEUTICALS - PUBLIC HOSPITAL PATIENTS
Price Increase

1444. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Health:

(I) Has the price of medication to public hospital patients recently risen?

(2) Is the price charged fixed regardless of medication or quantity provided?
(3) Is this price in some cases higher than the price the Federal Government

insists that retail pharnacy in Western Australia is allowed to charge?
(4) Does ibis price apply to pensioners and low income patients?
(5) Does the Minister or the Government intend to raise this price over the next

two years to $11I per item?
Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Yes. The last increase in charges was published in the Government Gazette
on 25 May 1990.

(2) Yes.
(3) Yes. The price pharmacists are required to charge for particular items arises

from an agreement between the Federal Government and pharmacists and
does not apply to hospitals.

(4) No.
(5) Parity with Commonwealth charges was planned by 1992. However, the

recently announced charges will result in a reassessment of this plan.
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ASBESTOS CEMENT PRODUCTS - WORKING PARTY'S FINAL REPORT

1447. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

(1) Has the final report prepared by the working patty on asbestos cement
products set up by the Western Australian Advisory Committee on Hazardous
Substances been completed?

(2) If so, has it been made public?

(3) If not, when is it expected to be made public?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1)
(2)

(3)

Yes.

Yes.

Not applicable.

DRUGS - PERTH YOUTH
Drug Use Data 1987 Analysis - Report Tabling

1449. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Education:

Referring to question 825 of 1990, when is it expected that the report of the
analysis of the 1987 data on drug use by Penth teenagers will be tabled?

Dr GALLOP replied:

I gave an undertaking on 7 June 1990 that copies of the report would be made
available to members of the House as soon as the additional analysis had been
completed. This is still the case. The final report is close to completion and
will be with members as soon as the work is fintished.

HEALTH - 504 FITNESS PROGRAM, WANNEROO
Cancellation

1451. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Health:

(1) Will the Minister advise the reason why the 50+ fitness program in Wanneroo
was cancelled?

(2) Is it likely that it will be reinstated?

(3) Tf so, when?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) The sessional physiotherapist recently resigned.

(2) Yes.

(3) When a replacement physiotherapist is recruited.

HOSPITALS - WANNEROQ HOSPITAL
Speech Therapist Services

1452. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Health:

(1) Are ther adults waiting for speech therapist services at the Wanneroo
Hospital?

(2) If so, how many?

(3) What is the waiting period for new clients?

(4) Has the waiting list been frozen and, if so, at what date?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) One.

(3) Approximately one month.

(4) No.
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HOSPITALS - WANNEROO HOSPITAL
Speech Therapist Services

1453. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Health:

(1) Are there children waiting for speech therapist services at the Wannero
Hospital?

(2) If so, how many?

(3) What is the waiting period for new clients?

(4) Has the waiting list been frozen and, if so, at what date?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) Yes. The steady growth in population continues to place pressure on existing
speech therapy services at Wanneroo Hospital. A Health Department
consultant speech pathologist position was recently devolved to the north
metropolitan health region. This will assist in managing the demand for
services and in reducing waiting lists.

(2) Assessment 162.
Treatment 40.

(3) The waiting period for assessment of new clients is three to five months.
Only one third of those awaiting assessment are expected to require ongoing
treatment by a speech therapist. This is considered to be a manageable
situation.

(4) No.

HOSPITALS -WANNEROO HOSPITAL
Speech Therapist -Emiploymnent Extension Funds

1456. Mrs EDWARDES to the Minister for Health:
Will funds continue to be made available to extend the employment of the
speech therapist at the Wanneroo Hospital whose temporary employment will
finish on 30 September 1990?

Mr WILSON replied:

The ability to continue the employment of the second speech therapist at
Wanneroo Hospital will be determined by the 1990-91 Budget. This issue is a
high priority for the north metropolitan health region. The existing temporary
contract will be extended on a short term basis pending regional budget
analysis.

CHIROPRACTORS - TREATMENT COMPARISON STUDY
British Medical Journal

1459. Mr SHAVE to the Minister for Health:

(1) Is the Minister aware of the study of comparative results between chiropractic
care and conventional medical treatment published in the British Medical
Journal, 2 June 1990?

(2) Did The Times, London, claim that the Medical Research Council urged the
inclusion of this alternative treatment within the National Health Care Service
to ease the distress of Britain's back pain sufferers?

(3) (a) Does the Minister plan to make chiropractic care accessible to patients
within taxpayer funded facilities and programs;

(b) if not, why not?
(4) Will the Minister act to put an end to the virtual employment boycott of

chiropractors within the Minister's department?

Mr WILSON replied:

(I) Yes.
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(2) While I do not have access to the relevant copy of The Times, it is likely
reference was being made to the conclusion reached by the authors of the
article, a research group funded by the Medical Research Council.

(3) (a) This matter is under consideration at the present time.

(b) Not applicable.

(4) See (3) above.
NURSES - CAREER STRUCTURE REVIEW

1460. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Health:

(1) Has a review been carried out on the career structure of nurses in Western
Australia?

(2) Who carried out the review?

(3) Has the report been made public?

(4) If not, will the Minister make the report public?

(5) If not, why not?

Mr WILSON replied:

(I) Yes.
(2) The Nurses Career Structure Evaluation Committee, chaired by Dr M. Nowak,

was convened by me in December 1988. An evaluation coordinator, Mrs L.
Murray, a clinical nurse specialist, was appointed to assist the committee from
20 March 1989 for 12 months. The committee met on 22 occasions between
December 1988 and March 1989.

(3) No.

(4) It is my intention to make the report public and circulate it widely. The report
is currently being printed and it is expected to be available within two weeks.

(5) Not applicable.

SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OFFICES

Manjimup and Collie Transfer

1462. Mr OMODEI to the Minister for South West:

(1) Does the Government intend to close regional development offices of the
South West Development Authority at Manjimup and Collie?

(2) If yes, will the regional officers be retained by South West Development
Authority?

(3) On what basis will be they be retained?

(4) What will the cost to the State be in meeting rental payouts for the offices?

(5) Will the Government give reasons for closure of these offices?

(6) If not, why not?
Mr D.L. SMITH replied:

(1) No. However the South West Development Authority at Manijiniup and
Collie will operate on a reduced three day a week basis with one officer each
only.

(2) Staff will be either retained by the South West Development Authority or
offered positions with other Government agencies.

(3) All staff will remain as permanent public servants if they accept the offered
positions.

(4) Negotiations are yet to begin with the landlord.
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(5) Reorganisation of the South West Development Authority's offices will
enable extra resources to be reallocated to the economic development
activities in the South West Development Authority.

(6) Not applicable.

SCHOOLS - PEMBERTON SCHOOL SITE
Value and Future

1469. Mr OMODET to the Minister for Education:

(1) What is the value of the current Pemberton school site?

(2) What does the Government intend to do with the site?

(3) (a) Does the Government intend to fund a permanent manual arts centre at
the new Pemberton school;

(b) if not, why not?

(4) (a) Bearing in mind the value of the current site, does the Government
intend to construct a permanent K to 10 primary school at Pemberton;

(b) if not, why not?
(5) W ill the new school be completed by the beginning of the 1991 school year?

Dr GALLOP replied:

(1) A full valuation has not yet been undertaken.
(2) The site will be released for disposal through the Government's Asset

Management Taskforce.

(3) (a) No.
(b) Due to the relatively low secondary enrolments. it is intended to

provide temporary accommodation for secondary students at this
stage.

(4) (a) No.

(b) Same reply as (3)(b).

(5) No.

CARAVANS - DEALERS
Inspection Charges

1490. Mr COURT to the Minister representing the Minister for Police:

What was the cost charged to dealers for inspecting a new and used caravan
with brakes and without brakes in the years -

(a) 1982;
(b) [983;

(c) 1984;

(d) 1985;

(e) 1986;

(f) 1987;
(g) 1988;
(h) 1989;

(i) 1990?
Mr TAYLOR replied:

This information is of a public nature and I refer the member to the Road
Traffic (Licensing) Regulations 1975 part I A - Inspection of Vehicles.
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MOTOR VEHICLES - CAR DEALERS' LEGISLATION
Administration Personnel - Inspectors

1491. Mr COURT to the Minister representing the Minister for Police:

(1) How many people are involved in admiistering the used car dealers'
legislation?

(2) Of these people, how many are actually involved in inspections and ensuring
that dealers keep the required paper work current?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) The Police Department has assigned eight civilian staff to these duties in the
metropolitan area. In country areas police officers perform this function as
part of their normal traffic duties.

(2) Six civilian staff.

NATIONAL PARKS - GINGIN AND COOROW GAZErrAL

1519. Mr McNEE to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Would the Minister name the gazetted national parks in the shires of Gingin
and Coorow?

(2) Are there any areas under consideration for gazertal?

(3) Is the Moore River or any pant of it included in a national park?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) (a) Shire of Gingin - Moore River National Park

(b,) Shire of Coorow - Alexander Morrison National
Park portion of Watheroo
National Park.

(2) Yes. Small miscellaneous reserves and vacant Crown land together with
Moore River Naiconal Park proposed to become a single "A" class nature
reserve.

An area of vacant Crown land is under consideration for (a) addition to
Alexander Morrison National Park, or (b) to be set aside as a separate reserve.

(3) No.

LOGGING - D'ENTRECASTEAUX NATIONAL PARK
Ille gal Logging Report - Breach of Environmental Protection Act

Inquiry
1522. Mr MINSON to the Minister for the Environment:

(1) Was the "Four Corners" program. on ABC television documenting illegal
logging in the D'Entrecasteaux Park together with concurrent newspaper
reports in both the The West Australian and Daily News papers, sufficient
notice to indicate the need for an investigation into possible breaches of the
Environmental Protection Act 1986?

(2) Has any investigation been made of those reports by the Environmental
Protection Authority?

(3) If yes, are the results of that investigation available?

(4) If no to (3). what is the reason for this?

(5) Has any person or organisation requested that the EPA make an investigation
of this matter?

(6) If yes, has the EPA responded to that request?

Mr PEARCE replied:

(1) No. There has been no illegal logging in the D'Entrecasteaux National Park.
The incident referred to in the 'Four Comners" documentary and concurrent
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newspaper reports occurred in the Shannon National Park. The removal of
trees from the park was a result of an honest mistake by the Department of
Conservation and Land Management officer responsible for demarcating the
boundary between the national park and neighbouring State forest during
routine firebreak construction. I have asked CALM's Executive Director to
instruct CALM staff to ensure that demarcation of operations at the boundary
of State forests and national parks is carried out precisely in future.

(2) No.

(3)-(4)
Not applicable.

(5) No.

(6) Not applicable.

BIRDS - MIST NETS IN ORCHARDS
Illegal Devices - Licenced Commercial Bird Trappers

1526. Mr HOUSE to the Minister for the Environment:

On what basis are mist nets considered illegal for use in orchards by licensed
commercial bird trapping operators?

Mr PEARCE replied:

Mist nets are defined as illegal devices under the Wildlife Conservation
Regulations and can only be used under the authority of a licence which has
been specifically endorsed to authorise the use of a mist net. The policy of
not authorising the use of mist nets by licensed comnmercial bird trappers
operating in orchards is based on research and advice from the Agriculture
Protection Board and the Department of Conservation and Land Management.
Shooting is generally more effective than trapping in reducing damage by
parrots in orchards and there is concern that mist nets can indiscriminately
catch non-target bird species.

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TOURISM COMMISSION - TOCJRJST BUJREAUX
Grants and Subsidies Guidelines

1528. Mr MacKINNON to the Minister for Tourism:

(1) Would the Minister detail the guidelines for grants and subsidies to tourist
bureaux in Western Australia made under the auspices of the Western
Australian Tourism Commission?

(2) What was the total amount expended under this item in the Budget for the
year ending 30 June 1 990?

Mrs B EGGS replied:

(1) The guidelines are contained in the Regional Tourism (Financial Assistance)
Policy 1988-91. 1 will forward a copy of the policy document to the Leader of
the Opposition.

(2) $1 072 million.
ROYALTIES - OIL, GAS AND CONDENSATE

1530. Mr COURT to the Minister for Mines:
What were the Government's royalty collections from oil, gas and condensate
in the months of January, February, March, April, May, June, July gnd August
this year?

Ms CARR replied:

January 4.434
February 5.015
March 9.064
April 6.634
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May 5.876
June 6.902
July 3.910
August 4,342

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT - BUDGET ALLOCATION

431. Mr MacKINTNON to the Premier:

(1) Is there an allocation in this year's Budget to allow for the introduction of a
freedom of information Act?

(2) If so, where is it?

(3) If there is no allocation, why not?
Dr LAWRENCE replied:

I would have to say that I am not entirely sure on that matter. That allocation
would be across the board. Every department would have to make proper
changes to its budget. There will, of course, be an appropriate allocation for
the freedom of information legislation. It is not clear at this stage, however,
when it will go through the Parliament, what funds will be needed, and what
costs will be agreed to by the Parliament. Obviously part of what must
happen is that charges will be levied on individuals and others who make
inquiries under the Act to recoup as far as possible the real costs of seeking
that information. In additiwi the appropriate departinents will have to make
the necessary changes, There is no suggestion, as appears to be implied in the
question. that we do not intend to proceed with the legislation. We do.
However, the timetable is uncertain because we do not know how the
legislation will progress through this House, what amendments the Opposition
may seek to make or what charges will be levied after the Parliament has
decided upon the legislation. It is clear that in this area all Governments
which have introduced freedom of information legislation have learned to
their cost that if they do not attempt to recoup at least a portion of the costs
through charges levied, the costs flow out disproportionately to the
information gained.

Members can rest assured that the Government will be bringing the legislation
in and, depending on the will of the Parliament, it will be passed into law and
the appropriate adjustments will be made in departments' budgets for that
purpose.

BUDGET - CUTS
Public Service lobs

432. Mr McGINTY to the Premier:

Does the Budget slash the Public Service leaving 15 000 people without jobs,
which is what the CSA has been protesting about and over which it is
threatening to strike?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

The Department of Agriculture and the Agriculture Protection Board have
done extremely weUl in the circumstances.

Several members interjected.

Mr House: That is not the case with agriculture; agriculture has had its personnel
numbers severely reduced.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The deputy leader of the National Party will come
to order.
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Dr LAWRENCE: That is not correct, and I shall be happy to provide the deputy
leader of the National Parry with a briefing to show the precise nature of those
reductions.
However, it is quite clear that the early publicity by which the Civil Service
Association sought to gain coverage and some interest from their members
was based on a figure of 15 000, when nothing like that was ever
contemplated by the Government. That was a figure which clearly indicated
our capacity to achieve reductions by natural attrition. That has been, in fact,
the rate of turnover within the entire public sector. We have never suggested
that those sorts of numbers would be cut. What we have done is to ensure that
no public servant would lose his or her job. There will be redeployment; there
will be a net loss of 736 positions in the Public Service - in other words, they
will not be replaced when they resign; and there has been a reallocation within
departments of greatest need and in order to achieve efficiencies. I was
disappointed that the Civil Service Association chose not to have the detailed
discussions I offered to have with it which would have allayed its concerns.
However, I am pleased that, apparently in response to the Budget
announcements today, the Trades and Labor Council, at least, recognises that
we have behaved responsibly in relation to public sector employment and that
the fears they were led to have have proved groundless.

It is also critical to indicate that what we have tried to do in this Budget is to
ensure that private sector employment, which is more likely to generate jobs,
is given every chance of growing and every stimulus to succeed. The
suggestion that we would be sacking thousands of public servants, which led
to the rally which was held in my absence a couple of weeks ago, has proved
groundless. The Civil Service Association has waged a very expensive
campaign, and could have saved itself considerable money by simply
discussing with the Government, as we invited it to do, the likely actions we
would take in this Budget.

BUDGET - MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Western Australian Government Holdings Ltd - Separate Bitt Undertaking

433. Mr COWAN to the Premier:

In view of the undertaking by the Government to separate the Government's
repayment of its failed financial business dealings from the ordinary annual
services of Government. why is the appropriation under Miscellaneous
Services for payment to WA Government Holdings Ltd still in this Budget?

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

It is our intention to do two things. It certainly is there, but the Leader of the
National Party will notice that in the second speech I made today there was
reference to a Bill for the $55 million which had to be paid by 30 June, and
the Minister responsible will be bringing in a second Bill to appropriate that
$50 million by special appropriation.

Mr Cowan: Then we have three appropriations - one in this Budget and two special
Bills.

Dr LAWRENCE: No; it needed to be there, however, in order to make clear to the
Parliament and to the public that provision had been made. As indicated and,
I think, as promised by the former Deputy Premier and by the Attorney
General, it will be the subject of a separate Bill.

STATE DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT - ESTABLISHMENT IMPLICATIONS
434. Mr GRAHAM to the Deputy Premier:

Can the Deputy Premier explain the implications of the creation of a
Department of State Development?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

Yes, I am very pleased to comment on the implications of the creation of that
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department. Let me start by saying, to the member for Nedlands in particular,
that I am very interested in his attitude towards the creation of that
department, given that such diverse bodies as the Confederation of Western
Australian Industry, the Trades arid Labor Council and the Institute of Public
Affairs have suggested that one of the things the State Government needs to
do in the area of economic development is to rationalise the number of
departments and organisations which, in one way or another, have a say in the
economic development of this State.

Mr Macinnon: Hie commnented on it last Tuesday, if you had been listening to the
debate.

Mr TAYLOR: I was here on Tuesday; and the member for Nedlands also
commented on it on the radio.

We are seeking to bring together the Departments of Resources Development
and Trade Development, the Ministry of Economic Development, the
Department of Regional Development and the Small Business Development
Corporation, all of which quite rightly, in one way or another, have a say in
the future of Western Australia. I think it makes a great deal of sense to have
one ministry and one major department called the Department of State
Development that will have that responsibility. Members who have looked at
the Budget papers might also have noted that one of the first responsibilities
of that department will be to bring together a program or plan in relation to
the long term economic development of Western Australia. By long term I do
not mean five to 10 years;, Tamn talking about a 30 year program of economic
development of the State. That fits the feedback I received on my trip to
Japan and Korea during the past week. I have no doubt that Western Australia
t placed in an extraordinarily advantageous position for future development.
We should take that opportunity by the scruff of the neck and ensure that
people who come to Western Australia do not go from department to
department or from Minister to Minister wondering who it is they need to see
about development issues.

The key issue in the establishment of the Department of State Development
will not be the saving of funds, it will be the good, rational economic
management. That will be our approach to the economic development of
Western Australia in future.

POWER STATIONS - GRIFFIN COAL MINING FPTY LTD
Harman Report "Power Options for Western Austral(ia" Critique

435. Mr BRADSHAW to the Minister for Fuel and Energy:

(I) Has the Minister read the critique "Power Options for Western Australia"
produced by Griffin Coal Mining Pty Ltd?

(2) If yes. does he support Griffin Coal's claim that the cost of a combined cycle
gas turbine power station recommended in the Hlannan report understated the
cost of the generation of power?

Mr CARR. replied:

I have seen the report. I received a presentation from the consultant employed
by Griffin Coal. The Government welcomes all submissions on the question
of the next power station. The Government and SECWA will closely study
all reports. Three major responses have been made to the Harnnan report:
First, from The Coal Industry Council, strongly supporting coal; second, from
the Confederation of Western Australian Industry and the Chamber of Mines
and Energy of Western Australia; and, third, from Griffin Coal.

Ft is significant that while each report has disagreed with the Harman report in
some manner, and each has added to the debate, not one report has reached
Firm conclusions. The Griffin Coal report states that the break-even point
identified by Harnan for the price of gas - at which two alternative means are
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competitive - moves. Where Harman said the $5 per gigajoule is the break-
even point, the submission suggests that $3.50 per gigajoule is the break-even
point, Even if the latter figure turns out to be the break-even point and the
Griffin study was correct, ali that would demonstrate is that the contest
between gas and coal - if we could call it that - is very close.

While the submission by the Confederation of WA Industry arnd the Chamber
of Mines also criticises the H-Iarmnan report, it strongly recommends a
continued close evaluation of all options. We interpret that as a strong
endorsement of the action the Governiment is taking to look closely at all
options. We will continue to do that. As I have said recently, we wilt be
narrowing down the number of coal fixed options in the near future, but a
close assessment of all options will continue during the remainder of this year.

BUDGET - LEGISLATWVE COUNCIL

436. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Finance and Economic Development:

In the light of complaints by the Opposition that the other place has been
underfunded, is the Minister able to provide details of funding for that House
provided in the current Budget?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

I am very pleased to provide those details. The 1990-9 1 estimate of
$8 373 000 for Parliament reflects an increase of $1 531 000 or 22.4 per cent,
compared with expenditure of $6 842 000 the previous year. The Legislative
Council has been allocated $1.4 million for 1990-91, an increase of about
$361 000 or about 34.7 per cent, compared with expenditure of roundly
$1 039 000 last year. It should also be noted that the approved Budget in
1989-90 of $882 000 was exceeded by $157 000. Accordingly, compared
with planned expenditure in 1989-90 the Budget of $1.A million represents an
increase of $518 000 or about 59 per cent over the previous Budget. As
overall Budget outlays are planned to increase by only 4.8 per cent - that is a
reduction of' 2.5 per cent in real terms - any reasonable person would consider
the allocation that this Government has made to the Legislative Council is
more than reasonable. The Council has also been allocated 22 PIEs, an
increase of six based on the 1989-90 average FTE level of 16. When all is
said and done and all the huffing and puffing by Mr Pike is over -

Mr Cowan: Have you had a look at the Department of Agriculture's FTEs for last
year?

MrTAYLOR: I ami pleased that the Leader of the National Party should relate this
matter to other departments. I hope that he has some influence over the likes
of Mr Pike and company in the other place because he may suggest to them
that we should be finding, in addition to these increases, another $700 000 so
those departments can do what they think is important for Western Australia.
I agree with the Leader of the National Party that it is far more important to
allocate scarce resources to organisations such as the Department of
Agriculture than to the Legislative Council. Indeed, the Legislative Council is
fortunate to receive this increase because last year it spent 60 per cent over
and above its allocation.

AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY - SUBSTANTIALI DONATIONS
437, Mr COURT to the Premrier:

(1) Is the Premier aware that yesterday information was provided to this House of
two substantial donations to the Australian Labor Party of $250 000 and
$50 000?

(2) If yes, is the Premier aware that the $250 000 referred to was in addition to
another $250 000 provided in 1987 by Paragon Resources NI and that a total
of $550 000 was provided by Connell related companies or organisations just
before and after the Rothwells rescue?
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(3) Does the Premier believe it is proper for the Australian Labor Party to receive
funding of this size and then become involved in using taxpayers' money to
rescue those organisations?

(4) Will the Premier take steps to investigate these matters, particularly as this
information was not made available to the McCusker inquiry?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I would like to see the question. I have some
doubts about whether that question is in order.

Mr COURT: I will have to interpret it for you, Mr Speaker.

Mr Taylor: Can you not read Laurie's handwriting?

MV Lewis: He is your friend, not ours.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! If I had thought that the ruling would spark so
much interest it may have been better to allow a possible out of order question
to be answered. I have looked at the question asked by the member for
Nedlands and I am satisfied that it is just in order. I caution members - arnd
this is the reason that I drew it to the attention of the House in the first place -
that under Standing Orders questions should be in relation to matters of public
policy directly under the Premier's or the relevant Minister's control. I am
not sure whether that is the case here; however, I will give the member the
benefit of the doubt in this instance.

Dr LAWRENCE replied:

(1) 1 am aware of the claims made by the member opposite in the House
yesterday in my presence. I could not have avoided some of the flow-on
effects in the media.

(2) Yes, I am aware that they were made but only as a result of the publicity
given yesterday.

(3 )-(4)
No, I was not aware that they were in addition to some $250 000 which the
member now claims. Regarding the size of those donations, what I said
yesterday remains true: I did not know of them: Ministers did not know of
them; members of Parliament did not know of them, and nor should they.

Mr Macinnon: You will regret you ever said that.

Dr LAWRENCE: Oh, the Leader of the Opposition believes he is on a run here! If
members opposite believe -

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Interjections are totally out of order at this point.
especially as the Premier is still answering the question.

Dr LAWRENCE: It is important to remind the House what the member for Nediands
said yesterday. He said, "Don't ask me what donations are made to my party.
Don't ask me what size those donations are; that is not something that
members will be aware of." The member said that in a very broad sense.
That is the first point. The second point is that the member for Nedlands is
making allegations that because certain donations are alleged to have been
made, there is a link between those donations and the behaviour of the
Governiment. That is the serious accusation that has been made, and that
should be investigated. I cannot ask anybody to investigate that matter
because I have no evidence of it. The material that the member has placed
before the Parliament so far, and the allegation he has made so far, simply
say - if it is correct - that a donation has been made. The member has further
made the allegation of a lint arid it is up to him to provide that information to
the appropriate authorities. The member for Nedlands knows who they are.

The member for Nedlands. made a further assumption that Mr McCusker had
not heard those allegations and that he had not previously been presented with
that information. I want to know how the member knows that. Why does he
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assume that that is so? It is my belief that as Mr McCusker was investigating
these matters, every allegation would have been made - even if he decided
that it did not fit the terms of reference.

Several members interjected.

Dr LAWRENCE: I do not believe that Mr McCusker would not have been provided
with every allegation, every innuendo, every story, and every smear that some
of those people involved would have wanted to put before him.

Mr Marlborough interjected.

Mr Lewis: There is your smear merchant over there.

Mr Taylor: You would be the last to point your finger at anyone.

Mr P.1. Smith: Remember what you did to my son, you bastard. I won't forget it.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The Premier will resume her seat. I assume she
was about to conclude her answer, but I believe that a couple of things have
happened during the last few minutes. Members who are not in their seats
have interjected - the member for Peel would be aware of that - and
interjections have come from both sides which are grossly improper and quite
out of order.

Mr Clarko: The member speaks so rarely.

The DEPUITY SPEAKER: There is no call for the member for NMannion to interject
on the Speaker or his deputy. I ask the Premier to conclude her reply.

Withdrawal of Remark

Mr COWAN: I realise that you have asked the Premier to finish, but I did hear a
remark across the Chamber made by the member for Bunbury which I think
deserves to be withdrawn. I was listening intently to your remarks in the hope
that you would insist that (hat statement be withdrawn. I did not hear you ask
for that statement to be withdrawn and I think the member for Bunbury should
withdraw that remark.

Mr P.J. SMITH: I withdraw the remark.

Questions without Notice Resumed
Dr LAWRENCE: This heated exchange underlines precisely the difficulty that we all

face when members on any side make allegations of the kind the member for
Nedlands made yesterday. It raises tempers and it makes people feel under
threat. They will say things in unguarded moments that they will later regret.

Mr Macnnon: We do not feel under threat.

Dr LAWRENCE: That goes for members on both sides of the House. It is
imperative that if the member for Nedlands has evidence he should provide it;
if anyone else has similar evidence he should provide it. Parliament
established a Corruption Commission, and the police are capable of
investigating what would be, by any standards, a serious breach of our
legislation. I would be absolutely astounded - but I have not inquired, and I
will not inquire - if Mr McCusker had not had the same allegations made to
him. I amn sure, as an investigator, a QC, and a person now charged with
prosecution, even if they fell outside his terms of reference, he would refer the
matter himself.

BUDGET - HEALTH ALLOCATION
Staff and Financial Resources Reallocation

438. Mr COWAN to the Treasurer:

(1) I refer to the comments made by the Treasurer regarding the health allocation
made in the Budget speech which stated -

. .. to ensure reallocations of staffing and financial resources result in
enhanced patient services.
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Will the Treasurer indicate whether the program statements which are to be
issued will publish precisely where the Government intends to reallocate staff
and financial resources in health services?

(2) Will the Treasurer inform us when the program statements budget paper is
likely to be provided to members.

(3) If they are not to be made today, in view of the urgency of the situation in
relation to services in the country, will the Treasurer inifonn us which country
hospitals andi medical services are likely to be affected by the Government's
policy?

Dr L \WRENCE replied:

(04-3)
Starting from the bottom end of that question: There will be no closure or
downgrading of country hospitals or medical centres in this Budget.

Mr Cowan: They have been waiting to hear that for a long time. Thank you.

Dr LAWRENCE: That is in this Budget; let me be clear about that. I amn not saying
that it will never happen, and I am not saying that it should not be examined.
Both of chose matters should be the subject of further examination. Yes, the
program statements will show where that reallocating will be directed. If the
Leader of the National Party talks to the Minister for Health, he will discover
that much of the reallocation will cake from the head office and move to the
regional centres to assist with country medical services. This is the case with
education as well. The program statements will be available when Parliament
resumes.

Mr Cowan: In two weeks?

Dr LAWRENCE: We could send out the information to every member, but it would
not be an efficient use of taxpayers' money because the volume of material is
enormous. So, they will be available to members when they return. They
give details of the funding by program, the ETEs by program, the objectives
of the program, the measures of achievement of the program, and the sub-
programs involved. Every question members would want to know will be
antsweresi in detail through the Estimates.

Mr Cowan: If they are published before we return, can they be put on our desks to be
collected at our convenience?

Dr LAWRENCE: I would need to check the precise times of their availability but, if
that is possible. cenainrly. However, the important thing for the member's
constituents is that no closures or downgradings will cake place, although
there are some very serious questions hanging over some of those hospitals
and medical posts. Public debate needs to occur regarding some of these
centres. In the end we want to deliver the highest quality service to the
country region as well as to the metropolitan region.

Mr House: Does that statement about the downgrading also include the other
ancillary health services in the country?

Dr LAWRENCE: As the relocation will be from central to regional, those services
are likely to be enhanced. If the member looks at the program statement, he
will find out. The headlines in the Budget are what we receive at this stage,
and these matters can be discussed at the Estimates committees and members
will have an opportunity to scrutinise these matters as never before. I am sure
the member will take the opportunity to do so,

BUDGET - DAWESVLILLE CUT
439. Mr READ to the Minister for Transport:

Would the Minister tell the House whether hinds have been set aside in the
Budget for the Dawesville Channel project?
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Mrs B EGGS replied:
I am pleased to respond to the member for Murray and to be able to tell the
House that $2 milion has been set aside in the Capita Works Program for this
project to begin.

Mr Lewis: How much?

Mrs BEGGS; It is $2 million. This is the first stage of a project that is expected to
cake Five years.

Mr Lewis: Will it cost $60 million?

Mrs BEGGS: Nowhere near that sum; less than that. The $2 mill ion will cover land
purchases, expansion of quarrying operations along the channel alignment,
and stockpiling of stone for the ocean entrance breakwaters. Construction of
the channel, together with the stringent catchment management which is
already under way, will ensure that the water quality of the estuary is restored.

PROMPT PAYMENT OF GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTS BILL - GOVERNOR'S
MESSAGE RECOMMENDATION

440. Mrs EDWARDES to the member for Applecross:

I refer to the Prompt Payment of Coverrnent Accounts BUi introduced by the
member and ask: In view of the recent report about the Government's
intention to abolish the Small Business Development Corporation, causing
closure of the prompt payment hot-line, has the Government advised whether
it is prepared to recommend a Governor's message for this legislation?

Mr LEWIS replied:

I thank the member for notice of the question. The Government does not
support the prompt payment of commercial accounts. I have received a
communication firom. the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet to the effect that a
Governor's message will not be forthcoming for the Bill I introduced into this
House, which would ensure that the Government paid its commercial
accounts on time.

I will give to the House an example of the Government's not paying accounts
prompdly by referr ing to my telephone account.

Several members interjected.

Mr LEWIS: I am sorry, but I have the floor.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! In the interest of finishing question time I suggest
members at least let the member answer the question.

Mr LEWIS: Mr Deputy Speaker, I certainly have members opposite interested in
what I am saying.
In August 1989 1 received a telephone account for around $1 100 for my
electorate office, On 20 August I despatched the account, which I had
received on 16 August, to the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet. On
29 September, five weeks lacer, I received an overdue account notice from
Telecom asking me why I had not paid my account and stating that if it was
not paid it would cut off my phone. I rang the Ministry of Premier and
Cabinet and was told that the officers there were sorry about what had
happened and that it had been an oversight. I was told the account would be
paid. Seven weeks after the account had been received it was paid. I
acknowledge that everyone can make a mistake. However, on 16 November I
received another telephone account for about $1 200 and I promptly
forwarded it to the Ministry of Premier and Cabinet for payment. And guess
what? A month later I received an overdue account from Telecom. That
account had not been paid and I was advised that if it was not paid the phone
would be cut off. I rang the Ministry of Premnier and Cabinet and complained
rather bitterly to an officer that the phone bill which I had forwarded to the
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ministry for payment had not been paid. Again I was told that they were sorry
about it and would sort it out. Six and a half weeks later the account was
paid.

Several members interjected.

Mr LEWIS; Mr Deputy Speaker, I am drawing my answer to a close. On
15 February I received another account which I forwarded to the Ministry of
Premier and Cabinet and six weeks later I received an overdue account from
Telecom. With the next account I received, the Ministry of Premier and
Cabinet was able to get things right. But guess what? The last account [
received on 16 August was forwarded by me to the Ministr of Premier and
Cabinet and to this day I do not know whether it has been paid, but I received
another overdue notice from Telecom informing me that if the account was
not paid it would cut off my telephone. To get it right four out of five times is
not bad! What chance has the poor little man in the street got?


